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Abstract
Enhancing the functionality of photovoltaic and photonic biointerfaces through
structuration – Tobias Wenzel
This two-part thesis focuses on biointerfaces of two different biological systems. It
specifically examines the interplay of structure and functionality in these biointerfaces.
Part one studies photo-bio-electrochemically active bacteria and the strong dependence
of their electrical current generation on electrode structure and pigment organisation.
Part two uncovers surprising design principles of photonic structures on flower petals and
presents research tools to study disordered optical systems.
Biophotovoltaics (BPV) is a newly described biophysical effect in which a biofilm of photosynthetic microorganisms associated with an anode produces electrical current that can
be harvested and passed through an external circuit. In this thesis-part, an experimental
set-up is presented to quantitatively measure photo-electric activity of cyanobacteria in
BPVs. Using this set-up, a systematic study of anode morphologies reveals that large
electrode surface areas enhance photocurrents by two orders of magnitude, identifying
structuration as key design criterion for bioelectrochemical interfaces. Electrodes with
micrometer-sized pores allow enhanced direct contact area with bacteria, but with tested
cyanobacteria this did not result in a photocurrent increase, disproving recent speculations in the literature. Furthermore, a theoretic-mathematical framework is presented to
estimate light-energy utilisation in biofilms. It is detailed how pigment concentration and
distribution affects the light-level dependent saturation of electron harvesting biofilms.
This study brings the theory together with experiments, such as genetic modification
and photo-current measurements.
Part two of this thesis approaches the interaction of light and biointerface structuration
from a different angle. In a significant extension of the candidate’s MPhil project, it
was discovered that the disorder in natural photonic structures can be an advantage
rather than a limitation in biology. With biological image analysis, optics simulations
and nano-manufacturing a new photonic effect is uncovered which is iridescent but
surprisingly constant in chroma. In collaboration with plant scientists, it is shown that
many flowers have co-evolved disordered surface structuration that generates this beevisible colouration.
Keywords
Microstructuration, biointerfaces, energy biophysics, bio-electrochemistry, nanotechnology, biomimicry, photonics, bioengineering, light-matter interaction.
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Overview

Overview
The two parts of this thesis are loosely connected by the themes of structuration and
functionality of biointerfaces. Every chapter, apart from introductions and conclusions,
contains a large amount of custom techniques and measurement data because the development of methodologies was an important aspect of the research projects.

Part I

Structure-function interplay of biophotovoltaic interfaces

Chapter 1 introduces biophotovoltaic (BPV) research and reviews the mechanisms of
electricity generation from living photosynthetic microorganisms. In particular, it focuses
on known and speculative pathways for electroactivity in the model cyanobacterium
Synechocystis, the key organism for experimental work in this thesis part.
Chapter 2 describes the theory and methodologies for the structuration of transparent electrodes. The developed procedures for the fabrication of indium tin oxide
electrodes with pores on different length scales are described, along with the characterisation of these electrodes using a range of methods.
Chapter 3 introduces bioelectrochemical techniques and the custom set up developed for BPV measurements in this thesis. Specifically, a white light source for photobioenergy measurements and a set of 3d-printed temperature controlled BPV devices
are characterised. The chapter contains important quality control measurements on
cell culture media and temperature dependence, which are currently absent from the
literature.
Chapter 4 builds on the methodological framework developed in chapter 2 & 3 and
presents key research results. The systematic study of electrode structuration on BPV
current generation showed that large electrode surface areas in BPV devices can increase
photocurrents by up to two orders of magnitude and speed up their response time. Pores
larger than microorganisms have the potential to enhance direct electron transfer modes,
but an absence of enhancement in cyanobacteria creates doubt in recently published
hypotheses of their direct electron transfer capabilities.

Overview

Chapter 5 details a bio-optical model of saturation-limited electron (and energy)
generation in photosynthetic biofilms, on the example of Synechocystis cyanobacteria.
By considering recent characterisations of Synechocystis, known bottlenecks in the electron transfer chain and realistic assumptions for the energy input, an estimation for
(saturated) photo-electron generation is made. Finally, experimental BPV results are
presented for antenna mutant strains and discussed in comparison to the model predictions.
Chapter 6 contains the part one overall conclusions.

Part II

Function of variation in optical structures of biological systems

Chapter 7 introduces structural colour (photonic light-biointerface interactions) in
animals and on flowers. In particular, floral surface striations are discussed and evidence
is given for their presence in many plant species.
Chapter 8 describes the finding of a new photonic effect, caused by the disorder in
quasi-ordered surface striations. The chapter details the custom tools developed to study
this disordered system, including its quantitative analysis, simulation and manufacturing.
The characteristics of the optical effect are discussed with the help of simulation results
and analysis of experimental implementations.
Chapter 9 shows that the photonic effect of disordered surface striations has a
biological functionality. Detailed optical analyses of 11 flower species reveal that the
directional photonic effect of disordered striations causes a hue-change of flower petals
towards blue and UV shades. Furthermore, controlled bumblebee experiments with
artificial flowers show that pollinators can see the new optical effect and that they can
recognise it quickly.
Chapter 10 contains the part two overall conclusions.
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Chapter 1
Introduction to microbial
photovoltaic current generation
This chapter briefly motivates and introduces research on biophotovoltaics (BPV), also
referred to as microbial solar cells. This overview is partially based on a review publication
which I co-authored (Energy and Environmental Science, 2015 [1]) and which provides
an additional in-depth discussion of the research on oxygenic photosynthetic organisms in
bioelectrochemical systems. BPV research has mainly been conducted by biochemistry
focussed laboratories, and only the main insights of the field are summarised here in
order to introduce the reader of this more technical thesis (featuring nanotechnology,
modelling, and electrochemical measurements).

Acknowledgements
This section is a summary of the field in my own words, but it is strongly informed by
the review paper published with Alistair McCormick, Paolo Bombelli, Robert Bradley,
Rebecca Thorne and Christopher Howe. As a non-leading author of this study I would like
to thank the team, especially Paolo Bombelli, for the gathering of valuable information
and figures, which ultimately supported this chapter and my PhD research.

1.1

My motivation for biophotovoltaic research

As resource consumption and environmental awareness increases globally, there is a need
to find more sustainable methods for energy and material production. It is likely that
some of the main advances will come from a better utilisation of biological organisms in
technological processes. Living organisms are promising because they self-replicate and
are thus cheap to produce, self-repair, catalyse complex and specific reactions under mild
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conditions, and are biocompatible as well as biodegradable. They are also very durable
compared to pure enzyme based systems.
To contribute to the fields of biological energy conversion and the understanding
of biointerfaces, I investigated photocurrent generation from photosynthetic microorganisms, specifically cyanobacteria. This multidisciplinary project was developed in a
collaboration with the Howe group (Department of Biochemistry). The group pioneered
BPV technology [2, 3] in which a pure-culture biofilm of photosynthetic microorganisms
associated with an anode produces electrical current. This technology is of interest
for the study of bio-energetic processes, for sustainable energy production (see artwork
in figure 1.1), as well as for environmentally friendly water desalination and electrically
supported biosynthesis of organic fuels.

Figure 1.1: An artists vision for future biophotovoltaic units in application. (a) Bay
with floating BPV devices. (b) A BPV power station unit. [Figure credit: EPSRC
project-media from Christopher Howe, Alison Smith and Adrian Fisher]

There are examples of non-photosynthetic bacteria that are able to metabolise feedstock and transfer 40 % to 100 % of the thereby generated electrons to the external
environment [4, 5]. But for biophotovoltaic devices, the fundamental mechanisms in
which the current leaves the microbial cells have to be understood before currently low
efficiencies can be overcome [6]. In order to systemically explore the role of biointerface electrodes and bioenergy dynamics in biofilms, I initiated this project in the Steiner
group (Department of Physics) as a feasible extension of earlier work in terms of electrode design, structuring of active materials and imaging. Additional aspects such as
device architecture and genetic variations on the electron transfer where also explored
to optimise measurements and design suitable reference experiments.
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Electroactivity in biological organisms

Number of publications (cumulative)

Every living cell transports electrons internally via various biochemical intermediates
(redox molecules). Some microbes are also able to exchange electrons with the environment outside of the cell, in a process termed exoelectrogenic activity. A device exploiting
this phenomenon to utilise biological energy is called bioelectrochemical system (BES).
While electroactive organisms have been known for a long time [7], this topic acquired
exponentially increasing scientific attention only in recent years (see figure 1.2). Light
harvesting BES are especially promising, because of the prevalent and large amount of
solar light available as energy source and because they can be cultured easily without an
organic food source.
Review
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Figure 1.2: Historical overview of BPV and photoMFC studies. Only 38 BPV studies
were published from 1964 to 2008. In contrast, during the last five years 71 articles
have appeared in scientific journals. The presented data is based on the number of
articles mentioning BPVs (or synonyms) in the citation database Web of Science. [Figure
from [1] CC BY 3.0]
The best studied bioelectrochemical systems are those that generate electricity by
oxidising a food resource (microbial fuel cells, MFCs) [8]. The microorganisms in these
devices are purely reliant on organic molecules as external energy source. Bacteria in
MFCs are often not oxygen tolerant, which results into difficulties when handling these
microorganisms, as they die when exposed to oxygen or air.
Within light harvesting BESs, a number of systems can be distinguished (figure 1.3).
There are mixed systems, in which an external feedstock is used together with sunlight,
either containing chemoautotrophs or mixed cultures, phototrophic and heterotrophic.
Extensive reviews exist for these devices [9, 10]. In plant-MFCs or photo-MFCs, the
energy input is purely light, but photosynthetic organisms [11, 12] or components [13]
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Figure 1.3: The study of biophotovoltaic systems lies at the interface of photoelectrochemical and bioelectrochemical (BES) research. These include a wide range of
devices capable of generating electrical outputs, including systems powered by solar light
(photovoltaic (PVs) and dye sensitized solar cells (DSSC)) and (in-)organic substrates
(fuels cells (FCs)). When at least one of the components catalysing the electrochemical
process is biological (e. g. entire cells, enzymes, biologically derived pigments) these systems are defined as BESs. FCs containing biological components (typically heterotrophic
bacteria) that are fuelled by organic substrates and are defined as microbial fuel cells
(MFCs). Similarly, the integration of photoactive biological components with PVs, where
the generation of electrical current is directly or indirectly driven by light, are called BPVs
or photoMFCs. [Figure derived from [1] CC BY 3.0]
are only used to produce intermediate energy carriers, which are further processed by
non-photosynthetic organisms.
Biophotovoltaic devices do not need any external organic food source, nor heterotrophic organisms to establish exoelectrogenic activity. They are a bioelectrochemical
systems containing primarily oxygenic photosynthetic organisms. BPVs can include a
wide variety of sub-cellular or cellular photosynthetic components, such as purified oxygenic photosynthetic reaction centres, photosystem II (PSII) [14, 15], thylakoid membranes [16, 17], entire organisms such as cyanobacteria [2, 18] or green algae [3, 19].
While subcellular BPVs are an important platform to study biological processes and
intracellular electron transfer, they lack the stability of entire organisms, making applications of these systems less attractive. Cyanobacteria are simpler than eukaryotic algae
and possibly more efficient in their photosynthesis. This makes them an ideal system to
study the underlying processes of extracellular electron transfer. Specifically, this work
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focuses on pure-culture cellular mediator-less photosynthetic electrochemical systems [2,
3].

1.2.1

Extracellular electron transfer

In the paragraphs above, cyanobacteria are described as promising biocatalysts for electricity generation in BPV devices. This remains only a potential goal, as the photoelectrons need to be transferred efficiently from the intracellular space to the anodic
surface. These electron transfer processes have been poorly exploited so far and are not
yet well understood in photosynthetic organisms [3]. As summarised in figure 1.4, electrons can generally be transferred via a direct electron transport (DET) (e.g. by redox
proteins in the outer membrane) or via mediated electron transport (MET). MET is electon transport by soluble small molecules that can carry electrons through the medium
between surrounding cells or to an external anode material. It can occur via small
molecules produced and excreted by the organisms (e.g. flavins from S. oneidensis MR1
or phenazines from Pseudomonas spp.), artificially added electrolytes (e.g. ferricyanide
[Fe(CN)6 ]3− ), and even the oxidation of metabolites that can transport electrons to the
electrode once but that cannot be reused cyclically (figure 1.4 c). Based on the organisms
used, all mechanisms can exist in parallel in one electrochemical system.
MET with artificial electron mediators has the disadvantage of chemicals having to be
added to the system. Both artificially and self-mediated systems have many technological shortfalls of liquid electrolytes such as leakage due to seal imperfections, evaporation,
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Figure 1.4: Mechanisms of microbial extracellular electron transfer in bioelectrochemical
systems. The fundamental mechanisms for extracellular electron transfer to an electrode
include (a) direct electron transfer by nanowires produced by the organisms that connect
the cells and electrode, (b) electron transfer across direct contacts of organisms with
the electrode and (c) electron transfer mediated by redox molecules in solution.
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corrosion and degradation. Current research on dye sensitised solar cells (DSSCs) focuses on replacing electrolytes for these reasons [20]. Furthermore, concentrations of
electrolytes in combination with living cells have to be substantially lower than those
used in DSSCs, creating diffusion limitations in many cases. Diffusion rates are even
lower inside biofilms [21].
In contrast, high electron transfer rates have been reported for DET via conductive
bacterial filaments in non-photosynthetic organisms, so called ‘microbial nanowires’ [22–
24]. This mechanism has been confirmed in Geobacter spp. (using long conductive
type IV pili) and Shewanella oneidensis MR1 (using an outer membrane cytochrome
and cell extrusions), see figure 1.5. The coulombic efficiency of the electron transfer
via filaments has been claimed to be ‘practically 100 %’ [4, 5], whereas the resulting
voltage depends on the redox potential of the protein complexes involved. Electron
export efficiencies for different microorganisms have been reviewed [25].
Thus, the most promising approach is to utilise mediator-less direct extracellular electron transfer present in some microorganisms. This has the advantage of decreasing over-

Figure 1.5: Summary of known mechanisms for electron export in exoelectrogenic
species. DET has mainly been studied in two organisms. MET can be facilitated either
by lipid-insoluble mediators (usually reduced by transmembrane proteins (TMP)) or by
lipid-soluble molecules, which can oxidise substrates in lipid bilayers or the cytoplasm.
OM outer membrane, CM cytoplasmic membrane, TM thylakoid membrane. [Figure
from [1] CC BY 3.0]
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potentials and the avoidance of electron shuttle loss as well as diffusion limitations [26–
29]. The presence of conductive ‘nanowires’ in cyanobacteria has been reported, [24, 30,
31] but no evidence so far has been shown, linking the proposed conductive structures
to the cellular electron transfer chain in these species. Even the mechanisms of electron
transfer between the membranes inside of cyanobacteria remain speculative. Further
work is needed to explore the mechanisms of intra- and extracellular electron transport
and possible DET in photosynthetic organisms.

1.3
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Figure 1.6: Fundamental components of biophotovoltaic (BPV) systems. Intracellular,
transmembrane and extracellular electron transport systems (IET, TETS and EETS,
respectively) are shown in greater detail in figure 1.4 and figure 1.5.
Figure 1.6 contextualises cellular electron transfer in photosynthetic biofilms with a
summary of possible processes in a bioelectrochemical device. Light energy is absorbed
by cells internally and used to split water into electrons, oxygen and protons. Electrons
are ultimately stored in cellular redox molecules (mainly NADPH) and sugar (which can
be re-digested in some organisms). From there, electrons may be exported out of the cell
through the organism’s membranes, as summarised in previous sections. The protons
and electrons reaching the outside of cells drive an external electrical current via anodic
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(electron carrier oxidation) and cathodic reactions (water recombination or hydrogen
production).

1.4

Bioelectrosynthesis – the reverse process

Higher (eukaryotic) cells use the cellar ‘power station’ compartments chloroplasts (photosynthesis) and mitochondria (respiration) to generate electrons for the biosynthesis
of energetically expensive molecules (figure 1.7). Currents in bioelectrochemical devices
are a fraction of those electrons. However, the principle of exoelectrogenic activity in
microbes can also be reversed. Some microorganisms can utilize electrical energy via extracellular electron transfer for the conversion of chemical compounds. Bioelectrochemical systems have been used to drive electrosynthesis of biofuels (higher alcohols) from
CO2 [32, 33], for waste water treatment [34–36], and in all combinations for bioremediation, electro-fermentation, electro-respiration [26, 37–39]. Among those technologies,
light-dependent cathode-microbe interactions have also been reported [40–42].

Figure 1.7: Scheme illustrating electron generation and usage for biosynthesis in eukaryotic cells. When supplementing electrons to electroactive organisms, naturally generated
energy carriers are complemented and can lead to higher yields of metabolically expensive
target molecules.
Even though microorganisms cannot easily be controlled and modified to suit specific
applications, they are promising biocatalysts. They are self-regenerating, potentially lowcost, adaptive to energy sources and can be either more specific or more versatile than
their inorganic equivalents.
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Chapter 2
Translucent structured electrode
design and testing
2.1

Significance and contributions

This chapter introduces the key electrode fabrication methodologies and characterisation
results used in this work with biophotovoltaic devices (BPVs). Electrode structuration
methods were derived from the areas of dye sensitised solar cells (DSSC), photonic
materials and enzyme electrochemistry. In contrast to these areas, during this work with
living organisms as a biocatalyst, electrodes needed to be structured on the large length
scale of biological organisms rather than that of individual molecules. Adapting the
methods posed challenges to fabrication and characterisation approaches in terms of the
scalability of template sizes as well as material volumes and its properties of transparency
and conductivity. For this reason, the chapter is based on custom protocols with original
data, while drawing on the best practices in the field. It provides a background on
properties, fabrication, structuration, and characterisation of transparent electrodes.
When designing electrode materials, it is often desirable to freely combine known
material properties, such as transparency, conductivity, flexibility, differences in energy
bands, and morphologies. Furthermore, to allow for reliable repetitions of experiments
and sufficient sample dimensions, it is necessary to fabricate these materials and structures in a cheap, scalable, sustainable, and highly replicable manner. Unfortunately,
tuning material properties and structuration is a major challenge that has not yet been
achieved for many applications, especially in a systematic fashion.
The following sections detail approaches to address the aforementioned design challenges in a suitable way for BPVs. The most important design parameters in a BPV
context are transparency (because light has to pass through the material in some cases
to supply energy to lower lying cells), structure (here as systematic study parameter),
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biocompatibility (enabling the electrode to be used as biointerface), and sufficient conductivity of thick electrode films.
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2.2
2.2.1

Electrode design and structuration
Transparent electrodes

In general, there is a trade-off between good electric conductivity and high transparency.
For instance, metals have a high conductivity because of free moving electrons in the
material. At the same time they are opaque (except for very thin films), because the
same electrons can be excited by incoming visible light waves, which leads to reflection
or absorption and does not let them pass through the material. Semiconductors are an
exception. They have an optical bandgap between the valence and conduction band,
see figure 2.1 a, which restricts the wavelength of light they can absorb and scatter. An
incoming light wave must have a higher energy than the bandgap in order to excite an
electron from the valence to the conduction band. When the bandgap is large (>3 eV),
the material is transparent to visible light and only absorbs irradiation of higher energy
(e.g. UV-light).
While transparent semiconductors such as titanium dioxide can be used to conduct
electrons in suitable applications, the presence of the bandgap imposes restrictions on the
source of electrons, and the conductivity is limited by the low number of free charges in
the conduction band. The number of free electrons can be increased, however, by doping
the semiconductor with different suitable atoms. At high doping levels (several weight
percent [44]), some metal-oxide semiconductors can achieve metal-like conductivity while
maintaining transparency to visible light >80 %. The band-model scheme in figure 2.1 b
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Figure 2.1: Band-model schemes of (a) metal oxide semiconductor and (b) TCO (doped),
after [43]. In a semiconductor, the bandgap of energy Eg0 separates the valence (VB)
and conduction band (CB). Heavy n-type doping with metal-ions shifts the Fermi energy
Ef into the conduction band and the semiconductor becomes degenerate (metal-like
conductive). The high concentrations of doping atoms (electron donors) and oxygen
defects eventually merge with the bands, decreasing the gap energy to Eg .
demonstrates the increased availability of charge carriers in the conduction band (e.g.
on the order of 1021 cm−3 for ITO). This popular class of materials is referred to as
transparent conductive oxides (TCOs) [45, 46], see figure 2.2 for examples. The three
best known high performing TCOs are tin doped indium oxide - normally referred to
as indium tin oxide (ITO), flourine doped tin oxide (FTO), and aluminium doped zinc
oxide (AZO). However, many further potential TCOs are studied in this ongoing field of
research e.g. antimony doped tin oxide (SbTO). There are a few polymer semiconductor
materials with similar but generally worse properties, such as PEDOT:PSS. Graphene is
also transparent and conductive, but only two-dimensional and thus unsuitable for most
3d structuration methods.
While TCOs are generally transparent as well as conductive, several electrode design
parameters influence their transparency. The absorption of a material increases exponentially with thickness, giving the materials a clear colouration up to an opaque appearance
for films thicker than a few hundred nanometres. Absorption is also strongly affected by
the crystal structure, presence of defects, and quality of doping, which depends on the
material processing protocol restricted by the choice of structuration procedures.

2.2.2

Electrode structuration on different length scales

The morphologies that are most relevant to electrode structuration for electrochemistry
are size-controlled three-dimensional pore networks on the nanometre or micrometre
length scale. These structures are desirable because they change the interaction area
with liquid media and catalysts, while avoiding manufacture restrictions associated with
strictly periodic structures as often required in the field of photonics. Nevertheless, these
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Figure 2.2: Commercial TCO substrates (Sigma Aldrich): (a) from left to right – ITO
on glass (15 Ω/sq) and PET (100 Ω/sq), and FTO on glass (8 Ω/sq). ITO and FTO
mainly differ in surface roughness, cost (FTO is cheaper) and heat & chemical stability
(FTO is more resistant). Surface roughness of (b) ITO and (c) FTO (SEM images).
structures require a huge number of pore replications over the macroscopic electrode
area. Simple porosity (several to hundreds of nanometres) can be achieved by using
nanoparticles of the desired size and blade- or spin-coat them onto a substrate, see
Porous ITO nanoparticle films.
More complex 3d morphologies usually require the self-assembly of polymeric materials, such as blockcopolymers, self organisation of colloids or directed crystal growth [20,
47]. These polymeric structure templates can subsequently be filled with electrode materials such as metals, TCOs, or semiconductors and the template can be removed by
etching or thermal treatment. There are a number of pathways to fill polymer templates with electrode materials. The most important ones with regard to TCOs are
electrodeposition, sol-gel chemistry, and filling with nanoparticle suspensions.
In electrodeposition, a polymer template on a conductive substrate is transferred into
an electrolyte solution which contains the required ions for the semiconductor. The ions
are deposited by applying a voltage to the substrate, which leads to an electrochemical
deposition reaction on the substrate surface. The semiconductor first covers the exposed
conductive surface and then grows into the pores of the polymer template [48]. The
challenge to create TCOs with this method is to introduce the proper amount of doping
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in the material in order to achieve good conductivity, because doping ions tend to be
excluded from the growing crystals for which a perfect lattice is energetically favourable.
Less conductive semiconductors can also be created with this method, but the structures
grow very slowly, making it unfeasible to fill multiple micrometre thick structured films.
Depending on the deposited material, the soft polymeric template can also be destroyed
by crystal formation during electrodeposition, which is a common problem e.g. when
working with zinc oxide.
Sol-gel chemistry is a chemical procedure used to form gels and solid films from a
blend of chemical solutions. It provides more control over the correct amount of doping
(because it does not depend on crystal growth from a surface) and it is easier to fill
large volumes (because there is no dependence on high sample conductivity which thus
cannot limit the processing speed). Sol-gel procedures have been published to create
ITO [49, 50] and FTO [8] (without the use of hydrofluoric acid), but the few replication
attempts in the context of this work did not yield transparent and conductive films. A
challenge when using sol-gel chemistry is the shrinkage of the material during annealing,
which often leads to cracks in the structure.
Lastly, the method successfully employed in the context of the study was filling a
polymer template with a suspension of TCO (in this case ITO) nanoparticles. Sintering nanoparticles causes less shrinkage and introduces an additional porosity on the
length scale of the nanoparticles in the material. It is easy, replicable and scalable, but
potentially more expensive. See Templated inverse opal structuration for detail.

Porous ITO nanoparticle films
To create electrode films that are several micrometers thick and have a porosity of
10-100 nm throughout the film, a simple recipe was created as a variation of existing
practices [51]. In short, ITO (or other TCO) nanoparticles were suspended in a viscous
solvent which allowed blade-coating them manually. The films were sintered to form
final electrodes.
Nanoparticle film electrodes were formed on a conductive FTO glass substrate (8
Ohm/sq, Sigma Aldrich) from a commercial ITO nanoparticle dispersion (<100 nm)
30 % wt in isopropanol (IPA) (Sigma Aldrich). First, 2.5 g of nanoparticles (dry weight)
were mixed with 10.7 ml terpineol (a-Terpineol 96+%, SAFC supply solutions). The
IPA was then evaporated off in a rotary evaporator at 55 ◦ C and vacuum pumping, see
figure 2.3 a. FTO glass was prepared by applying two stripes of Kapton tape (Polyimide
Tape from RS Components) as distance spacer, and the ITO-particle-terpineol paste was
applied between the tape strips. Excess paste was removed by sliding a glass pipette
rod over the spacers (blade-coating) to yield an even film, see figure 2.3 b. Next, the
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Figure 2.3: Method to create electrodes with nanometre-sized pores. (a) Mixing a viscous paste; (b) Blade-coating the paste onto conductive substrates; (c) Heat-annealing
the paste to burn off solvent; (d) Finished electrode.
electrode was left to settle at room temperature for ca. 20 minutes. The Kapton tape
was removed manually, see figure 2.3 c. Finally, the electrodes were annealed following
a heat ramp procedure: 3 h heat ramp from room temperature to 300 ◦ C holding the
temperature for 1 minute; 10 min ramp to 325 ◦ C holding for 5 min; 10 min ramp to
375 ◦ C for 5 min; 10 min to 450 ◦ C for 15 min; 10 min to 500 ◦ C for 15 min; off.
The final films were even, almost entirely crack free, and translucent-yellow, see
figure 2.3d, with pores between 10 and 100 nm, see figure 2.12. The method is described
in more detail on DocuBricks.
Templated inverse opal structuration
A protocol was developed for this thesis work to create an inverse opal like thick electrode
film with pores on the micrometre length scale. First, a structure template was fabricated
by depositing close-packed polystyrene (PS) microspheres [52] with a diameter of tens
of micrometres, which was consequently filled with commercial TCO nanoparticles and
sintered [53, 54], see figure 2.4.
The colloidal template was assembled in a simple custom-made frame which allowed
the creation of an A = 2.4 cm2 -sized homogeneous colloid film, see figure 2.4 b, on
a conductive FTO glass substrate (8 Ohm/sq, Sigma Aldrich). The substrate was
tightened in the frame, which consisted of two aluminium sheets sandwiching a silicone
O-ring, and with a hole in the upper sheet of the same size as the O-ring inner-diameter.
More details of this frame are described in the online documentation on DocuBricks.
The microporous electrodes were templated by polystyrene microshperes with an
average diameter of 40 μm (Dynoseeds TS 40 from Microbeads). Due to their size,
they settled from suspension within minutes. The frame enables convective assembly of
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Figure 2.4: Method for fabricating colloid-templated inverse opal like TCO electrodes.
(a) Scheme of the main process steps. (b) Assembling the colloid or polymer microsphere
template from suspension. (c) Microscope image of a template before the annealing
step. (d) Repeated filling of the template with TCO nanoparticle suspension (here ITO).
(e) Microscope image of the TCO structure (here ZnO), sintered and with burned-out
template.

colloids [52], but the large microspheres here settled on the substrate quickly, decreasing
the influence of meniscal forces on the assembly. The used microshperes were also not
sufficiently mono-disperse to form colloidal crystals (opal structure), but formed closepacked layers that were sufficient for the purpose of this study.
In order to create a template of suitable size, the colloid concentration can be estimated. The volume packing factor for the final randomly close-packed colloid template
can be assumed as ca. Φ = 0.6 [55]. The height h of the template can be estimated
h=

V ·N
Φ·A

(2.1)

where V = 4/3 π · (1/2 d)2 is the volume and N the number of colloid spheres with
diameter d (here 40 μm). Further, by using the colloid material density ρ (1.05 g/ml for
polystyrene) and the total suspension volume Vs , and the concentration of colloids in
water in weight percent cw
N ·V ·ρ
Vs · 100
Φ·h·A·ρ
=
Vs · 100

cw =

(2.2)
(2.3)
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VS = 450 μl of suspension proved to be a suitable amount of aqueous solution for to fill
the custom assembly frames. Consequently, to obtain a template of h = 120 μm (ca. 3
colloid diameters high), a 4 %wt suspension is estimated. 5 %wt suspension in deionised
water was used to compensate for a fraction of colloids sticking to the assembly frame.
A homogeneous area (ca. 2 cm2 ) of close-packed spheres was obtained when drying
the suspension at 30 ◦ C in an oven over night, see figure 2.4 b and c. After assembly
in the device, the template was annealed for 10 min at 130 ◦ C on a hotplate to slightly
melt the polymer spheres. This improved the adhesion in subsequent filling steps and
also determined the sphere contact size, which became the interconnection pore size of
the final structure.
To convert the polymer-colloid opal to a TCO inverse opal electrode, the template
was filled with a TCO nanoparticle dispersion (30 % wt ITO (<100 nm) in isopropanol
(IPA), Sigma Aldrich). The solvent of the suspension was exchanged before use, because
IPA tends to wet the tips of the structure, leaving few open pores that can serve as entry
points for biocatalysts into the structure, see figure 2.5 a. Drying and re-suspending
the nanoparticles (10 % wt) in absolute ethanol (Sigma Aldrich) led to more favourable
results, see figure 2.5 b.

Figure 2.5: SEM images of ITO inverse opal like structured electrodes. The templates
were filled with ITO nanoparticles suspended in solvents with different template wetting
properties: (a) IPA and (b) ethanol.

The polystyrene opal was placed on a hotplate at 45 ◦ C for quick drying and filled 3
times with 25 μl of ITO suspension, see figure 2.4 d. The template was burned out on
a hotplate inside a fume hood by heating the anodes to 500 ◦ C, which simultaneously
sintered the nanoparticles, finishing the electrode. For this purpose, the following heat
ramp procedure was used: 3h heat ramp from room temperature to 300 ◦ C holding the
temperature for 1 minute; 10 min ramp to 325 ◦ C holding for 5 min; 10 min ramp to
375 ◦ C for 5 min; 10 min to 450 ◦ C for 15 min; 10 min to 500 ◦ C for 15 min; off.
Final electrode structures were porous, as predicted, with pore sizes of 40 μm and
10 μm connections, and additionally featured the smaller 10-100 nm pores (see figure 2.11).
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Hybrid structures

An alternative approach to creating an electrode structure entirely out of a conductive
and transparent material is to use a hybrid structure. Such structures are fabricated
from a non-conductive but very transparent material such as glass (silicon dioxide or
undoped titanium dioxide) and coated with a thin conductive layer (e.g. TCOs). For thick
structured electrode films (between few micrometers and millimetres thickness), this can
lead to improved transparency and widen the choice of materials and processing methods.
E.g. sol-gel chemistries of silicon dioxide are well-developed and can be exploited in
a wider set of conditions [56]. Depending on the pore size of the structure, a thin
electrode layer can be deposited through thermal evaporation, which is relatively cheap
and scalable. For more control over the layer thickness and in order to access the
surface inside of narrow pores, chemical vapour deposition and atomic layer deposition
are also employed. This approach has been used successfully in the past to create a
large (2.3–3.3 mm pores) transparent electrode scaffold [57] for the use of eukaryotic
algal cells in BPVs.

Figure 2.6: Electron microscopy images taken of a hybrid material with an attempted
inverse opal structure. For this purpose, the polymer template was first coated with ITO
nanoparticles, and then filled with non-porous TiO2 via sol-gel chemistry. The structures
did not survive the annealing process.

During this work, the attempt was made to fabricate a hybrid-material inverse opal
structure by combining titanium dioxide (TiO2 ) sol-gel chemistry (procedure from [58]
without the addition of block-copolymer) with a layer of ITO nanoparticles. Creating an
electrode structure with enhanced transparency in this way was not successful, because
the different material shrinkage rates during annealing caused the structure to fracture,
see figure 2.6.
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Characterisation of electrodes
Biocompatibility of electrodes

For the use of electrodes as a biointerface, they obviously need to be biocompatible.
In the case of ITO, there is a published track-record of biocompatibility [18, 59–61].
Non-toxicity has also been documented for some organic semiconductors [62–65] as well
as gold and carbon/graphite electrodes [28].
For many other electrode materials, biocompatibility is less studied and not always
easy to anticipate. There are a number of possible toxicity issues to consider when using
an electrode material in the new context of biointerfaces. Many ion-based materials such
as TCOs slowly leak metal ions into solution, which can be poisonous to microorganisms
when elements are used with antimicrobial or toxic properties such as silver, copper,
cadmium and lead. Porous electrodes can enhance ion leaking because the large surface
area increases the area of leakage and corrosion significantly. Corrosion is also a major
problem for biological uses of metals and alloys such as steel. Furthermore, when biocompatible materials are nanostructured, they can change their properties and become
toxic [66]. Biocompatibility of nano-materials is an ongoing area of research [67, 68].

Figure 2.7: False-coloured confocal microscope image showing the autofluorescence of
Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 cells in BG11 medium living on a micro- and nano-structured
zinc oxide (ZnO). The maintained autofluorescence is an indicator that cells can survive
on the material.
In the context of BPV research, the cheap semiconductor zinc oxide (ZnO) and doped
variants are of potential interest but might have toxic effects on microorganisms [69, 70].
In an exploratory part of this study, the auto-fluorescence was studied of Synechocystis
cyanobacteria on a ZnO-nanoparticle electrode with additional inverse opal templated
larger pores. Auto-fluorescence is the fluorescence of naturally present light-harvesting
proteins in photosynthetic organisms, and it is used as an indication of the viability of
such organisms. Synechocystis were placed on the porous ZnO sample (without applying
a voltage) and their florescence observed under a confocal microscope (see figure 2.7),
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with no signs of reduced viability. This positive test result is a first indication that ZnO
based TCOs could be suitable for BPVs, but that was not further investigated here.

2.3.2

Resistance characterisation of electrodes

Sample preparation
For impedance spectroscopy testing, microporous electrode samples were prepared on
ITO-coated glass substrates (to avoid an additional material interface) with the same
protocol as described in Templated inverse opal structuration. They were then placed
upside down on a second ITO-glass substrate which was freshly blade coated with ITO
nanoparticle paste (see below), then annealed again to sinter the paste and provide a
good contact. After the annealing, electrodes were filled with room-temperature curing
epoxy (EPO-TEK optical epoxy, 301-1LB kit) to provide handling stability.
ITO nanoparticle films were also prepared on commercial ITO-coated glass substrates with the blade coating protocol outlined in Porous ITO nanoparticle films, and
by spin-coating at different speeds. Commercial ITO-coated glass samples without any
nanoparticle coating were annealed with the other samples to provide an appropriate
conductivity reference (the conductivity of ITO reduces during the high temperature
treatment). The mechanical junction of two individually annealed film samples provided
a less reliable contact than the sintered microporous films, possibly causing a slight
overestimation of their ohmic resistivity.
The overlap area probing the material films was about 0.25 cm2 . The clean end
pieces of the ITO-glass substrates were contacted with silver paste and crocodile clips.
Resistance measurements
Resistance of electrodes is generally characterised by the number of free charges and
their mobility. Mobility depends strongly on the crystallinity, defects, and geometry of
electrodes, such as the grain boundaries of sintered nanoparticles. The resistance of
each material and fabrication process must thus be determined experimentally.
The electrical resistance of thin electrode films can be determined by 4-point probe
measurements. This is an electrical impedance technique that physically separates the
application of current to the substrate from the measurement of voltage, which eliminates
the contact resistance of the probing pins and leads to more accurate measurements.
Here, the sheet resistivity of the nanoparticle film electrodes on a non-conductive glass
substrate was determined by four point probe (S302 Lucas Labs and Keithley 2400) to be
100 ± 10 Ohm cm−2 . The thickness of the films was 8.9 ± 0.6 μm, as found by scanning
over scratches with a Dektak 6M stylus profiler. Non-porous ITO on PET electrodes
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with a surface resistivity of 100 Ohm/sq. were used as purchased from Sigma Aldrich,
and their resistance was experimentally confirmed.
Impedance spectroscopy is an alternative, more general method to determine the
resistance of samples. By applying an alternating current potential at different frequencies and recording the amplitude and phase response of the system (here the electrode),
the system’s impedance can be characterised. Impedance is a generalised definition of
resistance that can be described by an equivalent circuit diagram of the sample which
may e.g. contain a combination of ohmic resistors and capacitors. Impedance spectroscopy was employed as the measurement technique across films. By measuring dry
electrode-‘sandwich’-samples, their resistivity could be estimated across the ITO-films as
a function of film thickness. Obtained values were then compared to that of thicker inverse opal structure electrodes, which contained potentially conductivity limiting narrow
connection elements in its 3d structure.
Sandwich samples with an area of approximately 0.25 cm2 were built either by attaching two nanoparticle film samples on ITO glass substrate together with two paper-clips
or by sintering an inverse opal like electrode onto a film (see details above). Electrode
impedance spectroscopy measurements were performed across the enclosed films, using
the following parameters on a Biologic SP-300 Potentiostat: Scan at 0 V from 1 MHz
to 1 Hz, with 40 points per decade, a sinus amplitude of 5 mV, and waiting 0.1 periods
before each frequency.
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Figure 2.8: Resistance of different ITO nanoparticle film thicknesses. Data points represent the ohmic resistance (averaged real part of impedance measurement results) of
dry nanoporous ITO ‘sandwich’ samples on an ITO glass substrates for different film
thicknesses. Zero thickness refers to a pair of ITO substrates without a sandwiched
coating. Four samples containing a 130-150 μm thick microporous ITO layers made
from the same nanoparticles had comparably low resistance values of 110 − 165 Ω.
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Impedance measurements of the electrodes did not yield an imaginary component
(e.g. when visualised in a Nyquist plot), which means that the nanoporous or microporous
films only exhibit resistance and no capacitance. Furthermore, the real part (resistance)
of the measurements was noisy but stable (non-frequency dependent = ohmic). Thus,
the ohmic resistance of electrodes in this study was simply determined as the average of
the real part of the recorded impedance. Without any nanoparticle coating (thickness
0), the temperature treated ITO glass junctions exhibited a resistance of ca. 65 Ω.
10 μm thick sandwiched nanoparticle films had a slightly higher resistance of ca. 95 Ω
(figure. 2.8). The ca. 140 μm thick inverse opal electrodes displayed similarly low (purely
ohmic) resistance of ca. 115 Ω. The low value indicates that the structure does not
significantly limit the conductance of templated electrodes.

2.3.3

Characterisation of optical electrode properties

When light passes through a structured translucent material, a combination of four
processes can take place: transmission, reflection, absorption, and scattering. ITO
and FTO generally transmit visible light (figure 2.2), reflect infra-red light (which is
why they are used in heat-insulating windows) through excitation of conduction band
electrons, and absorb UV-light that has a higher energy than the optical bandgap of the
semiconductor. The absorption of high energy UV-light leads to the formation of free

Figure 2.9: Macroscopic appearance of the translucent electrode material. (a,b) Photographs of nano- and microporous ITO nanoparticle films on FTO-glass substrates,
respectively. The microporous structure scatters visibly more light compared to the
nanoporous morphology. (b) Transmission spectra of the two electrode types in (a)
versus a FTO-glass reference. Integrating sphere measurements record the total transmitted light, while the UV-vis spectrometer data (dashed line) only captures the light
transmitted along the optical axis omitting the scattered transmitted light. The microporous electrode transmits less light because of increased scattering caused by the internal
interfaces which leads to increased backscattering.
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radicals on the surface of the material. These radicals are toxic to bacteria, which is
why ITO and other high bandgap semiconductors can be used as so-called self-cleaning
materials (in sunlight). This means TCO-based BPVs need to be UV protected. ITO
has a high refractive index of ca. nITO = 1.8 for solid films (here probably slightly
less due to the Bruggemann effective medium formed by nanoparticles and small pores
[71]). This high value results in strong interfacial reflections (ca. 8 % of light reflected at
ITO-air, compared to 4 % at glass-air interfaces with nglass = 1.5). In micro-structured
electrodes, this leads to multiple scattering of light at internal interfaces and causes the
electrodes to be translucent instead of transparent. This effect contributes strongly to
the appearance of inverse opal electrode structures, see figure 2.9 a. Additionally, thick
layers of the only weakly absorbing material led to a noticeable amount of colouration
(yellow or light-blue for ITO, depending on the degree of tin oxidation).
Wavelength dependent optical behaviour of samples was characterised with spectrometers. In the simplest case of a UV-vis spectrometer, light is passed through the
surface normal of a sample (or through a cuvette) and the spectral components are analysed in transmission. Scattered light is not considered in this case, underestimating the
transmission of scattering samples. This is demonstrated for an ITO nanoparticle-film
electrode in figure 2.9 b (dashed line), using uncoated FTO-glass as optical reference
(blank).
To also capture the scattered transmitted light (all light that is neither scattered back
nor absorbed), an integrating sphere can be used. This hollow sphere with a standardwhite coating internally reflects and conserves the transmitted light at all angles, enabling
quantitative comparative measurements. Results for the same electrode structures are
shown in figure 2.9 b (solid lines). The transmission spectra in figure 2.9 b were recorded
with a Varian Cary 300 UV-vis spectrophotometer, and with an Ocean Optics FOIS-1
integrating sphere linked to an Ocean Optics USB4000 spectrometer. Ca. 50 % of the
visible spectrum was diffusely transmitted through the dry inverse opal film, and ca.
80 % through the dry nanoparticle film. Note the increased transmission, compared to
the dashed line recorded by UV-vis spectrophotometry, which is due to the scattered
transmitted light. Scattering and absorption (visual colouration of the electrode) were
more strongly pronounced in this electrode than in previously described ITO-based inverse
opal structures (e.g. in [72] ca. 80 % of the visible spectrum was transmitted), due to
the unusually large thickness of the electrode.

2.3.4

Characterisation of microscopic electrode structuration

Microscopy is the general method of choice to visualise structures and distributions in
samples. Optical microscopy is useful and versatile method, but can only be used to
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Figure 2.10: Optical microscope images of cyanobacteria in templated electrodes with
40 μm voids in bright-field 20x (a) dark-field 20x & 100x (b,c) and transmission 20x (d).

image objects larger than its resolution limit (about half a micrometer in its standard
form). Here, it could be used because the inverse opal templated structure is significantly
larger than the resolution limit. In contrast to most other imaging methods, optical
microscopy allows to visualise the inside of electrodes, because TCO electrodes are
transparent or translucent to visible light. The method can thus be used to study the
shape of electrodes and how cyanobacteria (here Synechocystis with a cell diameter of
about 2 μm) populate the structure.
In bright-field (reflection) optical microscopy, the sample is illuminated through the
objective and reflected light from the sample is collected through the same objective.
This configuration is not capable of creating a good image of the thin, transparent
ITO-walls of the inverse opal structure (figure 2.10 a). Instead, dark-field mode can be
used, where the optical pathway of illumination and image acquisition are separated by
passing the illuminating light exclusively through an outer cone of the objective. In this
configuration, light directly reflected by the surface (specular reflection) is not collected

Figure 2.11: SEM-images of an inverse opal structured porous electrode film made from
sintered ITO nanoparticles. (a) Top view, (b) cross-section of fractured electrode, (c)
high-magnification top-view, showing the nanometer-sized pores between nanoparticles.
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(e.g. a glass slide or piece of metal would appear black). Instead, the scattered light,
e.g. by the ITO nanoparticles or bacterial pigments, is collected in the centre of the
objective with high contrast (see figure 2.10 b,c). Another useful mode is transmission
microscopy, where light is passed through the translucent sample. Here, absorption of
the electrode material becomes emphasised, because light has to pass through the entire
film (figure 2.10 d).
Optical microscopy was conducted with an Olympus BX60 microscope and Olympus
UMPlanFl 20x and 100x objectives. For all images of figure 2.10, multiple photos were
taken at manually adjusted different focal depths with an AxioCam MRc 5 (Zeiss) camera
and Z-stacked with CombineZP software. Slight adjustments were made to the colour
balance and contrast of the image to yield optimal results.
More control and higher resolution can be achieved with scanning electron microscopy
(SEM), see figure 2.11 and 2.12. Since the TCO electrodes are conductive, they can be
imaged directly. Samples for cross-sectional imaging (figures 2.11 b and 2.12 c,d) need to
be sputter coated with a thin layer of noble metal to avoid charging of the glass substrate.
The surface of structure cross-sections, details of connecting pores (e.g. figure 2.11 c) and
pores on the nanometer scale can be examined with this technique.
SEM-images were recorded with a Leo Gemini 1530 VP SEM with a Schottky-emitter
consisting of a zirconium oxide coated tungsten cathode and an in-lens secondary electron
detector.

Figure 2.12: SEM-images of a porous electrode film made from sintered ITO nanoparticles. (a,b) Top views at different magnifications (the crack-defect in (a) was pictured to
provide image contrast and was not characteristic for the sample), and (c,d) cross-section
views of fractured electrodes.
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Discussion

It was shown that biocompatible and translucent electrodes with structures on different
length scales could be successfully fabricated. Cyanobacteria were able to populate the
inside of templated inverse opal electrodes, and the conductivity of those electrodes did
not appear to be limited strongly by their thickness or by their structure.
While the nanoparticle film electrodes were usually crack free up to a thickness of
10 μm, the inverse opal structured electrodes contained a large number of cracks. The
fractions have the positive effect of providing additional entry points for microorganisms
to the structure. For other applications, cracks could be circumvented by balancing
the material addition per steps and the temperature annealing protocols. It might also
be worthwhile exploring sol-gel chemistry procedures, in conjunction with templating
approaches, in order to avoid additional created pores on the 10 to 100 nm length scale
(if unwanted) and to allow the use of a wide array of materials at reduced cost. However,
it seems challenging to apply sol-gel protocols to the large length scales demonstrated
here.
Furthermore, there seems to be scope to explore the benefits of organic electrode
materials, which have proven to be superior in some biological applications due to their
softness [73–76]. Organic semiconductors tend to be less transparent, but could be used
in hybrid materials, e.g. as a coating produced by electrodeposition. The work with
semiconductors for bio-anodes and cathodes in general could also prove useful to reduce
unwanted side reactions as well as cost, once bioelectrochemical reaction pathways are
better known and the bands of semiconductor electrodes can be aligned accordingly.
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Chapter 3
Biophotovoltaic techniques for
quantitative bioenergy measurements
3.1

Significance and contributions

This chapter introduces experimental methods for biophotovoltaic measurements, sample
preparation, energetics, and control experiments. Because little systematic techniques
exist yet in the growing field of biophotovoltaics, a complete set-up was developed and
characterised for this thesis. The chapter contains data and information on appropriate
light sources, the design of bioelectrochemical devices, controlled parallel biophotovoltaic
(BPV) measurements in up to 12 channels and the importance of the control of temperature and background signals in the culture medium.
There was also an indirect outcome of the work presented in this chapter: To make
these hardware designs and procedures more accessible to researchers, I led the development of an infrastructure tool-set called DocuBricks which contains software for the
documentation of hardware projects, a database and guidelines. It enables the highquality communication of open source hardware designs and has received attention in
the media and the field of Open Innovation. As an extension of this work, I became
co-editor-in-chief of the Journal of Open Hardware.
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3.2

BPV energetics

Understanding the energy levels involved in the generation of electricity in BPVs is essential for the design of effective devices and measurement techniques. Biophotovoltaic
devices generate electric energy though photo-electrons generated by living photosynthetic organisms on the anode, and a cathodic reaction taking place at a lower potential
(here the recombination of oxygen and protons to water). The energy levels involved in
this process are detailed in the schematic diagram in figure 3.1. The starting point of
photosynthesis is photocatalytic water splitting, during which the electrons are gained.
This is achieved through the absorption of two photons by the two photosystems (PSII
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Figure 3.1: BPV energy scheme. Energy levels inside photosynthetic organisms and
charge transfer to external electrodes of biophotovoltaic devices.
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and PSI), which form the characteristic Z-Scheme. The derived electrons may be stored
through the production of NADPH molecules and can leave the cells via extracellular electron transfer (MET & DET). The literature suggests similar values for redox-potentials
of electron export in known organisms [77]. Taking interfacial energy transfer losses into
account, these potentials determine the maximum voltage that can be generated in the
device, versus the fixed potential of a platinum air-cathode. In practice, the cathode potential of air-cathodes does not reach the theoretical level of water splitting [77], which
is indicated by the higher position of the cathode level in the scheme. In summary,
figure 3.1 indicates the electrochemical potential range in which to expect biological
electron transfer processes and illustrates the measured electrode potential of bioanode
types used in this work.

3.3

BPV experimental techniques

This is a brief introduction of the methodologies and bioelectrochemical characterisation
results used in this work with biophotovoltaic devices (BPVs). Section 3.3.1 details procedures to grow and quantify relevant biological organisms, while section 3.3.2 introduces
the most important types of bioelectrochemical measurements.

3.3.1

Cell culture and quantification

A number of different photosynthetic organisms have been used for bioelectrochemical
current generation. This work focuses on the photosynthesis model organism Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803. Its photosynthetic proteins and electron transfer chain is comparably well studied: it closely resembles that of algae and many plants, and genetic tools
are available for the organism. For comparison, the cyanobacterium Nostoc punctiforme
was used, and the non-photosynthetic bacterium Shewanella oneidensis.
Photosynthetic bacteria growth and handling
A stock of Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 and Nostoc punctiforme cells was created by
placing ca. 20-100 μl of cells (each) in Eppendorf tubes together with glycerol (ca. 1:1
ratio). The samples were shock-frozen with liquid nitrogen and stored at -80 ◦ . For the
cell-cultures used in experiments, stock-samples were defrosted at room temperature
and grown on an agar plate with BG11 medium for a week, before one colony was
transferred into liquid BG11 medium. The cells were then routinely cultured in aqueous
BG11 supplemented with about 1 mM NaHCO3 and maintained in sterile conditions at
23-30 ◦ C under continuous moderate light of 40-50 μmol photons/m2 /s and shaking of
160 rpm.
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Before transferring cells into electrochemical devices, they were concentrated via
centrifugation (ca. 2000 g for 10 min). A small volume of cells (120 - 160 μl) containing
134 nmol chlorophyll-a was pipetted into devices pre-filled with BG11 medium, after uninoculated reference measurements. The heavy cell suspension quickly settled onto the
anode to form a biofilm before the cell-suspension could mix with the bulk electrolyte.

Chlorophyll quantification
For quantitative biophotovoltaic measurements, it is important to use the same amount
of cells or chlorophyll-a in each device. Therefore, the chlorophyll content of the concentrated cell suspension has to be quantified before it can be used. The quantification was
achieved following an established method [78] to extract the chlorophyll from cells with
solvent (here methanol) and correlate the absorbance of solutions at two wavelengths
(A665 @ 665 nm and A652 @ 652 nm) to chlorophyll a (Chla ) concentration. The following equation correlated the chlorophyll a concentration with the two absorbance values
in methanol
Chla = (18.22 · A665 − 9.55 · A652 ) · β
(3.1)
where β = (volmethanol + volsuspension ) / volsuspension is the dilution factor for the cellsuspension in methanol [78]. Prior to the measurement of absorbance in a UV-vis
spectrometer, the freshly suspended cells in methanol (99.8 %m, Sigma-Aldrich) were
slowly shaken in a cool area for 15 minutes to break the cells open and dissolve the
pigments, and then spun down at high speed (e.g. 14k RPM) in a centrifuge to separate
the heavier cell components such as the cell wall from pigments in solution. The solids
collected in the tube bottom after centrifugation was grey in colour, signifying that the
green pigments have been removed.

Shewanella bacteria
Shewanella oneidensis bacteria do not contain chlorophyll, and thus the quantification
protocol from above could not be applied. However, the same amount of concentrated
cell suspension was added to each Shewanella containing device (140 μl each, cells were
separated by repeated pipetting with a 1 ml tip). Shewanella oneidensis also contains
pigments, and these red coloured molecules are also involved in the extracellular electron
transfer, and thus directly relevant to measurements here. As an alternative reference
point for absolute cell numbers and pigment concentration, transmission spectra were
recorded at different cell densities, see Fig. 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: UV-VIS absorption spectra of liquid Shewanella cell-culture at different
dilution ratios. The amount of concentrated cells between 5 μl and 50 μl (see legend)
was added to 1 ml of LB medium (reference solution) for each measurement. 140 μl of
concentrated cell-culture was used per device for electrochemical measurements. This
data serves as a reference for the amount of cellular pigments added to devices.

3.3.2

Conducting bioelectrochemical measurements

While the field of BPV is still relatively small and only recently receiving increased attention [1], a wide range of bioelectrochemical measurement techniques have already been
applied in the related field of microbial fuel cell studies such as chronoamperometry,
cyclic voltammetry, impedance spectroscopy, square wave voltammetry and corrosion &
depletion measurements with electrochemical quantification of gases and nutrients in
solution. For bioelectrochemical measurements in this thesis however, I relied on only
two relatively basic modes of measurements, namely chronoamperometry and cyclic
voltammetry. Living organisms are complex samples with millions of unidentified chemical compounds, some of which can have unknown electrochemical signatures. Because
of this complexity, it remains speculative whether techniques (such as impedance spectroscopy [79–82]) that rely heavily on intricate interpretations and theoretical modelling
can deliver valuable insights for the majority of bioelectrochemical studies.
Chronoamperometry
Chronoamperometry (derived from the Greek word chronos) simply means the observation of electrical current over time. It is an ideal tool with which to study the amplitude
and temporal behaviour of an effect such as light induced electron generation at the
anode. For example, figure 3.3 shows a data fragment of a chronoamperometry measurement with one of my BPV devices under short light irradiation periods with different
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intensities. The peak values (data points during 60 seconds around the peak value indicated in blue) and their magnitude with respect to the preceding dark current baseline
(indicated in red) can easily be extracted directly from the measurements.

Figure 3.3: Electron generation over time (chronoamperometry) of a single BPV channel
with Synechocystis bio-anode. The light response data was acquired during several
periods of illumination with increasing photon flux, as indicated by the values at the top
of the graph and background shading.

Cyclic Voltammetry
Cyclic voltammetry is the equivalent of optical spectroscopy in the field of electrochemistry, as it reveals information about the different electrochemical processes appearing in
the device at their respective electrode potentials. This is achieved by slowly changing
an applied voltage to the device in both directions (negative and positive) with a potentiostat (an external multichannel power source). This, in turn, changes the potential of
the electrodes systematically and their thermodynamic ability to accept or donate electrons to molecules in the solution of the electrochemical device. Reduction and oxidation
reactions at the anode and cathode can be separated and analysed in this way [83, 84] .
In order to relate the values obtained in different experiments to each other, a suitable
reference electrode should be used as a third electrode in cyclic voltammetry measurements. A reference electrode does not participate in electrochemical reactions, but the
potential (or voltage) of the working electrode (the electrode under investigation, here
the anode) is measured against the fixed potential of the reference electrode. Here, a
reference electrode composed of an encapsulated silver wire with silver chloride solution
(Ag/AgCl) was used. It has a known potential of -210 mV with respect to the standard
hydrogen electrode (SHE). The potential of the counter electrode (the third electrode,
here the cathode of the device) is usually shifted to a value by the potentiostat that
guarantees the non-limiting supply of electrons to complete the circuit.
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Figure 3.4: Data of cyclic voltammetry measurement at a scan rate of 0.5 mV/s, Synechocystis nanoporous bioanode in BG11 media and with Ag/AgCl reference electrode.
Arrows indicate the position of oxidation (electron donation to the anode) and reduction
(electrode acceptance from the anode to reduce redox molecules in solution) peaks.
Figure 3.4 shows a recorded cyclic voltammetry measurement as an example. The
current generated at a particular voltage follows a hysteresis with peaks. This is caused
by irreversibility in the system (see also next section on limitations) and reactions with
redox active molecules in solution. The two oxidation and reduction peaks in this example
indicate the presence of two reversible redox active species. For each redox reaction
appearing at the anode, the Nernst equation
∆E = ∆E◦ + RT /nF · ln([O]/[R])

(3.2)

relates the measured potential difference ∆E to the concentration of reduced species
[R] and oxidised species [O] (having lost n electrons with respect to R), with the ideal
gas constant R, Faraday’s constant F , temperature T and the difference of standard
reduction potentials of the redox species ∆E◦ .
Following the Nernst equation, a redox-species causes a peak in current during site
voltammetry because of the following mechanism: If we consider the start of the sweep
at low electrode potentials, the oxidation of a redox species in solution is prevented
by the counteracting voltage. When the increasing voltage during cyclic voltammetry
approaches the oxidation potential of a molecule in solution, species close to the surface
of the electrode start reacting and cause an increase in current (R → n · e− + O, see
figure 3.4). More reduced species diffuse from the solution to the electrode surface and
the current increases further. When the diffusion layer has grown far enough away from
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the electrode surface to prevent fresh molecules arriving as fast as they react, a peak
is reached and the current starts to drop for higher voltage values. The inverse process
appears when the voltage ramp is reversed and oxidised species are reduced again. The
height of the peaks as well as their location can shift for (i) species with slow electron
transfer reactions, (ii) low chemical reactivity, or (iii) at high voltage scan rates. In such
cases, the redox potentials can be extrapolated from a series of scans at varying speeds.
The generation of electrons by bio-catalytic water splitting depends on the input
energy of the illuminating light source, but not on the electrode potential of the anode which is in contact with the photosynthetic microorganisms. These independently
produced electrons can, however, only be collected in a BPV device if the bio-anode
potential is lower than the energy of electron export processes (see Fig. 3.1). Thus,
measuring the electron collection as a function of anode potential by cyclic voltammetry
(CV) ideally results in an s-shaped curve characterised by a quick rise in current to a
stable value at the potential of the electron export processes, and an equivalent current
drop during the backwards scan [83].

Losses

Figure 3.5: Schematic visualisation of a bioelectrochemical unit with working, reference,
and counter electrode, positions of measurement points and voltage application by a
potentiostat, and indication of various losses, that can appear at different points of the
electrochemical unit.
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Energy losses can occur at many places in the bioelectrochemical unit [29, 85], as
indicated in figure 3.5. For example, the conductivity of electrodes and solution, large
distances and chemical reaction overpotentials can limit measurements. Where relevant,
the parameters will be discussed in more detail in section 3.5 when describing the design
and testing of custom biophotovoltaic devices.

3.4

Custom solar simulator for bioenergy measurements

Solar simulators are standardised light sources used in photovoltaic research that mimic
the solar spectrum at a standard intensity of 1000 W/m2 , referred to as ‘one sun’. Commercial solar simulators are classified by the criteria of (i) match with the solar spectrum,
(ii) irradiance homogeneity, and (iii) temporal stability. They tend to be expensive piece
of equipment used to illuminate very small areas of several square centimetres. The
requirements for a sun-imitating illumination source in biological research are often very
different. A large area on the order of square metres needs to be affordable illuminated
with a relatively constant, roughly sun-like-white spectrum of visible light (see figure 3.6).
Its intensity should match real-world locations (e.g. 194 W/m2 average in Madrid) rather
than the much higher solar simulator standard (which would damage biological tissues).
At the same time, the temperature control of illuminated biological samples is a chal-

Figure 3.6: The solar spectrum at ground level in terms of energy and photons. The
relatively small region of visible light is schematically indicated.
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lenge. In this context, most of the infra-red light (heat) of the solar spectrum can be
omitted from the light source in favour of better temperature control and experiment
reproducibility. UV components also have to be excluded at high-intensities to reduce
photo damage.
To meet these criteria, I had to design my own custom bio-solar-simulator, covering
only the visible light spectrum while illuminating a large area. I chose an LED-based
approach to avoid the challenges of heat management, dimming and large amounts of
spectral filtering necessary when using, for instance, a Xenon arc lamp. Because realworld solar irradiances are large, the choice was constrained to very high power and
broad-angle LEDs rather than the more common LEDs, which have previously been used
to match the solar spectrum [86, 87].

3.4.1

Design and construction of an LED light source

The design of the LED bio-solar-simulator contains only three types of high-power LEDs,
which jointly cover the visible light spectrum with a relatively good match to sunlight,
see yellow curve in figure 3.7.
The light source mainly consists of two different tones of white LEDs (Lumileds
Luxeon M LXR8-RW50 and Cree CXA1304) complemented by a cyan-coloured (peak at
505 nm) LED (Lumileds Luxeon Rebel LXML-PE01-0070). In white LEDs, a fluorescent
dye emits a broad light spectrum. The dye, in turn, is excited by blue light emitted from

Figure 3.7: Illuminating light source. Spectrum of custom LED light source (yellow) at
maximum intensity compared to the solar spectrum (red) (reference AM 1.5 Spectrum
by ASTM, global tilt) at intensities of 1000 W/m2 (solar simulator standard) and the
world average sun intensity reaching ground level (blue).
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Figure 3.8: Photographs of bio-solar-simulator LEDs. (Left) LEDs in operation at low
light level. The array of LEDs was viewed through a polycarbonate sheet and a weak diffuser layer separating the light source from the experimental chamber. (Right) Soldered
LEDs on aluminium sheet.
the LED semiconductor junction (corresponding to the leftmost peak in the spectrum
shown in figure 3.7). The cyan-coloured LED emits one broader peak at the location
of the white LEDs’ spectral gap between the blue excitation peak and the fluorescence
maximum. When combined, the three LEDs produce a very even spectrum in the visible
light range.
An evenly spaced array of the three LED over an area of just under a square metre made up the final light source, see figure 3.8. The number of respective LEDs was
chosen in a suitable ratio to compensate for relative intensity differences. All LEDs
were glued with (heat-)conductive epoxy onto a large aluminium sheet/heatsink, and
where appropriate they were additionally soldered onto contact-pad stars. A suitable
enclosure was designed. The LED-on-aluminium sheet formed the lid of the enclosure,
complemented by additional heatsinks and cooling fans (see figure 3.9). Cooling of the
LEDs is important to ensure conformity of the LED properties (which can change at
high temperatures), long lifetimes, and to prevent overheating at full power operation.
The enclosure was designed to contain two sections, see figure 3.9 left: (i) a closed
upper metal and metal-compound lined part (containing LEDs, wires, a temperature
sensor and an optical diffuser sheet, Lee Filters 420 Light Opal Frost) and (ii) a lower
part used for high-humidity bioenergy experiments, which was separated from the top
by a mechanically stable and UV absorbing polycarbonate sheet. The lower part was
made human-accessible via a hinged front sheet (open in figure 3.9). While the movable front sheet was made from the same mechanically stable metal-polymer compound
sheet (5 mm Black Foamalux, Engineering & Design Plastics Ltd. Cambridge) as the
top compartment, the other walls were made from a thicker polymer foam with better
heat insulation properties (Black Matt/Gloss Skybond, Engineering & Design Plastics
Ltd. Cambridge). The non-conductive panels used in the lower part of the enclosure were
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Figure 3.9: Enclosure for bio solar simulator. (Left) Schematic of the contained panels;
(Right) Photograph of the set-up in use, with opened front-panel.
additionally shielded electromagnetically from the outside (by metal grids), completing
a Faraday cage for low-noise electrochemical measurements.
One of the major design challenges of the light source was the identification of
suitable power sources, which could deliver sufficient current to LEDs (several Ampere)
while also being current limited (instead of the more common voltage limiting devices).
The light output of LEDs is connected to the applied electrical current. Operating
LEDs with a power source that is voltage and not current controlled can lead to light
flux instabilities and possible failure of the LEDs, because the LED resistance can vary
with external parameters, such as temperature. Furthermore, LEDs are most commonly
dimmed by pulse-width modulation (variations of fast on-off switching), which appears
as a change of light intensity to the human eye, but induces a different energy economy
in photosynthetic organisms [88, 89].
To avoid these side effects, one current limiting power source was used for each of
the three LED types (2x Manson HCS-3302 up to 32 VDC and 15 A (cyan and Lumileds),
Manson HCS-3304, up to 60 VDC and 8 A (Cree) to ensure simple changes in light
irradiation. The LEDs were wired in a combination of parallel and series configurations,
to comply with the power limits of each source.

3.4.2

Light calibration and testing

To characterise the irradiation source, it is not only important to capture the spectral
intensity distribution (which can be done with any spectrometer), but also the absolute irradiation at different dimming levels. This has been achieved by calibrating the
spectrometer (Ocean Optics USB4000) with an irradiance reference light source (Ocean
Optics LS-1-CAL). During calibration and measurements, light was channelled to the
spectrometer by a 600 μm cladded optical fibre (Ocean Optics QP600-2-VIS/BX, 4002100 nm) with a cosine-corrector (diffuser) fibre cap (Ocean Optics CC-3), removing the
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bias which would otherwise be caused by the directionality of incident light. The resulting distributions shown in figure 3.10 indicate a continuous increase of light irradiation
with LED driving current (note that more spectra were recorded at low driving currents
resulting into an uneven spacing between curves).

Figure 3.10: Absolute radiation levels of the custom large area LED solar simulator at
different LED driving currents.

3.5

Custom biophotovoltaic devices

For this work devices for photo-bioelectrochemical measurements had to fulfil seven
criteria: (i) accommodate upright air cathodes (they need to be upright in order be positioned close to the anode while not blocking the light and preventing microorganisms
from settling and gas bubbles from being trapped); (ii) allow the exchange of anodes
from the bottom of devices between uses; (iii) allow good temperature control of individual devices (devices heat up during illumination which can effect measured currents,
see below for temperature-sensitivity analysis); (iv ) accommodate an optional reference
electrode close to the anode; (v ) allow the use of relatively large volumes of buffer, to
avoid nutritional depletion effects; (vi) have an open top in order to allow light (the energy source) to enter the device loss free, and in order for possible (oxygen) gas bubbles
to escape the devices; and (vii) the devices had to be compact and affordable enough
to operate 12 devices in parallel within the irradiation area of the bio-solar-simulator.
Parallel measurements with the same batch of bacteria culture and under the same
high-intensity light source were essential to obtain reliable mean results in experiments.
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Design of biophotovoltaic devices

Figure 3.11 depicts the electrochemical devices used as part of this work for photo electricity measurements with up to 12 parallel channels. The devices were 3D printed to
enable a compact, shareable design with temperature control via hollow walls using a
circulating water bath. Anodes (various materials on FTO-glass) were inserted from the
bottom on a printed anode holder, and sealed with an O-ring. Three pieces of platinum
nanoparticle based air cathodes with a combined area of ca. 6 cm2 were arranged upright
and close to each anode opening. A removable 3D printed lid allowed the attachment of
a reference electrode as well as temperature sensors. The schematic device cross-sections
in figure 3.11 b indicate the location of each of these elements.

Figure 3.11: Design of biophotovoltaic devices. (a) Assembled and connected 3D-printed
devices, incl. reference electrodes with blue connectors, positioned in the homogeneous
illumination area. (b) Two schematic perspectives of cuts through a device indicating
the locations of electrodes and biofilm.

The devices were printed on a Projet 3500HD Max 3D printer depositing Visijet
M3X acrylic material with an accuracy of 0.025 mm. The support material (VisiJet
S300) was washed out with hot sunflower oil and IPA. Upright air-cathode windows
(carbon paper with Pt-nanoparticles, Alfa Aesar 45372 Hydrogen Electrode/Reformate)
were sealed into the 3D printed device with dental silicone (Zhermack, Elite HD+ Super
Light Body). The anodes were tightened in the device with screws and sealed with a
nitrile O-ring. A good contact between the anode edges and the connector-clamp was
ensured by conductive silver paste.
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Quality control

The presented architecture of BPV devices is the result of several design iterations,
improving the hollow-device-wall area for water cooling (e.g. extension to the anodesample holder), fragility (rounded edges for improved stability of extrusions) and leakage
(e.g. optimisation of slots for air cathodes). Chapter 4 also describes that the cathode is
non-limiting for the observed photocurrents in this study. Instead of detailing practical
device aspects, this section focuses on the quality control of biophotovoltaic measurements, specifically testing the influence of temperature and electrochemical background
signals caused by the growth medium of cyanobacteria (BG11).

3.6.1

Testing temperature dependence

Electrochemical measurements are generally temperature dependent; for instance, temperature appears as a factor in the Nernst equation (see section 3.3.2). At the same

Figure 3.12: Variation of BPV device temperature during operation. The current generated by three anode types with different porosities shows a strong temperature dependence (with and without biological organisms). Shown are the temperatures measured
inside the devices (dark red dashed line and background colouration), mean currents
across abiotic anodes (dashed lines), anodes with Synechocystis cells (closed lines), and
their standard deviations (shaded areas). The averages and error margins stem from
four measurements per device type.
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time, an increasing number of biophotovoltaic studies often report results recorded at
different temperatures (e.g. 21 ◦ C [90], 22 ◦ ± 2 ◦ C [91], 24 ◦ ± 1 ◦ C [92] and 30 ◦ C [93])
or do not report a temperature value.
To study this parameter systematically, the temperature of the external cooling/heating
circuit passing through the hollow walls of the devices was varied in 1 ◦ C steps during BPV
operation in the range between 14 ◦ C and 27 ◦ C (see temperature labels in figure 3.12).
The temperature inside the devices (measured close to the BPV anode with a PT-1000
sensor) is shown as a dashed line in figure 3.12. The response of the dark-currents to
temperature changes were drastic. For each of three anode types with different porosities, the current output changed by more than ± 50 % for a temperature variation of
ca. ± 6 ◦ C around 20 ◦ C. The temperature dependence did not change in the presence
of microorganisms except for the constant addition of a small dark-current (microbial
production of electrons from sugar digestion in the dark).
The demonstrated temperature dependence highlights the need for an accurate temperature control. Note that when comparing results of different biophotovoltaic studies,
a 100 % difference can arise from the choice of operating temperatures in the 14 ◦ to
25 ◦ C range.
When measuring the temperature during BPV illumination (with external water bath
temperature control), a small ca. 1 ◦ C variation can be observed at high photon flux
values (see figure 3.13). Because of the high temperature sensitivity of the system this

Figure 3.13: Current generated by electrochemical devices (in half cell mode at 0.2 V vs.
Ag/AgCl) with and without biofilms (Synechocystis) operated at different light intensities. The electrolyte in the devices was BG11 medium without supplementary phosphate
buffer. The temperature curve corresponds to the values measured in the electrolyte
close to the anode.
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can lead to visible photocurrents in the absence of electroactive microorganisms (see
dashed black and red lines corresponding to porous, sensitive anodes). The strong shape
correlation between measured temperature curve and current changes indicates that
warming up and device cooling was indeed the main source of the observed variations
during illumination of abiotic devices.
Side note: As further detailed in chapter 4, the protocol for light ‘on’ and ‘off’ times
had to be balanced for the reproducible measurement of photocurrent peak-values. In
contrast to later measurements recorded in this study (see also figure 3.3), the dark-time
between illuminations was not long enough in the measurements of figure 3.13 for the
dark current to recover its pre-illumination base-level. This caused a steady drop of the
current baseline with increasing illumination intensities.

3.6.2

Background measurements of cell culture medium

Another important test seemingly absent from the literature are measurements of the
components of the growth medium used for the cultivation of electroactive microorganisms (here BG11). In order to understand background signals and electrolyte dynamics, chronoamperometry and cyclic voltammetry were conducted on devices without
cyanobacteria, but with 50-times increased concentrations of the components contained
in BG11. Commercial non-porous ITO electrodes on PET were used as anodes.

Figure 3.14: Chronoamperometry data from three measurement devices with non-porous
ITO electrodes filled with different electrolytes, exposed to a series of illumination intensities. 2 mM ferric ammonium citrate was added to the yellow channel, ‘100× BG11’
pre-mix (diluted to 50×) was the electrolyte in the red channel, and a 8.8 mM K2 HPO4
solution was measured in the purple channel. Note: The channels differ by a small and
constant dark-current offset, which has been subtracted in other measurements presented
in this thesis.
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BG11 is made from 1 litre DI water, two multi component mixes (10 ml of ‘100×
BG11’ and 1 ml ‘trace elements’), and four separately sterilised solutions (i) 1 ml ferric
ammonium citrate (1.11 g in 100 ml) (ii) 1 ml K2 HPO4 (3.05 g in 100 ml H2 O), (iii) 1 ml
Na2 CO3 (2.0 g in 100 ml H2 O) and (iv ) 10 ml NaHCO3 (8.4 g in 100 ml H2 O). The premix of 100 times concentrated BG11 minerals contain for each litre DI water: 149.6 g
NaNO3 , 7.49 g MgSO4 , 3.6 g CaCl2 , 0.6 g Citric acid and 1.12 ml of 0.25M solution
Na2 EDTA at pH 8. The 100ml trace element pre-mix consists of 0.286 g H3 BO3 , 0.181 g
MnCl2 , 0.022 g ZnSO4 , 0.039 g Na2 MoO4 , 0.008 g CuSo4 and 0.005 g Co(NO3 )2 .
Most BG11 ingredients did not have any electrochemical response in the relevant window of electrode potentials. Pure DI water, 50× enriched Na2 CO3 , NaHCO3 , K2 HPO4
and 100× BG11 mix (diluted to 50×) did not result in redox peaks or a photo-response.
However, one BG11 component, ferric ammonium citrate, was found to have an effect on
measurements at increased concentrations (0.111 g in 200 ml DI water, equals to 2.0 mM
or 50× concentrated with respect to BG11). Trace elements were not tested because
of their low concentration in the medium. Ferric ammonium citrate induced a clear
light-response (see figure 3.14, recorded at 0.2 V vs. Ag/AgCl reference electrode). For
its concentration in BG11, this light response was only noticeable over the background
noise for the most sensitive measurements in this study.
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Figure 3.15: Cyclic voltammetry data from three devices with different electrolytes (nonporous ITO electrodes, scan rate 4 mV/s, photon flux 650 μmol/m2 /s1 ). 2 mM ferric
ammonium citrate in DI water (iron supplement) was filled into devices with data shown
in yellow, BG11 pre-mix (diluted to 50×) was electrolyte in the red device, and 8.8 mM
K2 HPO4 solution in the purple channel.
During cyclic voltammetry measurements, only concentrated ferric ammonium citrate
in DI water exhibited distinctive redox peaks, as shown in figure 3.15. This peak-pair is
also observable at lower concentrations of BG11 and during BPV operation (see figure 3.4
for comparison).
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Discussion

This chapter introduces the energetic boundary conditions of the BPV measurements
and the most important experimental techniques. It also contains descriptions of two
important custom instruments which I designed for the quantitative study of bioelectrochemical photocurrents.
First, the design of an LED light source suitable for bioenergy measurements was
described. In contrast to solar simulators used in non-biological photovoltaic research,
this light source is dimmable in the range of average light intensities occurring in real
world locations (and is thus less intense than the bio-unfriendly standard used in the
community). At the same time, it is larger (square metres rather than square centimetres)
and emits light in the visible spectral region only (avoiding problems of heat management
in biological samples and UV damage).
Secondly, 3d printed electrochemical devices for BPV measurements were developed.
Their design allows the optimal positioning of electrodes and the use of water-based
temperature control with an external water bath. The device functionality goes beyond
the state of the art of currently published BPV devices. Importantly, the compact design
enables parallel measurements with 12 devices within the irradiation area of the LED
light source, which proved essential for comparative measurements. Furthermore, as
discussed in chapter 4, the design and arrangement of cathodes in the devices did not
limit the observed photocurrents. This makes the device a useful point of reference
for bioelectrochemical measurements using a three-electrode configuration. Non current
limiting electrodes are essential to measure overall device efficiencies (such as external
photovoltaic quantum efficiency).
This chapter also contains valuable quality control measurements for BPVs, which are
currently missing from the literature. In particular, section 3.6 contains evidence about
the strong temperature dependence of BPV-related electrochemical measurements. For
experimentalists working in bioelectrochemistry it is important to be aware of the temperature sensitivity of this experiment, in order to ensure an appropriate temperature
control. The configuration used should therefore be reported in publications (in contrast
to current practice in parts of the literature). Additionally, a series of experiments on
the cell culture medium and its components clarified observable electrochemical background signals during BPV reference measurements on devices before adding cells. It
was shown that devices heat up slightly during light exposure (which can be observed in
current increases during reference measurements; which again highlights the importance
of temperature control) and that iron supplement (ferric ammonium citrate) in the BG11
medium can lead to photocurrents (when using either increased concentrations or during
sensitive measurements).
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In summary, this chapter contributes a variety of useful insights into the design of experimental set-ups for biophotovoltaic measurements, as well as systematically acquired
knowledge of electrochemical background signals in a popular cell culture medium. The
chapter also contains important considerations of device energetics, cell pigment quantification and appropriate illumination (energy source) targeted at more quantitative and
comparative measurements in this young area of research.
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Chapter 4
Porous electrodes enhance
biophotovoltaic current generation
4.1

Significance and contributions

This chapter is based on a manuscript under review at journal Nature Communications
at the time of writing. It contains key results of my PhD research on biophotovoltaic
cells (BPVs), in which photosynthetic microorganisms can be used to produce electricity
directly.
I tested the enhancement of electrical current generated from photosynthetically
active bacteria by using electrodes with porosities on the nano- and micrometer lengthscale. For two cyanobacteria on structured indium-tin-oxide electrodes, current generation was increased by two orders of magnitude and the photo-response was substantially
faster compared to non-porous anodes. These properties highlight porosity as an important design strategy for electrochemical bio-interfaces. The role of porosity on different
length scales was studied systematically which revealed that the main performance enhancement was caused by the increased surface area of the electrodes. More complex
microstructured architectures which spanned biofilms as translucent 3D scaffolds provided additional advantages in the presence of microbial direct electron transfer. The
absence of a clear direct contribution in both studied cyanobacteria, Synechocystis and
Nostoc, raises questions about the role of conductive cellular components previously
found in both organisms.
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research student Daniel Haertter contributed to the design and construction of electrochemical devices, the light source, and methods for the manufacture of microporous
electrodes with advice from Paolo Bombelli and my supervisors. I wrote the manuscript,
but included improvement suggestions from all four collaborators mentioned. I would
also like to thank Antonio Abate for advice on conductivity testing across the films as
well as interpreting the impedance spectroscopy results and Erika Eiser for discussion
and the provision of colloids.

4.2

Introduction

Several microorganisms are able to generate electrons that can be collected and utilised in
external circuits [1]. In such devices, bio-anodes are the electrodes that collect electrons
from the living bio-catalyst. Bio-anodes in the best studied bioelectrochemical technology, microbial fuel cells, are commonly carbon or metal based, and a large diversity of
morphologies has been used [28]. The electrode porosity usually has a strong effect on
device efficiency [28], but the associated change in volume, surface area, and organism
contact area can rarely be disentangled from the variation of materials themselves that
are used to achieve the different morphologies. These complicated correlations currently
limit the understanding of design rules for electrochemical bio-interfaces. Furthermore,
because of a lack of transparency of most anodes, there has been little work on the
benefits of using porous electrodes in microbe-based devices that rely on light absorption, referred to as ‘biophotovoltaics’, except for one study using larger, eukaryotic, algal
cells [57]. While photosynthetic microorganisms are expected to operate with a quantum efficiency of five to ten percent internally, electrode interfaces and microbial electron
export pathways currently limit device efficiencies to much lower values [1].
In this study I tested the effect of electrode porosity at different length scales on
the performance of bioelectrochemical devices. To achieve this goal, I compared three
different electrode morphologies of the same translucent material, as further described in
chapter 2. Two photosynthetic microorganisms Nostoc punctiforme and Synechocystis
sp. PCC 6803 were each placed on (i) a non-porous indium tin oxide (ITO) electrode,
(ii) a thick ‘nanoporous’ ITO nanoparticle film, and (iii) a ‘microporous’ inverse-opal
structure made from the same nanoparticles, and their photocatalytic current generation
was investigated.
Doped metal oxides are popular transparent electrode materials for a wide range of
electronic applications. ITO is one of the best performing transparent electrode materi-
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als. It is commonly used as thin film (tens of nanometres thick) in display applications
and it was shown to be biocompatible [18, 59, 60]. ITO can be structured using a
templating approach and has previously been used as porous glass in electrochemical
studies of enzymes [54, 94]. In order to distinguish between the porosity on different
length scales, I define nanoporosity as the presence of pores between sintered nanoparticles (10–100 nm), and microporosity as the pores created by microsphere templates
(10–40 μm). The templated inverse-opal pores used in this study are unusually large and
the electrodes are unusually thick (80–140 μm) in order to accommodate a sufficient
number of microorganisms within the structure to absorb incoming light.
The two porosity length scales were chosen to represent biologically relevant regimes
of electron transfer from microorganisms to the anode. The extracellular electron export
mechanisms in cyanobacteria are still unclear, even for the model organism Synechocystis
[1, 95]. Research on microbial electrochemical devices distinguishes between direct electron transfer (DET) from microorganisms to electrodes, and mediated electron transfer
(MET) facilitated by electrochemically active molecules in solution. Nanopores are not
directly accessible by the relatively large microbes but the increased surface area is available for electrochemical interactions with redox-molecules in the aqueous electrolyte,
which is relevant for MET pathways. Pore sizes comparable to the cell size in microporous morphologies allow cells to enter the electrode, thereby providing a considerable
increase in direct contact area between bacteria and electrode surface.
I used two different cyanobacteria in this study, Nostoc punctiforme and the model
species Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803. With either of these microorganisms as biocatalyst, both porous bio-anodes exhibited a remarkable ca. 300-fold increase in generated peak photocurrent compared to non-porous ITO films that are routinely used
for biophotovoltaic devices. I also studied the effects of the different anodes on the
non-photosynthetic microorganisms Shewanella oneidensis and found similarly dramatic
increases in external current generation, with an additional enhancement on microporous
electrodes.

4.3
4.3.1

Experimental
Bacteria growth and quantification

Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 and Nostoc punctiforme cells were routinely cultured in
BG11 medium supplemented with about 1 mM NaHCO3 and maintained in sterile conditions at 30 ◦ C under continuous moderate light of 40-50 μmol photons m−2 s−1 and
shaking at 160 rpm. Before applying cells to electrochemical devices, they were concentrated via centrifugation (ca. 2000 g for 10 min). A small volume of cells (120 -
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160 μl) containing 134 nmol chlorophyll were pipetted into the devices pre-filled with
BG11 medium and after un-inoculated reference measurements. The chlorophyll concentration was measured by extracting it from the cell suspension in 99.8 % methanol
(Sigma-Aldrich) and then calculating the chlorophyll a concentration from two optical
density values, as described previously [78].

4.3.2

BPV operation and measurements

The BPV devices were loaded with the different anode types and filled with a 10 ml
volume of BG11 medium (containing small amounts of phosphate) and phosphate buffer
(DPBS 10x, D1408 Sigma-Aldrich, pH 7.2) in a mixing ratio of 9:1.07 to obtain an
overall phosphate buffer concentration of 10 mM. Experiments referred to as ‘no added
phosphate buffer’ used devices filled only with BG11 medium. The electrochemical
measurements were performed with a potentiostat (MultiEmStat by PalmSens) with 12
independent channels. The potentiostat applies a voltage and measures the resulting
current with a high resolution of down to 1 nA. Reference measurements were conducted
with the connected devices after at least 6 hour waiting time (when chronoamperometry
measurements seemed to have reached equilibrium), before adding cyanobacteria. Then,
134 nmol chlorophyll equivalent of cyanobacteria were added to each device (see Bacteria
growth and quantification). Measurements were conducted again after a settling time of
at least 8 h and usually for a duration of one to three days. The illumination periods with
high light intensities were limited to five or seven minutes, while more moderate photon
flux densities of ca. 500 μmol/m2 /s were used for longer exposures. In the case of the
custom LED white light source, the moderate illumination compares to the world average
sun intensity reaching ground level within the visible light spectrum. The temperature
of the devices was held stable at 25 ◦ C by circulating water from with an external water
bath through the hollow device walls.
The number of measurement channels per anode type used to obtain the presented
averages and standard deviations vary slightly because the cells that shorted due to
water condensation or leakage were not considered. During BPV device measurements
with Synechocystis, all four devices each with micro- and nanoporous electrodes and
three devices with non-porous electrodes delivered uninterrupted data. In half-cell mode,
averages were formed of three microporous electrode bearing devices, four with NP-films
and three with non-porous electrodes. For Nostoc measurements, the numbers were
two, four, and two respectively. No increase in Nostoc electro-activity was observed
after several days in the device, in contrast to the literature [31].
Measurements on Shewanella oneidensis bacteria were conducted in half-cell mode
at an anode potential of 0.2 V vs. an Ag/AgCl reference electrode in fresh LB medium
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without additional phosphate buffer. Data was generated from four devices with microand nanoporous electrodes each, and two non-porous ITO electrodes. The devices were
covered with Parafilm before measuring, which reduced the oxygen supply. The Parafilm
did not create fully anaerobic conditions, since during cyclic voltammetry measurements,
the presence of residual oxygen influx could still be detected.

4.4
4.4.1

Results
Electrode design and characterisation

A porous electrode that can incorporate photo-active biofilms must combine the three
qualities (i) conductivity, (ii) translucency and (iii) micro-porosity on a length scale that
allows cells to enter interconnected pores while also forming biofilms with a thickness
up to millimetres. To this end, an inverse opal structure was designed with pores and
pore-connections of several micrometers, similar to that of cyanobacterial cells. The
inverse opal structure was generated through a templating approach (see section 2.2.2).
Polymer micro-spheres of 40 μm in diameter were deposited to form an opal structure,
which was annealed to promote sphere adhesion and to control the diameter of the
sphere-sphere interconnects, followed by infiltration by a ITO nanoparticle suspension

Figure 4.1: Electrode porosity. (a) Optical bright field microscopy image of an empty
microporous electrode. (b) Optical dark field microscopy image showing an electrode
filled with cyanobacteria (after rinsing with water). Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
images showing (c) the cross-section of the electrode and (d) the nano-porous structure
of sintered nanoparticles.
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via capillary forces. Filling the template with nanoparticles (< 100 nm) proved to be
the fastest and most reliable method to obtain thick porous films. A final heating step
sintered the nanoparticles while burning out the polymer template to leave the inverse
structure behind.
The resulting material was diffuse white-yellow, as seen by eye or optical microscopy
(figure 4.1 a). After the addition of cyanobacterial cells, the electrode was examined by
light microscopy (figure 4.1 b) to confirm the ability of the cells to populate the structure
across the entire thickness (here, ca. 0.12 mm). Cells (ca. 2 μm cell-diameter) had to
pass through ca. 10 μm wide connections in order to reach all hollow spheres of the
inverse opal morphology (see figure 4.1 c and cross-section in d) or reach these spaces
via cracks. The nano sized pores of the electrode material (figure 4.1 d) could not be
accessed by the bacteria.
To compare the effects of micro-, nano- and no porosity in this study, three different
ITO structures were used. A commercial non-porous ITO layer on a PET substrate
served as reference (section 2.3.4), and thick nanoparticle films (figure 4.1 c) without
and with additional micropores (figure 4.1 c, and section 2.2.1) were employed to assess
the interplay of nano- and microporosity on the charge generation by the microorganisms.
The relatively large opal unit cell size of 40 μm was chosen to minimise the number of
metal oxide water interfaces and thus the back-scattering of light, and to allow the
use of larger microorganisms. See chapter 2 for more detail on electrode structures and
characterisation.

4.4.2

Photocurrent ratios

During the exposure of devices to light, the photo-current did not stay constant, but
reached a peak value followed by a decreasing slope slowly reaching a steady value.
The peak photocurrent was defined as the average short-circuit current (0 V external
potential between anode and cathode and no reference electrode) measured during one
minute around its peak value, minus the dark-current level before each illumination,
see figure 4.2. Averaging peak-minute values provided a reliable value that was less
dependent on noise and peak shape. Illumination periods where chosen short enough
(5-7 min.) and separated enough (20-30 min.) to let the baseline dark-current recover
before the next illumination. To account for baseline fluctuations, the magnitude of
each photocurrent peak was measured from the preceding dark-current, indicated by red
circles. The base level was also taken as average of data during one minute.
To study the effect of electrode porosity on the biophotovoltaic device performance,
parallel measurements with equal numbers of cells (based on amount of chlorophyll)
were conducted on the three different electrode structures. The peak photocurrent levels
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Figure 4.2: Visual explanation of peak currents. The first seven photocurrent peaks
are shown of an illumination sweep with increasing light intensity. The photocurrent
peaks are indicated with stars and irradiance values, along with data points during the
peak minute. The data stems from a chronoamperometry measurement fragment of a
Synechocystis BPV with nanoporous electrode operated at short-circuit.

observed with Synechocystis are shown in figure 4.3 a. Both micro- and nanoporous bioanode based devices substantially outperformed the non-porous ITO electrode with 11.5
and 8.4 mA/m2 to 0.04 mA/m2 respectively, while the microporous structure displayed a
small but consistent advantage over the film with nanopores only. During the illumination
period of seven minutes, the microporous devices reached a peak photocurrent value
∼300 times higher than those equipped with non-porous electrodes.
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Figure 4.3: Photocurrent levels by anode type and device configuration. (a)
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In half-cell operation, the total charges collected during a longer period of 90 minutes
were larger by more than a factor of 10 with microporous vs. non-porous anodes, see
figure 4.3b. Equilibrium values of the photocurrent are difficult to obtain because BPV
generated currents tend to fluctuate over time. Photocurrent measurements are also
limited by photo bleaching of photosynthetic pigments during illumination and the long
time periods necessary for bio-anodes to stabilise after a change of conditions. To
quantify the photovoltaic output of the devices, the number of electrons generated
during 90 minutes of illumination (figure 4.3 b) was therefore considered as a robust
current measure in addition to the recorded peak values (figure 4.3 a).
Similar results were obtained for Nostoc bio-anodes, where the current enhancement
of devices with a microporous electrode was also higher by a factor of ∼300 compared
to non-porous electrodes, with a peak-current of 11.2 mA/m2 , and 30 times more charge
collected during 90 minutes (167 μmol/m2 ).
Figure 4.3 d illustrates the BPV device chamber at ‘short-circuit’ in which the cathodic water recombination reaction drives the device current and voltage, without an
additional force of an externally applied potential. Electrochemical studies commonly
use a half-cell configuration instead (figure 4.3 e). There, the anode potential is set
with respect to a reference electrode of a stable and known potential, here 0.2 V vs. an
Ag/AgCl reference electrode, and the cathode is dynamically shifted to a potential where
the cathodic reaction is non-limiting for the measurement. To test whether the cathode
limits the peak photocurrents reached in my devices, a set of peak and continuum measurements were performed in half-cell mode, shown alongside the device measurements
in figure 4.3 a,b. The highest current levels observed, here in the case of porous anodes, were consistent between device and half-cell operation within each others standard
deviations, indicating the absence of cathode limitation.
For comparison with an organism of well-studied ability to perform direct electron
transfer [24], an additional test was performed with non-photosynthetic Shewanella oneidensis bacteria in the three electrode set-up. The average generated currents were
0.5 mA/m2 , 62 mA/m2 , and 299 mA/m2 for non-porous, nanoporous, and microporous
bio-anodes, respectively (figure 4.3 c), recorded in half-cell mode at an anode potential
of 0.2 V vs. a Ag/AgCl reference electrode in fresh LB medium. This corresponded to
a more than 100-fold current increase from non-porous to nanoporous electrodes, and a
further ca. 5 times increase for the microporous structure.

4.4.3

Light response characteristics

Exposing photosynthetic electro-active biofilms to light gave rise to an initial current
peak which typically dropped to steady-state values. For each of the organisms studied
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here, the photocurrent rose much faster to its peak value on devices employing one of
the porous compared to non-porous electrodes, with little difference between the two
pore types (figure 4.4 a and 4.5). The current peaks were reached for porous electrodes
after 1–6 minutes, whereas devices with non-porous electrodes required up to over one
hour of light exposure to reach a maximum (figure 4.4 a and figure 4.5 expanded regions).
The steady-state current reached by non-porous bio-anodes was lower compared to the
porous electrodes.

Figure 4.4: Light response dynamics. Development of the average BPV-device photocurrent over time at a photon flux density of 512 μmol/m2 /s, for non-porous and
nanoporous film electrodes and both Nostoc and Synechocystis.

Figure 4.5: Light response dynamics with reference electrode. Characteristics of
the three different Synechocystis bio-anode types over time, operated in half-cell mode
at 0.2 V vs. an Ag/AgCl reference electrode. The photon flux during illumination was
512 μm/m2 /s. Averages and standard deviations (shaded) are shown.
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The fast photo response of the porous bio-anodes enabled serial experiments studying the peak BPV photocurrent for different light irradiances, see figure 4.6 a,b. The
resulting curves show an approximately exponential saturation of photoelectron generation, with higher efficiencies reached at low light levels. The performance advantage
of porous electrodes persisted for all irradiation levels. In addition to the use of porous
bio-anodes, the need for fast and accurate measurements was addressed (i) by adding
phosphate buffer to the BG11 medium which increased the electrolyte conductivity, (ii)
by disregarding preceding dark-current levels, and (iii) by choosing dark-times between
(short) illuminations that were long enough for the dark current level to recover. For
the low light level Nostoc measurements (photon flux 0–400 μmol/m2 /s, figure 4.6 b),
the irradiation intervals were not long enough to reach the full peak values, which may
explain the lower exponential slope for low photon fluxes compared to the Synechocystis
data.
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Figure 4.6: Saturation behaviour. (a) Peak current generated by Synechocystis cells
on the three anode types at different light levels. The values are averages of the peak
minute after subtracting the dark current. (b) Nostoc biofilm peak photocurrents as in
(a).
Surprisingly, in contrast to porous electrodes, non-porous ITO electrodes performed
better and responded faster in the absence of phosphate buffer, see figure 3.13, but its
performance remained much below that of the microporous electrodes, which collected
ten times more electrons during a 20 minute illumination period.

4.4.4

Redox reactions at the bio-anode

The activity of electron-generation by bio-catalytic water splitting depends only on the
input energy of the illuminating light source (figure 3.1). By measuring the electron
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Figure 4.7: Charging current of porous electrodes broadens cyclic voltammetry
(CV) scans. Example CV data at scan rate of 0.5 mV/s on Synechocystis bioanodes
differing in porosity. As indicated by arrows, data from scans performed on porous anodes
are broadened in comparison to non-porous electrodes (ten times enlarged for clarity) due
to enhanced charging currents. They are also more sensitive to detect electrochemically
relevant molecules near the electrode, as described in the results section.
collection as a function of anode potential by cyclic voltammetry (CV), the redox activity
of downstream electron donating molecules can be characterised. The bio-catalytic
activity is slow for most organisms, however, and could not be detected by CV even at
scan rates as low as 0.5 mV/s. The porous anodes showed a strong enhancement in
electrochemical sensitivity, but also stronger surface charging, leading to high charging
currents (non-Faradaic) that broaden the CV hysteresis curve and thus mask bio-catalytic
peaks, see figure 4.7.
The increased electrochemical sensitivity of microporous electrodes did however enable the detection of a light dependent reversible peak of a reduction reaction on the
anode surface (figure 4.8 a). This peak was not observed on the less sensitive non-porous
ITO anodes. The slight shift in peak position with irradiance was probably caused by
a pH shift of the BG11-medium electrolyte (no additional phosphate buffer was used in
this measurement). Lowering the oxygen content of the electrolyte by purging it with
nitrogen gas led to a decrease in peak height (figure 4.9), suggesting its link to photosynthetic oxygen production. This was further confirmed by a measurement without
microorganisms, during which the oxygen content was varied by purging with nitrogen
or air, and for which the same reduction peak was reduced (nitrogen) and enhanced
(air), see figure 4.8 b. The reaction appeared at anode potentials lower than -300 mV,
and was well separated from the operating range of presented bio-anodes, which had a
measured electrode potential of 50 to 150 mV vs. Ag/AgCl (figure 3.1). This separation
is important for device performance, as the electron-consuming reduction of oxygen can
compete with the collection of photosynthesis-derived electrons (oxidation reaction) if it
takes place at the material- and pH-dependent operating potential of the bio-anode.
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Discussion

Translucent conductive electrodes with porosity on two relevant length scales – nanoporous
films with pores accessible only by electrolyte, and microporous electrodes with additional
pores on the organism’s length scale – were successfully created. Two cyanobacteria,
Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 and Nostoc punctiforme, were applied to these electrodes
where they continued to be electroactive for the duration of measurements (at least several days), with no indication of bleaching. During measurements, oxygen reduction at
the anode is unlikely to compete with the collection of microorganism-derived electrons,
as it takes place at lower anode potentials (–400 mV) than those reached during BPV
operation (ca. 100 mV).
In the architecture presented here, the cathode did not limit device performance
(observed peak photocurrents), and half-cell measurements were equivalent to overall
device performance. Measuring the bio-anode versus a reference electrode (half-cell
mode) simplifies the interpretation of results of the anode performance and the presence
of a reference potential allows the application of methods such as cyclic voltammetry.
However, half-cell measurements can only be related to external quantum efficiencies
as defined in the field of solar energy generation, when it is known that an appropriate
non-limiting cathode such as the here-presented can be designed to complement it in a
full device.
Photocurrents collected from both types of porous electrodes were typically one to
two orders of magnitude larger than those from bio-anodes based on non-porous ITO
electrodes. The performance advantage varied depending on the metric used (higher
for peak currents; lower for charges collected over several hours) and electrolyte conductivity (higher salt levels improved the performance of porous anodes). Photocurrent
peak values were also reached faster (up to 90 times) on porous electrodes. Both high
performance and fast response demonstrate the importance of a large electrode surface
area for the design of electrochemical bio-interfaces.
The fast response of porous bio-anodes enabled the performance of timely serial experiments measuring the dependence of photocurrents on light irradiation. The resulting
curves show an approximately exponential saturation behaviour. The correlation of this
measurement to the saturated process of photosynthetic electron transfer itself may point
to a direct link between the levels of photo-electrons available inside the cell, e.g. as the
ratio of NADPH/NADP+ molecules, and the peak number of photo-electrons measured
in a BPV device. The magnitude and temporal variation of photocurrent generation is
not yet well understood, and would depend on a complex interplay of biochemical processes, including competition with the terminal oxidases, which act as electron sinks [96].
Further research into the role of pigment concentration, saturation of light absorption
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and the regulation of terminal electron sinks within the cell will provide valuable insights
into biophotovoltaics, as well as into the bioenergetics of photosynthesis in general. The
quantitative datasets from the fast-response bio-anodes described here could provide an
important contribution towards this goal.
The high electrochemical sensitivity of the porous anodes, particularly the microporous electrode enabling biofilm penetration, also enabled a sensitive real-time detection
of the oxygen levels present inside photosynthetically active biofilms by cyclic voltammetry (figure 4.8). Such analyses might provide quantitative insights into oxygenation
studies e.g. in mixed biofilms or tissues [97].
Surprisingly, the performance of nano- and micro-porous electrodes was similar for
both cyanobacteria. This similarity simplifies design rules of electrodes, requiring simply
the sintering of a nanoparticle paste for the manufacture of nanoporous layers instead of
more elaborate structuration. It also implies that the dominating extracellular electron
transfer mechanism may be self-mediated (no additional electron shuttling molecules
were added). If the cyanobacteria were able to inject electrons efficiently into the electrode surface via direct electron transfer (DET), a larger performance increase would
be expected for the microporous electrode, because it provides a many-fold increase in
organism-electrode contact area compared to the two films. The potential DET-related
performance increase was confirmed by using non-photosynthetic bacterium Shewanella
oneidensis, which is well known to exhibit DET [24] and for which microporous bio-anodes
showed a clear (ca. 5-fold) additional advantage over nanoporous films. DET tends to
be fast and low-loss [77] and can provide an important contribution to currents collected from electroactive biofilms. The most efficient microbial DET mechanism known
is through so-called ‘nanowires’ in some non-photosynthetic organisms. Nanowires are
conductive extracellular pili-like structures that have been shown to transport redoxelectrons from within the cell through the insulating extracellular matrix to electrodes
[24, 98]. Conductive extracellular pili-like structures (PLS), ca. 10 μm in length, have
recently been identified in the cyanobacteria utilised in this study, Synechocystis sp. PCC
6803 and Nostoc punctiforme, as well as in the cyanobacterium Microcystis aeruginosa,
and it was speculated that they contribute to extracellular electron transfer in these organisms [24, 30, 31]. According to this hypothesis, the filaments should lead to a strong
enhancement in photocurrents when brought in contact with the electrode surface across
the entire photosynthetic biofilm, by using the microporous structure. The performance
similarity of biofilms on micro- and nanoporous electrodes however suggests that the
potential presence of conductive bacterial filaments did not contribute significantly to
the photo-electron export in my devices, because the filaments did not connect to the
organism’s photosynthetic electron transfer chain or to the electrode, or the filaments
were not produced.
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The measurements presented here suggest a slight advantage of the microporous
electrode morphology over the nanoporous film. This advantage might be due to a
larger, more accessible electrode surface, a smaller average distance self-mediated small
molecules have to travel to reach the electrode, or the fact that biofilms reach further
into the microporous electrodes,which therefore probe the photoresponse of bacteria
that are exposed to high irradiation levels and thus contain a larger number of available
photo-electrons. On the other hand, the performance of microporous electrodes may
be negatively affected by increased scattering of the inverse opal structure, which leads
to increased reflection and decreased transmission, as well as an increase in electrode
resistance with increasing thickness of the electrode.
It is clear that use of porous translucent electrodes offers a dramatic increase in
the current density obtainable from photosynthetic microorganisms in biophotovoltaic
devices. Their rapid photo-response times may additionally allow these devices to be
exploited as a wider tool for the study of photosynthetic electron transfer.
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Chapter 5
Structural parameters of
photosynthetic energy flux saturation
5.1

Significance and contributions

This chapter contains a model of photosynthetic energy flux. It is complemented by experimental results on cyanobacteria with light harvesting antenna mutations, correlating
to model predictions. The model quantifies converted energy, numbers of electrons and
sugar that plants and cyanobacteria convert via photosynthesis. Figure 5.1 (copied from
the discussion section) presents a schematic summary of quantum efficiencies derived
from the model.

Figure 5.1: Summary of photosynthetic energy conversion and of electron availability in
Synechocystis cyanobacteria, a model organism for photosynthesis in general.
This theoretical framework enables the comparative evaluation of experimental data
from microbial solar cells, advancing BPV to a more general research tool to study the
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energetic activity of cyanobacteria and algae. The model takes account of both changing sunlight and shading by stacked biological cells inside biofilms. Both parameters are
essential to realistically assess the overall energy availability but have been neglected in
relevant existing models. As a proof of principle for the potential implications of predictions derived from the model, one hypothesis was experimentally validated. Namely,
high photosynthetically active pigment concentration leads to self-shading in biofilms
that is limiting to electron-generation. This was confirmed by experimental data of
biophotovoltaic current collected from light harvesting antenna mutant cells. Overall,
the framework provides a useful tool to the wider research communities of bioenergy,
photosynthesis, and algal cultivation.
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5.2

Modelling photosynthetic energy flux saturation

Many theoretical and practical studies have been undertaken to evaluate the solar energy
conversion efficiencies of photosynthetic biomass generation. However, few connections
have been established between sub-cellular electron harvesting & transfer processes and
realistic overall efficiencies. These connections are necessary to evaluate the potential
for energy conversion in biophotovoltaic (BPV) technology. Furthermore, most biomass
efficiency studies fall short of considering real-world conditions for sunlight energy input,
which is well known to strongly affect biomass generation [99] due to rate-limitations in
some steps within photosynthesis.
This study estimates the potential electron availability and biomass production in
biofilms of the model organism Synechocystis. It aims to establish a realistic benchmark by addressing cell internal processes and relevant sun light parameters, such as
light intensities at different locations and times of day. This contrasts with previous
studies that have discussed the maximum theoretical power output of BPVs [41, 100,
101]. The present study is based largely on the available knowledge of photosynthesis.
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Where literature values are disputed, the model parameters were determined by in-house
measurements (mostly already included in recent publications by the Howe lab).

Figure 5.2: Scheme of energy flow through a Synechocystis cell depicted in a biophotovoltaic energy harvesting device with PEM. Model steps are indicated by the numbers 1
to 5.
The theoretical analysis includes five stages (figure 5.2, numbers correspond to subsections in this chapter) many of which can be represented by simple factors, while others
depend on several physical parameters simultaneously. Results are presented in terms of
converted energy and number of energy carriers, referred to in the following as quanta.
The technical limitations of biophotovoltaic devices and life cycle analysis parameters
(such as device durability, running costs and energy required for production) are outside of
the scope of this study. Instead, this theoretical model focuses on cellular processes. For
practical reasons, some real-world parameters such as pH, temperature and concentration
of carbon dioxide in the medium [102] were also neglected.

5.2.1

Defining variable solar energy input

Natural photosynthesis and outdoor biophotovoltaic devices are driven by sunlight. This
energy input is generalised as solar radiation reaching ground level (SRG) [103]. SRG
can be described in terms of light energy (SRGenergy in W/m2 ) or number of photons
(SRGquanta in E/m2 /s) irradiating an area of a square meter per second. The latter can be
calculated from the spectral energy distribution E(λ) of the SRG using the relationship
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of wavelength (λ) and photon energy, integrating over the spectrum. E stands for the
unit Einstein and represents one mole of photons.

Quantaa−b =

Zλb

E(λ)

λa

λ
dλ,
hc

(5.1)

where h is the Planck constant and c is the speed of light. The International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) defined a large SRG-spectrum intensity of 1000 W/m2
(one sun) as a standard for solar cell testing. This guarantees high output currents while
no significant saturation effects are expected in most solar cells. One sun is defined as a
constant photon flux, where in reality SRG varies drastically with geographical location,
diurnal cycle and season. The intensity of one sun is correlated with observed peak
values rather than with average yearly SRGs found on earth.
More realistic SRG values are given in table 5.1 for three locations at different latitudes: London (51◦ 60 N ), Madrid (40◦ 40 N ), Riyadh (24◦ 60 N ) and the world average.

Table 5.1: Average solar radiation reaching ground level for different locations.
Unit of SRG

SRGIEC

London

Madrid

Riyadh

World Average

W/m2

1000

125

193

251

167

μE/m2 /s

6938

871

1346

1794

1166

Due to saturation limitations of photosynthesis, the average energy conversion efficiency of biological systems depends strongly on the variation of sunlight throughout
the day. Therefore, it is important to consider the diurnal cycle when estimating photosynthetic performance (instead of using a constant SRG value of one sun). Faster light
fluctuations in a real location scenario (e.g. due to water convection or clouds) can also
impact photosynthetic efficiency [88, 89, 104], but cannot easily be incorporated into
this model. Here, a sinusoidal model of the diurnal cycle R(t) (12 hours light, 12 hours
dark) was used, based on a published daylight approximation [105].


R(t) = sin π
IR =

t=24
Z

t − tSR
· Energyday /IR
tSS − tSR




sin π

t=0

t − tSR
tSS − tSR

(5.2)



dt,

(5.3)

where tSR and tSS are the times of sunrise and sunset, respectively, and IR the function’s
own normalisation factor. The sinusoidal curve re-distributes the average daily light
energy (Energyday ) over a 24 h period (figure 5.3). The diurnal model represents an ideal
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distribution for clear sky conditions and does not consider seasonal intensity changes. It
provides a more realistic scenario for the organisms, with phases of potential excessive
radiation (e.g. at noon) and sub-optimal illumination (e.g. dawn or dusk).

Figure 5.3: Model of the diurnal cycle at different locations.

5.2.2

Photosynthetic absorption limitations

The absorption spectrum of the cell suspension of Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 covers
visible wavelengths from 370 nm to 750 nm (see figure 5.4 for a comparison with the
SRG spectrum). It results from the absorption of all pigments involved in photosynthesis
(chlorophylls, carotenoids, phycobilins) [106] for cells living in a non iron-limiting growth
medium (e.g. BG11). Note that in the exceptional case of iron-starvation, cyanobacteria

Figure 5.4: Solar spectrum. Left: solar spectrum compared to Synechocystis cells
absorption. Right: range of visible light for the solar spectrum in terms of energy (blue)
and number or photons (orange).
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can replace the phycobilisome with a chlorophyll-based antenna which changes their
absorption spectrum.
The SRG that is not absorbed by cellular pigments consists of ultraviolet and infrared
radiation which add up to an energy flux of -48.6 % which the organism cannot make
use of. Visible light contains more than 50% of the total energy flux of SRG but only
one third of its photons because the solar spectrum extends far into the infrared where
photons carry less energy. Thus, the photon flux that is absorbed by the organism is
even further reduced, by -65.2 %.
Light penetration through cell layers (self-shading)
The light absorbing biofilm was approximated by simple layers of cyanobacterial cells
(densely packed without additional water, see figure 5.5) with evenly distributed photosynthetic pigments.

Figure 5.5: Schematic illustration of simplified biofilm layers.
In this scenario, the layer-by-layer absorption is described by an exponential decay
curve, see equation 5.4.
A(λ) = 1 − e−αλ l [Chl]
(5.4)
with a(λ) the measured absorption coefficient [107] (see also figure 5.4), and l the layer
thickness (discrete in steps of 2 μm for each cell layer). The chlorophyll concentration
of the theoretical layer [Chl] equals that of an average cell 9.7 mmol Chl /l [107]. The
conversion between the very dense packing in this model and the cell density measured
in a real biofilm can be made with a single density factor and is equivalent to considering
thinner slices to symbolise a layer in this model.
Cells absorb well and are densely packed in pure biofilms. Thus, the top cell layers
absorb most of the incoming light (figure 5.6, left). For example, only 1.2 % of energy (or
2.4 % photons) is lost by transmission of visible light through 200 cell layers (= 0.4 mm
thick theoretical biofilm). Additionally accounting for the cell absorption spectrum,
50.8% of the incoming solar light energy is absorbed by 200 cell layers.
When only the absorption is considered, thicker biofilms yield a higher efficiency. In
reality, the optimum biofilm thickness is a trade-off between a large number of photosynthetic pigments (high light absorption between 370 nm and 750 nm) and low metabolic
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Figure 5.6: Spectral absorption of light by bacterial cell layers. Left: no scattering.
Right: including scattering from cells or added particles.
consumption by the cells for growth and self-repair. In section 5.2.5, the basal metabolic
consumption will additionally be taken into account to balance the infinitesimal absorption increase afforded by the addition of further cell layers to already thick biofilms.
Scattering in biofilms
Compared to stirred photobioreactors, a biofilm-system has the disadvantage that some
cells are exposed to potentially damaging light intensities, while others stay under very
low light conditions in the shadow of layers above. This introduces large saturation losses
that need to be addressed by adding a correction for the scattering contribution of cells,
especially in the case of the model’s assumption of a very dense biofilm. Cyanobacteria

Figure 5.7: Scattering of cell suspension. In simple transmission, absorption spectra of
cells are overlaid with their scattering. The extracted chlorophyll in methanol shows a
much cleaner absorption curve. The difference between the dashed and the blue line
indicate the role of scattering. The curves were divided by their chlorophyll-a content
(determinedafter [78]); they now reflect a Chl-a concentration of one nmol/ml.
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scatter light to some degree, due to their suitable size, round shape, and slight density
difference with respect to the growth medium. This can be observed when measuring
the light-loss caused by absorption and scattering by a cell suspension in transmission
(figure 5.7, blue line, obtained with a UV-vis spectrometer). The loss becomes apparent when comparing the suspension spectrum to a computationally scattering-corrected
absorption spectrum (dashed line in figure 5.7), measurement corrected spectra (integrating sphere measurements in figure 5.4 and 5.14) and methanol extracted chlorophyll
pigment only (yellow line in figure 5.7).
As a simplified estimate of this scattering, it is assumed here that light penetrates the
biofilm three times better (figure 5.6 right), without considering the wavelength dependence of scattering (short wavelengths (blue) are scattered more than long waves (red)).
Scattering can also be tuned artificially by the inclusion of non-absorbing scattering
particles into the biofilm.

Figure 5.8: Example of light-regulated localization of proteins involved in electron generation. The confocal microscopy images show Synechococcus 7942 grown in moderate
(60 μE/m2 /s) and low light (6 μE/m2 /s). The localisation of functional respiratory
NDH-1 complexes (green fluorescence) can be observed. Chlorophyll fluorescence (red)
indicates the location of thylakoid membranes. The reorganization of NDH-1 complexes
in thylakoid membranes correlates highly with the direction of electron flow to respiratory
pathway or photosynthetic pathway. [Figure from [108], CC-BY]
Another factor promoting a better light distribution in biofilms is the location of
chlorophylls in the thylakoid membrane, leaving the centre of cells more transparent (see
also autofluorescence measurements of photosynthetic complexes in figure 2.7). Moreover, the number and location of light harvesting antenna complexes (phycobilisomes),
respiratory complexes and the ratio between Photosystem I and II varies dynamically with
light irradiation levels on the time scale of few seconds to an hour [108–112] (figure 5.8
exemplifies the light dependent organisation of respiratory complexes). This behaviour
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generally improves the distribution of energy between the photosystems and, at high
light levels, reduces the photo-damage to light absorbing proteins by reducing their absorption cross-section and channelling energy to alternative cellular components. The
adaptation leads to increased transmission of light saturated upper biofilm layers, but
the quantitative extent of this absorption adaptation is unknown.

5.2.3

Photosynthetic energy conversion losses

Charge separation
In oxygenic photosynthetic organisms, the photochemical reactions that convert photonabsorption excitations into separated charges take place in two photosystems, named
PSII and PSI (figures 5.2, 5.13, 5.9). The unit of quantum changes at this step from
photon numbers (μE /m2 /s) to μmol of charge /m2 /s.
Both photosystems are very efficient at photon conversion into charges. Values up
to 90 % quantum efficiency have been reported for PSI and 84 % for PSII [106]. The
ratio of PSII to PSI can vary dynamically as well as its ratio of additionally associated
photosynthetically active pigments [112]. To simplify the discussion, an equal division
of photons between the systems is assumed, which leads to a loss of about -13 % of
absorbed photons. This loss is dissipated as heat and fluorescence without generating
charges.
Any dye in photosynthetic organisms (figure 5.4) or band-gap in semiconductor solar
cells has a spectral range in which it can absorb photons. There is a direct trade-off
between its spectral width (number of photons that can be collected) and the energy
that can be utilised as charges, because each excited electron relaxes to the (same)
lowest unoccupied orbital (LUMO) of the photosystem. The maximum converted energy
that can be determined for single semiconductor band-gap (at 1.34 V) is called the
Shockley-Queisser Limit [113]. The Shockley-Queisser trade-off in energy loss can be
summarised as follows. The absorption of red light (low energy) generates an excited
state of photosynthetic pigments by promoting their electrons into higher molecular
orbitals. This excited state is about 1.8 eV higher than the ground level (effective bandgap voltages are 1.48 V for PSI and 2 V for PSII [106]). This value is reached by any
absorbed photon from the visible region. Photons with higher frequencies (blue) promote
electrons into an excited state at a greater energy (e.g. 3.2 eV) but these decay via ultrafast internal conversion processes (within femtoseconds) to the LUMO by releasing heat.
This lower energy state is the same for all visible light wavelengths.
Some of the energy of the photons with short, ‘blue’ wavelengths is inevitably lost as
heat because of this energetic mismatch between the LUMO of the photosystem and the
photon energy. This causes a -32.2 % loss in terms of energy, also taking into account
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the reduced number of energy carriers (from 34.0 % absorbed photons to 29.5 % in the
form of charges). At this step, 34.4 % of the total incoming solar energy is estimated to
have successfully been converted to charges.
Electron generation
The generated charges in PSII are used by photosynthetic organisms to split water (water
photolysis) [106, 114]. This process generates electrons (converted under participation of
PSI), protons and oxygen. The chain of reactions through which electrons subsequently
pass is referred to as the electron transport chain (ETC) (figure 5.9) and accomplishes
the primary photosynthetic light reactions:
8 photons

2 NADP+ + 3 ADP + 3 pi + 2 H2 O −−−−−→ 2 NADPH + 3 ATP + 2 H+ + O2

(5.5)

where pi is a phosphate group. Two photons per electron (1/2 NADPH) are required to
complete the reaction, because the reaction involves activations by both photosystems.
In other words, the maximum number of electrons generated by this system is only half
as large per absorbed photon as a one-step photochemical reaction would be (note that
such one-step system would rely on a smaller number of higher energy photons). The
quantum efficiency for this step is accordingly 50 %.
The cumulative energy of the consumed charges is not preserved completely through
the long ETC. The energetics of reaction intermediates are described by the Z-scheme [114]
(figure 5.9, named after its zigzag shape). It starts with water oxidation at a redox potential of ∆E◦ = 820 mV vs. SHE and ends with the electron storage molecule NADPH
with a redox potential of ∆E◦ = −320 mV vs. SHE [106] (2 electrons per NADPH). The
primary light reactions can thus be assigned a potential gain of ∆E◦ = 1140 mV (equivalent to the energy value of ∆G◦ = 220 kJ). This follows from equations 5.6 and 5.7,
where n represents the number of electrons and F the Faraday constant of 96500 J/V.
∆E◦ = ∆E◦ (beginning) − ∆E◦ (end)

(5.6)

= 820 mV − (−320 mV) = 1140 mV
∆G◦ = −n · F · ∆E◦

(5.7)

= −2 · 96500 J V−1 · 1.14 V = −220 kJ/mol
Besides generating and storing electrons, the ETC gives rise to a potential difference
across the membrane in which the reactions take place. A large part of this energy is
additionally stored in ATP molecules. For the redox potential of ATP dephosphorylation (ATP+ H2 O → ADP + pi ), a Gibbs free energy of ∆G◦ = −30.50 kJ mol−1 is
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Figure 5.9: Z-Scheme describing the electron transport chain (ETC) in photosynthesis.
The diagram illustrates the upper redox energy for accepting an electron from the end of
the ETC, namely from NADPH, and the slowest electron transfer steps (rounded values).
assumed [115] (under standard conditions, in cells the energy difference depends on the
dynamic ratio of ATP and ADP).
In summary, the primary light reactions consume a minimum of 8 photons and store
the energy in the redox potentials of 2 NADPH (4 electrons) and ca. 3 ATP molecules,
averaging to an energy of 132.89 kJ/mol per electron. Due to electron transfer losses
and the energy level alignment of natural redox molecules, this energy is lower than the
value for the created charges and constitutes an energy loss of -60.4 %. This leaves
the photosynthetic organisms with a power conversion efficiency of 13.6 % of the initial
energy input from the SRG. The unit of quantum changes at this step from generated
charges (in μmol of charge /m2 /s) to electrons (in μmol of electrons /m2 /s). The
electrons are present in the form of NADPH (two electrons per molecule).

5.2.4

Photosynthetic electron transport dynamics

Kinetic limitations of electron generation (saturation)
As described in the previous sections, the electron transport chain (ETC) (described by
the Z-scheme [112, 116, 117] in figure 5.9) is theoretically expected to generate 4 electrons for each 8 photons absorbed and used in the reaction centres of PSII and PSI where
two water molecules are split to release one O2 . The electrons are subsequently used to
reduce two NADP+ to NADPH (equation 5.5). While most participating reactions are
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fast (picoseconds), some enzymatic dark-reactions take milliseconds to complete and can
limit the generation of electrons kinetically. In particular, the release of oxygen might
limit the electron supply [118]. The ETC takes about 6 ms [112, 116] (figure 5.9) and
requires ca. 2500 molecules of chlorophyll for every mole of oxygen evolved [106, 119].

Figure 5.10: Result of ETC saturation on energy conversion in cell layers at different light
irradiation levels. Left: absolute energy of generated redox molecules. Right: energy
relative to the SRG.

This kinetic limitation of the ETC causes a saturation limit. Following above considerations and the chlorophyll concentration per layer, the maximum number of photons
that can be utilised per cell layer and per second is 12.4 μ E/m2 /s/layer.
It is essential to consider the varying light intensity of the diurnal cycle and location
dependent SRG values in order to gain realistic estimates of how many cell layers are
saturated for how many seconds each average day. The saturated cell-layer dependent
electron generation is shown in figure 5.10. In sunny locations, more cyanobacteria
operate at their maximum electron production rate and produce a higher output. At the
same time, their efficiency is lower because they are saturated for a longer time period.
In the following part of this chapter, London is chosen as a sample location for light
irradiation values. There, -33.1 % of energy and quanta would be lost due to saturation,
storing 9.1 % of sun energy in metabolites.
It should be noted that operating under saturating conditions is undesirable for photosynthetic organisms. While there are some mechanisms for cells to adapt to changing
light levels [108, 110, 111], the ongoing absorption without the availability of a reaction
partner eventually causes damage to the reaction centres of photosystems (photoinhibition). This results in a high metabolic consumption and long repair times at decreased
energy conversion efficiencies. Photoinhibition is not accounted for in this model.
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Fast light adaptation and quenching

As briefly discussed in the context of light scattering (section 5.2.2), the photosynthetic
apparatus dynamically adapts on the time-scale of minutes to avoid photoinibition. At
high irradiation levels, the damage can be caused by free radicals arising from excitations
in the reaction centres that cannot be processed by the saturated electron transfer chain.
One adaptation is the rearrangement of light-harvesting proteins in cyanobacteria.
The most important mechanism in this regard is the physical coupling and decoupling of
phycobilisome antenna molecules. The redox level of plastoquinone in the electron transfer chain leads to a phosphorylation of light harvesting complexes and antenna molecules
within 5-10 minutes of a the start of a high irradiation level [112]. This causes their disassociation and a decrease of the absorption cross-section of the complex. The antenna
molecules can then couple to less irradiated complexes in inner shaded membranes or to
the other type of photosystem (e.g. in response to a change in illumination spectrum),
leading to a balance between the photosystems and the cells’ metabolic requirements.
The second important adaptation is referred to as non-photochemical quenching. It
is a protection mechanism for reaction centres that leads to increased fluorescence as an
alternative dissipation pathway for excitation energy in light-harvesting complexes. It is
caused by a pigment reaction within few minutes of high irradiation, regulated by the
presence of molecular oxygen and a very high pH gradient across the thylakoid membrane [112, 120]. The pigment reaction creates a singlet state just below an excitation
state in chlorophyll-a, which moves the excitation away from the reaction centre (in
contrast to its normal delivery direction). In the pigment, the excitation dissipates as
heat and fluorescence. The absorption cross-section of PSII can be changed as much
as 50 % by this mechanism.
No additional loss factor was included in this model for fast light adaptation. This is
mainly due to the fact that the decreased conversion efficiency in light saturated cells is
partially compensated by the reduced absorption cross-section photosynthetic pigments.
This increases the amount of light transmitted by cells, benefiting lower layers in the
biofilm (in the model, this is equivalent to enhanced cell scattering). It should also
be noted that the emitted fluorescence from cyanobacteria (whether caused by nonphotochemical quenching or not) overlaps with their own absorption spectrum, leading
to reduced overall energy conversion losses. At the same time, it is difficult to include
fast adaptation mechanisms in a non-dynamic model such as this, and specific values
for pigment rearrangement and non-photochemical quenching can vary strongly between
strains and experimental geometries.
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Carbon fixation and respiration

Electron usage for carbon fixation
The reactions for carbon fixation and energy storage in sugars are even more kinetically
limited than those in the ETC. In order to complete one Calvin cycle and fix one carbon
atom (C), 4 electrons (two NADPH) and 3 ATP are required. The average rate of carbon
fixation has been estimated to 0.626 fmol C/μm3 /h [121] (average of 34 observations).
Therefore, if the same 200-layer biofilm was used to generate organic carbon (the
elementary component of any biofuel), a maximum photon flux of only 1.39 μmol electrons /m2 /s/layer would be required to saturate the electron usage of carbon fixation.
Under this condition, every electron stored in NADPH would later be contained in sugar,
with a very high quantum efficiency of 100 % for the synthesis of sugar from NADPH.
In its most direct form, organic carbon is stored as glucose (6 C), which has a
free energy of ∆G =ca. 2870 kJ/mol1 [122]. 12 NADPH and 18 ATP are used in its
production, resulting in an energy efficiency of 90.3 %.
The saturation (under the realistic light conditions chosen in this model) lowers
the energy conversion efficiency of light into biomass (organic carbon) down to 4.4 %
overall. This value compares well to those reported in the published literature (4.6 - 7 %
for micro-algae under ideal light conditions vs. biofilm here) [123–128].

Figure 5.11: Effect of carbon fixation saturation on cell layer absorption and efficiency.
Left: absolute energy stored in biomass. Right: stored energy relative to energy of
sunlight.
An analysis of the diurnal cycle for London considering Calvin cycle saturation reveals
that almost one-half of the created NADPH molecules cannot be used for carbon fixation
(see figure 5.11 right, vs. figure 5.10 right). All of this energy could hypothetically be
used for direct electron export to generate electricity in BPV devices or to synthesise
alternative energy storage molecules that do not require carbon fixation.
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Respiration and basal metabolism
Organic compounds can act as a temporary store for electrons. They can be oxidised
again, making their electrons once more available to the metabolism of the cell. Glucose
and other organic molecules can thus indirectly contribute to the overall electrogenic
activity. Levels of carbon oxidation are species dependent and change with environmental
parameters (such as temperature) and their life cycle stage. When oxygen is available
to cells (e.g. in BPV devices), respiration is favoured by Synechocystis as the carbon
oxidation pathway (over fermentation). The maximum respiration rate for Synechocystis
has been reported to be 0.869 amol O2 /cell/s [129] and four electrons are produced per
O2 . In the respiration process, 10 molecules of NADH (which has the same redox
potential as NADPH) and 30 molecules of ATP can be recovered from one molecule of
glucose (6 C, 12 electrons). This results in a quantum efficiency for this process of 5/6
and an energy efficiency of 97.68 %.
However, not all electrons stored in carbon compounds can be regained. In order
to stay alive, repair itself and maintain the compounds necessary for photosynthesis,
the organism consumes organic material at a basic metabolic rate. This parameter is
inherently difficult to separate from other ongoing processes, as it involves large fractions of organic molecules and because they are utilised at different rates. It has been
estimated, however, that the cells’ rate of internal organic carbon consumption is ca. 40
times smaller than their maximum rate of organic molecule production [130] (based on

Figure 5.12: Potential pool of metabolically available electrons. Left: electrons (including those regained from organic molecules) relative to incoming SRG photons. The
theoretical maximum efficiencies are indicated by arrows indicating the optimal number
of cell layers for each location. Right: generated electrons as a function of diurnal photon flux. The optimal number of cell layers was chosen for each location, as indicated
in the figure legend (e.g. 242 layers for the trace corresponding to world average photon
flux).
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the rate of oxygen uptake). For a 200 cell thick Synechocystis biofilm, this would amount
to a consumption of 0.0267 μmol electrons /layer/m2 /s (considering the energy value of
electrons in glucose).
Energy from the organic electron storage is regained with a delay. It can contribute both to the light and dark current output observed in biophotovoltaic devices [2].
Thus, in contrast to photocurrents, which occur rapidly and only during illumination,
respiration-based electron generation is assumed to occur approximately continuously in
light and dark.
Following the above considerations for the location of London, 98.1 % of the energy
and 83.7 % of electrons stored in carbon could be regained for indirect electrogenic
activity after subtracting the basal metabolic rate. The basal energy cost of cell layers
balances the gain of additional light absorption and reveals an optimum biofilm thickness
of ca. 100 to 400 cell layers, see figure 5.12.
At this stage, it should be noted that the amount of accessible energy in Synechocystis
in the form of electrons (NADPH), ca. 8 % of SRG energy, is approx. double compared
to the energy that could be harvested as biomass, ca. 4 %.

5.3
5.3.1

The role of pigment distribution
Motivation for pigment reduction

As already discussed in detail in this chapter, saturation of electron generation is a
bottleneck for photosynthetic efficiencies at uninterrupted relatively high irradiance levels. At the same time, photosynthetically produced organic matter is still globally the
largest source of food and energy. Therefore, many lines of research are dedicated to

Figure 5.13: Schematic model of Synechocystis sp. 6803 thylakoid membrane, showing the phycobilisome–photosystem supercomplex and its mutant forms. The protein
structures originate from the PDB database. [Figure modified from [108], CC-BY].
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improving photosynthetic processes, related biological material and energy conversion
pathways. One approach is to reduce the amount of pigments present in light harvesting complexes. This increases the transparency of cells so that more cell layers can
operate at better photosynthetic rates, with less saturation losses. The approach of
improving photosynthesis by reducing energy flux saturation has not been investigated
systematically as convincing models to link experiment and theory are lacking for many
scenarios. This study is a contribution towards this goal, providing a quantitative model
that incorporates saturation processes, and exploratory biophotovoltaic measurements
with genetically engineered cyanobacteria.

5.3.2

Cyanobacterial antenna mutant BPVs

It has been demonstrated previously that parts of the light-harvesting complex in the
cyanobacterium Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 could be removed genetically, which caused

Figure 5.14: Analysis of cyanobacteria phycobilisome (PBS) mutants. Top: separation
of PBS polypeptides by gel electrophoresis from the wild type (lane 1) to a range of
genetic variants (lane 2-10). The identity of specific polypeptides is indicated in the
schematic representation of the PBS of Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 (Glazer, 1988).
Bottom: Spectrum showing the absorbance of the four strains. Values are averages from
four biological replicates and are standardized to 750 nm. WT, wildtype. Reprinted with
permission from [107].
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increased light penetration through cell cultures [107] and, under some illumination configurations, enhanced growth [107, 131]. Specifically, a large antenna complex present in
cyanobacteria, the phycobilisome (PBS), was modified (figure 5.13). This complex can
associate with PSII and PSI. It harvests photons at a spectral range that differs from
‘naked’ photosystems (see absorption difference of mutant strains in figure 5.14 bottom)
and can transfer this additional gained energy to the reaction centres of the associated
photosystem. PBS has a modular build of linked protein units, namely allophycocyanin
(cyan in figure 5.13) and (in Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803) stacks of phycocyanin discs
(indicated in blue). Phycocyanin is used industrially as blue food colour and contributed
to the old name of cyanobacteria ‘blue-green algae’.
In the following experiments, biofilms of three strains were tested on their ability to
generate photocurrents in biophotovoltaic devices (BPVs): the wildtype strain (with ca.
three phycocyanin rods per stack), a CT strain with one phycocyanin rod, and a phycocyanin deficient strain referred to as olive mutant. The strains correspond to the green,
red, and olive coloured absorption spectra in figure 5.14 bottom, respectively. BPVs are
particularly well suited to study the saturation of electron generation because this new
method detects photosynthetically generated electrons rapidly. It is, however, not a direct
measurement since the export of electrons from Synechocystis cyanobacteria is subject
to a chain of biochemical pathways which are not fully understood. These pathways

Figure 5.15: Experimental data of the photo-electric response of antenna mutant
cyanobacteria strains in biophotovoltaic devices. The mean value and standard deviation (shading) is given for the four BPV channels per strain on nanoporous ITO anodes
with 1 cm2 area. Photocurrents peak quickly when the biofilms are irradiated with light
and reach consistent maxima for corresponding white light irradiation levels (spectrum
given in figure 3.10).
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might involve limiting conversions and cellular regulation processes [1]. The following
experimental data explores the electron export from Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 mutants, but does not provide a proof of direct correlation between electron generation and
electron export saturation.

5.3.3

Experimental results

The dependence of biophotovoltaic photocurrent saturation (as a function of light irradiance) was tested with respect to the pigment distribution in bacterial biofilms by using
the aforementioned antenna mutant strains, and a custom-built LED white-light source
(figure 3.10).
To date, it has rarely been achieved to quantitatively compare BPV photocurrents
of different strains reliably in biophotovoltaic devices. The challenge of strain comparison lies in the biological variability. While a single culture batch tends to exhibit
relatively consistent parameters, e.g. when measured under different conditions or with
different electrodes (see chapter 4 for comparison), different batches show differing absolute amounts of photo-electroactivity which can occasionally deviate strongly from the
norm. Genetic variants inherently form different bacterial batches and are thus difficult to compare in absolute terms without large numbers of biological replicates. Here,
comparability was attempted by measuring device 4-5 sample replicates per bacterial
batch, considering only the fast-occurring peak current values (figure 5.15) and by considering the saturation trends rather than comparing absolute photocurrent values of
different strains. The experimental methods were the same as described in the pre-
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ceding chapter 4. Ca. 134 nmol chlorophyll-a worth of cyanobacteria suspension of the
different stains were added to each device with a 1 cm2 -area anode and measured at
22 ◦ C. Because the mutants also differ in cell size and chlorophyll content [107], this
corresponds to ca. 3.2 ·109 cells and 69 theoretical biofilm layers for wild-type cells, and
ca. 5.1 ·109 cells and 80 theoretical biofilm layers for olive mutants.
The chronoamperometry data in figure 5.15 was replotted in figure 5.16 A to show
light-irradiance – photocurrent trends more clearly. For all cell-types, a clear saturation
trend can be observed, as the ratio of light irradiation vs. photocurrent decreases at high
irradiation values. When considering the slope of the saturation curve (figure 5.16 B),
olive mutants (the phycocyanin antenna deficient strain) showed less saturation at higher
light levels. Photocurrents and saturation trends obtained for the CT-mutant strains were
similar to that of the wildtype, which is why this strain was not further considered.
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Figure 5.17: Biophotovoltaic response of olive mutants and wildtype Synechocystis
cyanobacteria. The data are an average of five BPV devices per strain. A Peak photocurrents. B First derivative of saturation curves in A (smoothed)‘.
In a repeat experiment without CT-mutant cells (figure 5.17) photocurrent peaks
were unusually low, especially for wildtype cells (figure 5.17 A), which could have been
due to a damaged cell culture. However, similar saturation trends became apparent,
with higher saturation losses for wildtype cells when irradiation levels were increased
(figure 5.17 B).

5.3.4

Energy flux saturation in theory and practice

A photosynthetic energy flow model (as detailed earlier in this chapter) was compiled
for the parameters used during experiments. (i) The same white light source spectrum
from experiments (figure 3.10) was used (instead of sunlight) and the same light levels.
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(ii) The strains have different cellular chlorophyll concentrations (9.7 and 8.3 amol/μm3
for wildtype and olive mutant cells respectively [107]). But in experiments, the same
amount of chlorophyll-a (134 nmol) was applied to each device (1 cm2 biofilm area). In
the model, the different concentrations were compensated by the number of (theoretical)
cell layers (ca. 69 wildtype and 80 olive cell layers). Lastly, (iii) the absorption coefficient
as used for each cell line, as given in figure 5.14 bottom (after being standardised to
1 mole chlorophyll/litre), with no light scattering factor. Model-data for the saturated
photo-electron generation are given in figure 5.18. They show electrons generated before
entering the Calvin cycle, as dark-currents were disregarded in the data analysis of
experiments.
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Figure 5.18: Result of the model for the intracellular photocurrent generation of 60 cell
layer thick biofilms consisting of olive mutants and wildtype Synechocystis cyanobacteria.
A Photocurrents based on the strains’ differing absorption coefficients. B First derivative
of saturation curves in A.
The model reflects a difference in saturation behaviour for the two strains and an
advantage for olive mutants at high photon flux. Any change in the slope of data
in figure 5.18 A is due to saturation caused by the rate limited electron transfer chain.
Interestingly, wildtype cells exhibit even stronger saturation in experiments than predicted
by the model. Furthermore, the saturation onset lies at lower photon flux values in
experiments (< 128 μmol/m2 /s, see figure 5.16 B) than in the model (ca. 300 μmol/m2 /s
with a scattering factor of 3), and only becomes comparable when disregarding the
scattering factor (figure 5.18). However, the inclusion of scattering is likely to make
the model more realistic and other reasons for the increased saturation such as oxygen
release [118] or electron export mechanisms might cause the observed difference. Note
that the discrete steps in the saturation slope of the model (figure 5.18 B) are caused
by the assumption of dense cell layers. Each step represents the saturation of one cell
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layer. In reality, saturation would occur in thylakoid membrane areas within individual
cyanobacteria, which would not, on average, not lead to a discrete behaviour in biofilms.
Nevertheless, the presented saturation model can (for the first time) partially explain the
experimentally found saturation behaviour of biofilms.

5.4

Discussion

The model attempts to capture the saturation behaviour of photosynthetic electron
generation in biofilms by complementing theoretical parameters (realistic energy input,
biofilm layers and electron transfer mechanisms) with recently published bio-energetic
values of the model organism Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803. Figure 5.19 provides a schematic
summary of model-derived quantum efficiencies. The model is used to associate the
current output of a biophotovoltaic device (BPV) with the corresponding amount of
electrons in the organisms available for export per second. The predicted electron availability in biofilms varies according to the photon flux in different locations from lunchtime
Riyadh (257 μmol e/m2 /s= 16.4 A/m2 ) to the dark current (caused by respiration) expected in London at night time (39 μmol e/m2 /s = 2.1 A/m2 , figure 5.12).

Figure 5.19: Summary of photosynthetic energy conversion efficiencies and electron
availability in Synechocystis cyanobacteria, a model organism for photosynthesis in general.
The model was designed to only account for the energetic parameters believed to have
the strongest effect on electron generation and for which reasonable assumptions could be
made based on measurement data (own or derived from the literature). Based on these
assumptions, the optimal cyanobacteria biofilm thickness range and resulting electron
availability was estimated for real world locations. Further competing mechanisms in
cyanobacteria that use up electrons, in addition to biomass generation, may be a valuable
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extensions of the model. This requires further experimental and theoretical studies to
estimate their effect on presented model parameters. Additional mechanisms which
could influence the model predictions include: (i) a quantitative consideration of nonphotochemical quenching at high light intensities backed by fluorescence measurements;
(ii) the effect of photoinhibition, damage caused to photosystems at high irradiation
levels associated with an efficiency drop and slow, active cellular repair or replacement;
(iii) cyclic electron flow around photosystem I, believed to account for losses up to 20 %
under light limiting conditions [112]. This pathway allows PSI-energised electrons from
ferredoxin (Fd in figure 5.9) to flow back to the cytochrome B6 /f complex, leading to
ATP generation without light activation of PSII; (iv ) the regulation of terminal oxidases
and flavor-diiron proteins that specifically act as intracellular electron sinks [1, 96]; (v )
the changing availability of carbon dioxide in the cell medium; (vi) energetic differences
between growth and stationary phase of bacterial metabolism; and (vii) the extrapolation
of the energy available to the cell from the number of NADPH/NADH and ATP/ADP
molecules. Assigning an energetic value to these molecules is a more dynamic process
than so far presented. For example, the redox value of ATP is dependent (± 100%) on
the concentration ratio of ATP and ADP which changes in different cell-compartments
and varies during the diurnal cycle.
The addition of scattering to the assumptions of a theoretical biofilm (discussed in
section 5.2.2) had a noticeable effect on the overall efficiency of model predictions. It
seems therefore worth exploring potential technological solutions to optimise scattering
in these systems. This could e.g. be achieved by introducing scattering particles into
the biofilm. Counteracting light distribution limitations technically (by using evanescent
wave-guides) has been applied previously [132–134], increasing the light intake more than
10 fold. This principle has already been demonstrated in a biophotovoltaic device [135].
Scattering particles for DSSCs have also been proposed in the literature [136].
The comparison of model predictions for wildtype and photosynthetic antenna mutant
cyanobacteria (differing in absorption spectra) show qualitative agreement with trends in
experimental (saturation slope) data, confirming the predictive power of the model. Even
though photosynthesis is known to dynamically adapt to changing light conditions to
some degree, the comparison of this non-kinetic model to experiments can be justified by
the experimental procedure of only considering the initial photocurrent peak after a dark
time (which is then followed by a decline within several minutes, stabilising at a lower
photocurrent level). In accordance with any published BPV efficiency [1], experimentally
observed photocurrents (collected on the outside of cells) were very small compared
to intracellular predictions for electron generation. Nevertheless, it is interesting to
compare saturation slopes of experiment and model as an hypothesis generator for future
investigations. For example, photocurrents showed a saturation onset at lower light levels
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and more overall saturation than predicted (especially wildtype cells). This increased
saturation could be due to delays in oxygen release from photosystems [118] or cyclic
electron flow [112]. It is unlikely to be an effect of photoinhibition, because the reference
light peaks between increasing irradiation steps do not show a decrease for the duration of
measurements (dashed line in figure 5.15). It is also unlikely to be an overall limitation
of the electron export rate from cyanobacteria, because preliminary data show that
the overall collected current can be drastically increased by adding glucose feedstock to
Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 BPVs. The sugar leads to a strong increase of respiration in
the bacteria, which generates electrons independent of light irradiation and demonstrates
their higher capability to export electrons. This study could be further extended to
include the parameters of third party experimental data such as referenced in [107]. This
parameter comparison might reveal additional possibilities to refine model assumptions.
In summary, both antenna mutant BPV experiments and the model advance the
current state of knowledge on photosynthetic energy flux saturation, a process that is
not well understood but that is nevertheless highly relevant in many research areas.
The model resulted in practical predictions for experimental parameters such as biofilm
thickness which are currently missing from the scientific literature. The comparison
of the model with experiments was in qualitative agreement but also raised interesting
questions concerning the large electron export rates in biophotovoltaic devices at low
light irradiation, during which electrons were expected to be utilised for carbon fixation,
and the low export rate at intermediate irradiation levels, which were not yet expected
to be subject to energy flux saturation. These questions should be addressed in future
studies refining the presented tools and incorporating further experimental methods such
as florescence measurements on BPV devices.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
Biophotovoltaics (BPV) is a newly described biophysical effect and one of the first examples of bio-integrated technology which successfully interfaces electronic with biological
systems. It may be a stepping stone towards technologies that can utilise biological
capabilities for engineering and the construction of electrical cellular biosensors. Starting this new project required building interdisciplinary research collaborations, creating
a conceptual and methodical framework as well as bridging barriers between disciplines.
I designed and built an experimental set-up (chapter 3 and figure 6.1 right) to comparably measure the photo-electric activity of cyanobacteria and of genetically modified
species, which generated valuable insight into how photosynthetic organisms handle the
energy gained from light. For this purpose, I investigated important reference parameters
such as the electrochemical activity of growth media and temperature dependence. This
information is currently missing from the scientific debate and especially temperature
was found to be a very sensitive parameter that needs to be controlled.

Figure 6.1: Left: Optical microscope image of green cyanobacteria inside microstructured translucent electrodes. The large contact area between bacteria and electrode
enables fast bio-electric measurements and increases the efficiency of the microbial solar
cells by up to a factor of 300. Right: 3d printed devices for quantitative, temperature
controlled electrochemical measurements of photo-electrons from microorganisms.
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Using this set-up, a systematic study of anode morphologies (chapter 2) revealed
that large electrode surface areas enhance photocurrents by two orders of magnitude
(chapter 4), identifying structuration as key design criterion for bioelectrochemical interfaces. Electrodes with additional micrometer-sized pores allow enhanced direct contact
with bacteria, but with the tested cyanobacteria (figure 6.1 left) this did not result in a
photocurrent increase, disproving recent speculations in the literature.
I also created a mathematical model (chapter 5) to estimate the light-energy utilisation in biofilms quantitatively, with useful implications for the wider field of plant
science and bioenergy. Bringing both theory, genetic modification, and photo-current
measurements together, it details how pigment concentration and distribution affect
the light-level dependent saturation of electron harvesting biofilms. With nanoporous
BPV anodes (developed in chapter 4) and the biological example of differences in lightabsorbing pigments, the photon-irradiance dependent saturation of photosynthesis was
demonstrated experimentally and correlated qualitatively with model predictions.
According to the model predictions of average photosynthetic electron fluxes (chapter 5), its comparison to experiments and the discussion in the literature [1], the extracellular export of electrons from cyanobacteria is thought to be the main bottleneck to
more efficient and sensitive biophotovoltaic devices. Much is still to be learned about
the working principles of this electron transfer. The experimental methods developed
for this thesis enable the much faster and more sensitive detection of bacterial photocurrents, but no particular electrochemical signal was observed that could be used to
identify a candidate redox molecule capable of shuttling photo-electrons from cyanobacteria to electrodes. Based on literature predictions that the utilised cyanobacteria may
be capable of direct electron transfer (DET) by means of bacterial-nanowires [24, 31],
an important goal of this thesis was the detection and exploitation of this transfer mode.
DET tends to be fast and low-loss compared to mediated electron transfer [77]. Instead
of exploiting it, however, evidence was found supporting that no direct transfer takes
place at relevant electron flux levels (chapter 4). For future studies aiming to elucidate
electron export pathways, a focus on mediated transport might lead to more information
about molecules and intermediate membrane proteins involved.
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Chapter 7
Photonic surface structures in flowers
7.1

Introduction

The research presented in this second part of the thesis approaches the interaction of
light and biointerface structuration from a different angle. It investigates the surface
structures created by natural organisms (plants) and how light interactions with these
structured biointerfaces lead to functionality (a colouration effect). This work is a significant extension of my MPhil research project on structural colours in plants.
Structural colours, in contrast to pigment-based colours, are caused by interactions of
light with structured materials. In other words, these colours are created by scattering
and constructive interference of light instead of absorption. Structures on the length
scale of light waves have the strongest colour dependent scattering effect, which is why
many structural colours have a small unit size of ca. 100 nm to few micrometers [1]. The
more photonic structural elements are present in a small space (and interact with light in
the same way), the stronger the optical effect and the more compact and lightweight the
structure [2]. Therefore, many well-known structural colours are based on multilayers or
highly periodic nanostructures, usually combined with an underlying contrast-generating
layer containing a dark absorbing pigments (usually melanin). If the material choice is
limited (for example to organic materials in biological systems), structural colouration
is a way to extend the available range of colours [3, 4]. Some optical appearances,
such as (metal free) metallic colours or iridescence (change of colour with the angle of
observation), can only be produced by structural colours [5, 6]. This type of colouration
is common in animals [7–11].
In plants, structural colours have received much less attention, even though several occurrences have been demonstrated in this kingdom. Among them are threedimensional photonic structures in flowers [12], glossy flowers [13, 14], multilayers in
fruits and leaves [15, 16], size-controlled scattering particles [17], and surface stria-
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tions [18–21]. Different biological functions of such colours have been discussed, including the mimicry of insects for the purpose of pollination [17, 19], enhanced colouration
and contrast effects [22] and protection of plant leaves from UV induced damage [12,
16].
A particularly interesting example of photonic surface structures in nature (and subject of this thesis part) are striations, i.e. parallel surface wrinkles in the cuticle of flowers.
They are thought to originate from buckling caused by anisotropic growth of the underlying plant organ [23]. In the first study describing the structure, they have been
compared to optical diffraction gratings with an iridescent appearance [18]. In addition
to a possible colouration effect, they are likely to have several other functions. Those
could include tactile cues [24, 25] for pollinating insects and self-cleaning properties
caused by enhanced hydrophobicity [25, 26]. Surface striations have also been observed
in animals, where they are likely to perform different functions, making a photonic investigations of striations even more worthwhile. Specifically, they have been described
in beetles [27], spiders [28, 29] and several snakes [30, 31]. The eastern indigo snake
Drymarchon couperi was even named after the blue hue due to its iridescence.

7.2

Disorder is intrinsic in natural photonic structures

Man-made photonic surface structures are usually designed and manufactured perfectly
periodically, in order to achieve a maximum constructive light interference effect. In
nature, however, surface structures often exhibit some degree of local order, but are
inherently disordered [32–34]. In some species including the Morpho butterfly, this
disorder in orientation of individual photonic structural elements has been shown to
contribute to the multi-directionality of the optical effect [35, 36]. Beyond widening
the angular range of view, disorder in (semi-) periodic structures is often seen as an
unfortunate negative and inevitable effect in nature rather than a possible design feature.
Surface striations are no exception to such natural disorder, but it will be shown in
chapter 8 and 9 that the balanced disorder present in flower striations leads to a functional
optical effect.

7.3

Surface striations are widely distributed in flowers

The main families of flowering plants (angiosperms) [38] have been surveyed for surface striations in a long-term study between the Glover, Steiner and Vignolini groups
in Cambridge (unpublished). Figure 7.1 summarises the finding that quasi-ordered striations are present in 11 of these 12 taxa (indicated in red in figure 7.1 panel (M)). A
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Figure 7.1: Floral grating-like structures in angiosperms. The presence of ordered
or quasi-ordered parallel cuticular striations on flat tabular cells was identified in Trimenia moorei (A), Leucocoryne purpurea (B), Lathyrus aureus (C), Hibiscus trionum
(D), Adonis aestivalis (E), Penstemon barrettiae (F), Grielum humifusum (G), Paeonia
mascula (H), Mentzelia lindleyii (I), Oenothera stricta (J), Tulipa ‘Queen of the Night’
(K), and Ursinia speciosa (L). These 12 species belong to distantly related genera of
the major clades of the angiosperm phylogenetic tree (M). a: photograph of flower. b:
SEM of epidermal surface of the attractive organ (petal, tepal or bract). c: TEM of
transverse section of abaxial (C, F, K) or adaxial (A, B, D, E, G, H, I, J, L) epidermis.
[figure by E. Moyroud from [37]]
similar directional scattering effect (creating a blue-UV enhanced colouration) could be
demonstrated to arise from the striations of all these flowers (see chapter 9). Trimenia
moorei (blue in (M)) is the only species from the first-branching angiosperm lineages in
which striations were fond, but optical measurements were not performed, as no fresh
material was available. The identified striation-displaying flowers are only very distantly
related. Their phylogenetic distance is comparable to a wide spread over the animal class
of arthropods, which contain spiders, crabs and insects. It is therefore assumed that the
striations are a result of convergent evolution and have arisen during the coinciding
period of the development of flower pollinating insects [39–41].
The following chapters discuss many of the currently unknown mechanisms and functionalities of floral striations, including differences in structural parameters, similarities
of their optical effect, mechanisms of colour generation and biological significance.
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Chapter 8
Analysis and fabrication of disordered
photonic striations
8.1

Significance and contributions

The research of this thesis part was based on the assumption that the disorder in previously studied striations on the surface of flowers (reference [18]) may be significant. It
is however a challenge to measure, simulate and manufacture (well-defined) disordered
structures, compared to their ordered periodic counterparts. In this chapter I present
the research tools that I developed to assess the role of disorder in floral striations.
I programmed custom Matlab libraries to analyse the disorder present in flowers from
large sets of transmission-electron-microscopy images prepared by collaborating plantscientists from London, created a simplified model of the structure in discussion with
my physics colleagues, and wrote simulations that provided an understanding of the various disorder parameters and geometrical constraints of the structure. I also advanced
nano-structure manufacturing and replication methods in order to reliably reproduce the
very fine structural differences that were created when introducing controlled disorder
to nano- and microstructures. The methods and data of this chapter form a substantial
part of a recently accepted manuscript at the journal Nature of which I am a shared first
author (see List of relevant publications [37]).

Acknowledgement
This is a continuation of my MPhil project. The methods described in this chapter are
therefore also an extension of those developed during my MPhil research. The extracted
striation parameters, performed and analysed finite-difference time-domain simulations,
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8.2

Physics of grating interference

This section provides a brief overview of photonic effects in gratings and thin films,
as relevant to surface striations in flowers or simplified grating models thereof. The
optical effect of diffraction gratings is based on the interference of light from its periodic
elements, leading to the wavelength dependent enhancement of light at some angles,
and the cancellation of electromagnetic radiation at others (figure 8.1).

Figure 8.1: Schematic explanation of grating diffraction. (A) Light scattered by periodic gratings (with period Λ) interferes constructively. The effect is wavelength (λ) dependent, leading to iridescence in the far-field when illuminated with white light. (B) The
angular position of diffraction maxima (m) is mathematically defined by Λ sin θ = mλ
at normal light incidence. The intensity between maxima decreases with an increasing
number of grating elements and the peaks become sharper. The hull (dotted line) describes the height of intensity maxima and corresponds to the distribution obtained for
an individual slit of the same width.
Two-dimensional slits or reflecting metal stripes on surfaces cannot easily be extrapolated to three dimensional gratings, as their cross-section parameters affects their
diffraction orders [42]. Furthermore, the rectangular shape of gratings with constant
height (made from transparent dielectric materials) can lead to thin film interference
(like colours on soap bubbles). This is caused by the small size of scattering elements
(here ca. 100 nm - 2 μm) and intermediate air spaces, which effectively act as a layer of
intermediate refractive index (n1/2 ) (figure 8.2).
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Figure 8.2: Schematic explanation of thin film interference. (A) Light of wavelength (λ) reflected from transparent thin films (with refractive index n2 ) interferes
constructively at certain angles (Θ): 2n2 d cos(Θ) = mλ. This causes an illumination dependent colouration of the transparent film. (B) This effect can also appear in
rectangular gratings that form a layer of effective intermediate refractive index (n1/2 ),
introducing colouration fringes into grating diffraction orders.

8.3

Floral surface striations and their analysis

Floral striations are one-dimensional grating-like photonic structures on the surface of
insect attracting plant organs (petals in most cases). They are quasi-ordered lines propagating along the long-side of the petal, i.e. radiating outwards from the centre. For
example in the light-yellow pigmented Grielum humifusum flower (figure 8.3 A), surface
striation can be observed by optical and electron microscopy (figure 8.3 B-D).
The photonic effect of these petals is an interplay of a number of key structural parameters describing the striation and its variation (disorder). For floral striations,the size
(height and width) and spacing of their cross-sections was considered (figure 8.4). These
parameters also enabled a comparison to grating-like structures. To obtain these parameters for 11 species identified in distant branches of flowering plants (angiosperms)
(described in chapter 7 and figure 7.1), a large number of transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of petal cross-sections (such as in figure 8.3 D) was prepared

Figure 8.3: Floral surface striations. Surface striations on a Grielum humifusum flower
petals. (A) Photograph; (B) optical microscopy image; (C) top-view SEM image of a
petal cast in epoxy; (D) cross-sectional TEM image.
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Figure 8.4: Striation size parameters. Schematic of one striation extracted from a
TEM image, illustrating how height, width and spacing were determined.
by Paula Rudall and Hannah Banks from Kew Gardens London with the methodology
described in reference [43].
The average and standard deviation of the striation parameters height, width, and
spacing were extracted for each flower species from multiple cross-sectional TEM images.
This was achieved by detecting the outer striation edges in Matlab from the variable
image material. Then, non-striation edges were removed manually. Next, the undulation
caused by the shape of underlying cells was removed using a low-order polynomial fit.
Pixels of consecutive striation edges were sorted, scaled (according to the scale bar of
the TEM image) and noise filtered, before local extrema were detected with the Matlab
peakdet function. Before determining the striation height (distance between maximum

Figure 8.5: Disorder in cuticular striations for different flowers. The table lists the
average value and standard deviation in μm of the dimensions (height and width) and
the distances between striation minima (spacing), for the striations of different species
as obtained from the TEM images. The last column lists the number of unique striation
cross-sections analysed for each species.
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and minima), spacing (distance between minima) and width (by averaging the position
of the striation mid-points), each striation element was resampled with the algorithm
interparc (by John D’Errico 2012, MathWorks File Exchange). The obtained parameter
averages and standard deviations for each flower species are summarised in figure 8.5.

8.4

Simulating disordered photonic striations

Optical measurements on fresh flower petals are key to describe the photonic effect of
striations in the context of other optical characteristics of flowers such as petal shape
and pigmentation. Such measurements are presented in the next chapter. This chapter
links the observed optical signatures to the disordered morphology of the stripes. Currently there is no known photonic effect that could explain the behaviour of disordered
striations. Simulations of a simplified striation system were used to identify the source
of the colouration and its characteristics.
Simulating disordered photonic structures is a difficult undertaking with few standard
tools available. Most notably, photonic simulations are usually based on periodic boundary conditions, which simplify the system significantly and allow the computation of the
problem. These boundaries cannot be applied to disordered systems. A suitable simulation scenario was developed in the numerical finite-difference time-domain (FDTD)
simulation software Lumerical, as described in this section. The FDTD method uses the
leapfrog approach to integrate time dependent differential equations (here the Maxwell
equations) [44].

8.4.1

Approach

For the purpose of the simulations, the cross-sectional plane of floral striations (the
only plane in which the scattering effect appears) was approximated by a rectangular
disordered grating. Within the Lumerical software, a dielectric grating with a refractive
index of 1.5 was created as a material estimation of epoxy, which was later utilised
to manufacture artificial samples (note: transparent dielectrics can be approximated by
a constant refractive index in the visible range, but most biological materials display
dispersion [45] which further depends on embedded pigmentation [46]). Since periodic
boundary conditions could not be used, the usual procedure to simulate only one grating
element was extended to 100 elements with non-periodic boundary conditions and a light
source with the Gaussian intensity profile tending towards zero intensity at the edges of
the simulated area. The size of the area for grating elements was chosen to roughly
match the optical resolution obtained from good goniometer measurements as well as
an estimation of the relatively short coherence length of sunlight, for which only the local
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Figure 8.6: Geometric representation of striation size parameters. Schematic
of the translation of extracted striation parameters from figure 8.4 into the rectangular
model system used for experimental and theoretical purposes.
order in the structure leads to constructive interference. A virtual monitor captured the
reflected near-field and calculated the far-field response of the structure. Disorder was
introduced to grating elements systematically by computing randomised offset values
following a Gaussian distribution based on the standard deviation from pre-determined
floral values, and truncated at twice the standard deviation. The spacing disorder was
modelled by offsets around a fixed lattice (figure 8.6). In order to ensure comparability,
the disorder parameters were seeded, so that they vary between different simulation
iterations, but not between simulation-sets with different statistical parameters.
100 grating elements (some of which at the edge are poorly illuminated) of around
1 μm each correspond to an illuminated area of only ca. 0.1 mm. This represents a
sensible physical range (as discussed above) and the small area enabled a relatively fast
computation together with the simplicity of the structure. However, only little disorder
can be represented by such few elements. Each individual simulation result leads to a
pixelated appearance determined mainly by chance, as demonstrated by the panels in
figure 8.7. An average of 60 implementations (as used for simulations in this study)
leads to an illuminated length equivalent to about 6 mm, yielding more realistic values
and a more representative scattering distribution. The alternative strategy of simulating
a larger area with e.g. 6000 grating elements in one simulation would lead to a poor
comparison with experiments, because the light source in the simulations is perfectly
coherent and would lead to interference between similar striation elements that are far
apart, which is not present under less coherent sunlight illumination.
The examples in figure 8.7 demonstrate that the reduction in intensity of the first
order interference (characteristic for perfectly ordered gratings) can already be observed
also for a small number of simulation cells, but becomes representative only when averaged over larger sample numbers. Similarly, the appearance of a coloured directional
scattering effect (characteristic for quasi-ordered surface striations) becomes representa-
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Figure 8.7: FDTD spectral averaging for disorder analysis. FDTD simulation
results of rectangular gratings with dimensions equivalent to experimentally determined
Hibiscus trionum parameters: 730 nm height, 730 nm width, 1300 nm spacing; standard
derivations: 0.27 in height, 0.16 in width and 0.29 in spacing. (A to D) are scattering
plots of individual FDTD simulation results and (E) is an average of (A to D). (F), (G)
and (H) are averages over larger sample numbers: 20x, 40x and 60x respectively.
tive only at sufficient simulations numbers. This dependence on averages also confirms
that in order to capture the colour dependent scattering in a real flower petal covered by
disordered striations it is necessary to average a number of measurements taken in the
same scattering geometry or to illuminate a large area (several square millimetres). In
fact, depending on the size of the illuminated area, the measurement of a semi-disordered
surface may have a similar appearance to the averages shown here, or appear randomly
pixelated as reported in reference [47]. A suitable minimum illumination area is larger on
strictly parallel artificial grating samples compared to flower petals, because floral stri-

Figure 8.8: Variation of size parameters along striations. SEM images of surface
gratings: (A) cross-section of artificial PMMA grating on silicon wafer without variation
along lines. (B) Top view on floral striations of Mentzelia lindleyii with varying striation
cross-sections in the direction of their propagation.
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ations vary slightly in their direction of propagation (figure 8.8 A vs. B) which provides
more parameter variation for the same 2D area.

8.4.2

Modelling the angle-dependent scattering of floral striations

As described in the previous section, surface striations were abstracted to disordered
rectangular gratings to study the parameter space of the photonic structure. This model
system was studied with FDTD simulations as shown in figure 8.9 for the parameters
determined from Hibiscus trionum flowers. It clearly shows the change from grating
diffraction orders in (A) to a distinct scattering pattern enhanced for shorter wavelengths
in (B) which remains similarly strong even at much higher disorder values than present
in the flowers, even when the diffraction orders have completely disappeared (C). This
new scattering effect can be described as a scattering confined to the angular range of
about ±25 ◦ that increases in intensity for shorter wavelengths (blue-UV colour) – from
here on it will be referred to as ‘blue halo’.
Very similar scattering distributions were obtained for the parameters derived from
disordered striations of all 11 analysed flowers, see figure 8.10. All of them display
enhanced scattering of wavelengths corresponding to blue and UV light within the halo
scattering cone and almost disappeared diffraction orders. The main difference between
the results for the different flower parameters is determined by the average spacing of
neighbouring striations, which broadens the angular range between diffraction orders

Figure 8.9: Disorder in simulated striations. FDTD simulation results for rectangular
gratings: (A) ordered grating with the average parameters found in Hibiscus trionum
flowers (730 nm height, 730 nm width, 1300 nm period length); (B) as (A), but including disorder in the parameters according to Hibiscus trionum TEM analysis (standard
derivations: 0.27 in height, 0.16 in width, 0.29 in periodicity); (C) as (B) with twice the
disorder found in Hibiscus trionum. The bands denoted by stars in (A to C) containing
the 0-order reflections were reduced in intensity by a factor of three.
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Figure 8.10: Simulated effect of disorder in striations for different flowers. FDTD
simulation of the scattering response of rectangular gratings with parameters and disorder according to the measured flower parameters of (A) Adonis aestivalis (B Grielum
humifusum, (C) Hibiscus trionum, (D) Lathyrus aureus, (E) Leucocoryne purpurea, (F)
Mentzelia lindleyii, (G) Oenothera stricta, (H) Paeonia mascula, (I) Penstemon barrettiae, (J) Tulipa ‘Queen of the Night’, (K) Ursinia speciosa. The bands denoted by stars
containing the 0-order reflections were reduced in intensity by a factor of three.
and also the spread of the halo. In this model system, some flowers retain more residual
iridescence than others. Overall, this agrees well with our observations when handling
the flowers in terms of the occasional presence of weak diffraction orders and UV-blue
scattering enhancement that is confined to small reflection angles. This simulation
overview provides an impression of how the relatively parameter independent halo effect
of quasi-ordered surface striations leads to a similar flower appearance even though the
parameters of different species vary.
When studying the simulation results of the disordered rectangular grating model
system with the parameters determined from natural flower samples (or the TEM images thereof), certain common characteristic scattering trends can be observed (the blue
halo). In the optical data obtained from fresh flower petals, these trends are also visible
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Figure 8.11: Simulated angular spectra of disordered striations. Spectra from
FDTD simulations of rectangular gratings with disorder parameters derived from Hibiscus trionum. (A) Specular reflection integrated over the −2 ◦ to +2 ◦ angular range
with respect to the (normal) angle of incidence. (B) Spectral scattering of the grating
obtained by integrating over the −10 ◦ to +10 ◦ angular range, excluding the region of
specular reflection. (C) Scattering into the −40 ◦ to +40 ◦ angular range excluding the
angular regions of (A) and (B). The colour code in A-C indicates how the spectra change
with increasing disorder ranging from 0 (no disorder) over 1x disorder (corresponding to
Hibiscus trionum parameters) to 2 (twice the standard deviation of natural disorder).

(chapter 9 section 9.4.1) but less well defined because of its overlap with other floral
properties such as pigmentation and petal curvature. The simplified model allows the
study of the photonic effect independently of other optical properties of flower petals
while demonstrating good qualitative agreement with the natural system (compare simulations to figure 9.11 D & F)
Figure 8.11 shows the spectral behaviour of three different angular intervals when
increasing disorder from zero (perfectly periodic grating) to 1x disorder (corresponding
to Hibiscus trionum parameters: 730 nm height, 730 nm width, 1300 nm spacing and
standard derivations: 0.27 in height, 0.16 in width, 0.29 in spacing) to twice the disorder
observed in Hibiscus trionum striations. 1x disorder corresponds to the data shown in
figure 8.7 H. The reduction in specular reflection can be observed in (A), along with
the reduction in thin film interference caused by the grating quasi layer of intermediate
refractive index (figure 8.2). (B) shows the fast rise of the blue halo with increasing
disorder and the stability of the effect for a wide range of disorder values. This region
(B) was chosen to be smaller than the experimentally determined full extent of the
halo (ca. -25 ◦ to +25 ◦ ), in order not to overlap with the first diffraction orders at low
disorder. (C) Contains the short wavelength parts of the first diffraction orders and the
angles next to the high-intensity region of the blue halo. In (C), the quick decay of
the first order diffraction components can be observed, along with the increased long
wavelength scattering response in this angular region. Note that the light reflected into
this region is spread out over an angular range more than four times as large as the
interval in (B), reducing the scattered light intensity per viewing angle.
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Figure 8.12: Effect of simulated disorder levels on striation appearance. Spectra
from FDTD simulations of rectangular gratings corresponding to the Hibiscus trionum
size and disorder parameters. The spectral response is shown for the same three angular
intervals as in figure 8.11 along with the total amount of reflected light. The sub-plots
correspond to one implementation of disorder each: (A), no disorder, (B), Hibiscus
trionum disorder, (C,) twice the floral disorder.
Figure 8.12 shows the relative amount of light reflected into each of the angular intervals from figure 8.11 for 3 specific disorder implementations (0x, 1x and 2x). As in
the previous figure, note that the interval corresponding to the orange curve is more
than four times larger then that corresponding to the blue line. Without disorder no
light is reflected into the 10 ◦ interval (A), but once the blue halo (shaded blue area)
is established (B), it is robust with respect to the amount of disorder present in the
striations (C). Figure 8.12 also shows the spectra of the total reflected light, integrated
over all angles (purple). This total reflected light exhibits a small colouration effect
towards short wavelengths at the disorder amount corresponding to natural parameters
(B). However, this small predicted overall colouration is not as strong as the concentration of short-wavelength light at small reflection angles (and its relative absence at large
angles). I conclude therefore that the blue halo effect is mainly based on concentration
of the reflected light in an angular cone for these wavelengths, rather than an overall
scattering efficiency enhancement.

8.5

Manufacture of disordered grating structures

In the previous sections of this chapter, the optical effect of floral surface striations was
attributed to the disorder in these photonic structures by FDTD simulations of a simplified model system. Simulations are, however, only predictions of real systems. To verify
these predictions, artificial micro-structured samples of the disordered rectangular grating
model were designed, manufactured, and optically analysed. The simulations were used
to guide the design [48] of an artificial disordered structure displaying the blue halo effect
without overlapping diffraction orders. Different test squares were manufactured with
e-beam lithography in thin films, moulded in flexible polymer and then cast in optically
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Figure 8.13: Appearance of artificial flowers. Angle-dependent appearance of blackpigmented artificial flowers with a smooth surface (Sm), disordered (Di) or regularly
ordered (Or) rectangular striations. These samples were key to perform visual bee
experiments. [Figure credit: Edwige Moyroud]
and UV transparent epoxy with the addition of pigment. Representative examples of the
resulting 2 x 2 cm test-squares are shown in figure 8.13. As expected, the ordered grating
(Or) displayed a clear change within a wide range of colours with changing observation
angle. The disordered grating (Di) showed the halo. It appears blue to the human eye
that cannot perceive UV light, with little colour variation for small observation angles.
Test-squares without surface structuration (Sm) did not change their colour from the
black of the background pigment at any angle. Optical measurements revealed a very
good match with simulation predictions (figure 8.15).
As with the optical analysis and simulations, the disordered nature of samples poses
a challenge in micro- and nano-manufacturing. As ordered grating, the floral striations
parameters (e.g. 700 nm width and 1300 nm spacing) are still processable by photolithography techniques. Once disorder is introduced and sub-100 nm features emerge, e-beam
lithography is needed. It requires long runtimes to create 2 x 2 cm test-squares wit ca.
30 nm resolution, which was necessary for behavioural bee experiments.

8.5.1

Approach

Standard lithographic processes can be used to design and manufacture custom rectangular surface structures. Nano- and micro-manufacturing processes for thick structures
(such as striation-like disordered rectangular gratings in contrast to only one layer of
molecules [49]) are based on the chemical processing of atomic bonds in thin polymer
films on a solid substrate (here silicon wafers) [50, 51]. Here, PMMA-polymer films
were structured with the highest available resolution tool, an e-beam lithography system [51]. E-beam lithography is a high energy scanning electron microscope (SEM)
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where the electron beam is used to break the chemical bonds of the polymer (positive
resist) instead of imaging the sample. Alternatively, negative resists (such as SU8) can
be used in lithography methods, where chemical bonds are formed (not broken) as a
consequence of exposure to radiation. After processing in a chemical bath to wash away
polymer areas with broken PMMA bonds, this master structure was moulded in a flexible
rubber-like polymer, from which several hard epoxy samples could be made. This process
is summarised in scheme A of figure 8.14.

Figure 8.14: Manufacturing artificial striations with disorder. (A) schematic of
grating manufacturing method; (B) SEM image showing the cross-section of an artificial
disordered epoxy grating with two height levels; (C) Photograph of final epoxy cast
samples with blended-in yellow and black background pigmentation (below a thin topcoat of clear epoxy).
The polymer film was first be deposited on a clean silicon wafer. To avoid fine features
of PMMA to detach from the wafer, it was pre-coated with a UNISOL adhesion layer.
The PMMA film was then spin coated from solution. This process was optimised to yield
a film thickness of the maximum required lithographic structure, as no material can be
added later on in the process. Structures as thick as Hibiscus striations (ca. 730 nm)
are a challenge for this technique, which is commonly used for much thinner structures.
Multilayer coatings are an option, but each additional step can introduce undesirable
imperfections and impurities, especially in a manual small-batch research facility. Here,
a successful protocol was developed spin-coating high molecular weight PMMA 950 A9
solution with 15 % (volume) of additional anisole solvent content to decrease its viscosity.
The solution was spin-coated in a multi-step automatic protocol with an acceleration of
2000 RPM/s (RPM = rounds per minute): (1) 500 RPM for 5 s to spread the solution
everywhere on the 8 cm2 wafer piece; (2) 2000 RPM for 4 s to achieve an even distribution
of the solution and (3) 3000 RPM for 45 s to establish the final film thickness. The spun
PMMA films were annealed on a hotplate at 100 ◦ C for 15 minutes.
The patterns were created with an e-beam lithography system at 50 kV at beam
currents between 2 - 5 nA with a resolution of 30 nm. Higher resolutions can be achieved
with this system, but there is a trade-off between write-speed, accuracy and the high
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currents needed to write the large structures required by biological experiments. The
spacing and width of grating elements were varied around a periodic lattice, similar to
the FDTD simulations, with twice the standard deviation found in Hibiscus trionum. A
precision development protocol [52] was used to dissolve the exposed polymer parts (a
mixture of 7-parts isopropyl alcohol and 3-parts of deionised water).
The PMMA on silicon master structure was moulded into a perflouropolymer (PFPE)
[53, 54] in a nitrogen flow-through chamber with UV curing at 365 nm. The resulting very
high resolution mould was required to achieve sufficient accuracy for disordered striations
(better than commonly used PDMS moulds [55, 56]). Epoxy casts were created from
the moulds using EPO-TEK optical epoxy (301-1LB kit) with the addition of pigments
(black (carbon black) or a yellow (naples yellow light (PY41) pigments, 62.5mg per ml
of epoxy). Perfectly ordered gratings were produced in the same way as the controlled
disordered striations. Similarly, omitting the e-beam pattering step yielded flat reference
samples.
The final epoxy-gratings (figure 8.14 B,C) were analysed by the optical goniometer
measurements described in section 9.2, see figure 8.15. The ordered grating (A) shows
clear and sharp diffraction orders (iridescence), while the measurement on a disordered
sample in figure 8.15 B reveals a blue halo very similar to that predicted in simulations
(compare to figure 8.7 H).

Figure 8.15: Optics of artificial striations with disorder. Results of optical goniometer measurements of artificial gratings based on Hibiscus trionum parameters. (A)
Ordered grating and (B) with twice the natural Hibiscus disorder in width and periodicity and two height levels produced with method from figure 8.14 and addition of black
pigment to the epoxy. The bands denoted by stars in (A, B) containing the 0-order
reflections were reduced in intensity by a factor of three compared to the other regions
in the graph.
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Height limitations of thin-film processing

It is challenging to introduce height variations into lithographically produced structures.
A variation in height of grating elements was however found in all analysed flower-petal
striations and contributes to a homogeneous halo effect in these samples.
In the case of artificial rectangular gratings, thin film interference can alter the
visual appearance of samples, as described in section 8.2. This becomes apparent in the
simulation result in figure 8.16 A, where only spacing and width of striations were varied
at a constant film-height. The quasi layer containing both air and grating teeth has
an effective intermediate refractive index and results in thin film interference fringes,
enhancing some and cancelling out other wavelength intervals. This effect cannot be
observed on flowers because there is no well defined planar interface of strongly differing
refractive indices and striations are always height disordered.

Figure 8.16: Role of height variability in disordered gratings. FDTD simulation
results of rectangular gratings corresponding to the Hibiscus trionum parameters. (A)
Without variation in height. (B) One intermediate height level introduced at random in
40 % of positions of the grating.
E-beam lithography on does not allow the continuous variation of height levels. But,
by fine-tuning the e-beam experimental parameters, the height constraint was at least
partially relaxed, allowing the introduction of one intermediate level (figure 8.14 B). The
height variation was enabled by dosage variation of the e-beam lithography process. As
expected from simulations (figure 8.16 B), this laterally averages thin film interference,
thereby reducing the radial fringes in the spectra (figure 8.15 B).
The single intermediate height level introduced by e-beam dosage variation leads
in practice to a range of similar intermediate levels because of proximity effects during
exposure and development. In other words, the thickness of each strip is affected by
the shape of the neighbouring stripes. This gives rise to a small lateral variation of the
stripe heights, as colourfully visible on the grating master under an optical microscope
(figure 8.17). The colours of different stripes arise from individual thin film interferences
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because a thickness variation in this range causes a sensitive thin-film colour change of
the transparent master PMMA film on a highly reflective silicon wafer. These stripes
can not be observed in the final (solid) epoxy casts, but the small variations of the
intermediate height levels cause a thickness fluctuation of the (different) effective grating/air thin-film. This, in turn, contributes to spectral averaging in the optical far-field,
reducing the radial fringes in artificial gratings (figure 8.15 B).

Figure 8.17: Height disorder in thin-film structuration. Optical microscopy image
of a disordered grating master (PMMA on silicon wafer). Thin film interference gives rise
to a highly thickness dependent colour to stripes. Green corresponds to the full height of
the PMMA film and white to the uncovered wafer, while the other colours correspond to
the level written with medium-dosage e-beam lithography, effected by proximity effects
(see slight variation in cross-sectional SEM image in figure 8.14 B for comparison).

8.5.3

Material stability at the nano-scale

An unexpected problem had to be solved, when the usage of the samples in bee experiments revealed that ethanol affected the nano-structured surfaces. Epoxy is known to be
a solvent stable resin, and it is not expected to react to a rinsing procedure with a mild
organic solvent such as ethanol. Ethanol is routinely used in bee-experiments in order to
remove the scent left behind on samples by bees as a signal to future pollinators [18]. It
was found however that the optical effect of ordered and disordered gratings significantly
diminished over time and an atomic force microscopy investigation revealed that grating
elements swelled and deformed even after brief contact with ethanol, see figure 8.18.
Neighbouring high-aspect ratio elements collapsed onto each other and swelling caused
these double-lines to undulate, significantly distorting the intended local topology of the
structure.
This is a classic example of the way in which properties of nano materials can change
compared to bulk properties [57]. As a consequence of this finding, the design of artificial
flowers for the experiments was changed in a way that bees do not land on the attracting
surface itself so that it does not need to be cleaned with solvent (e.g. figure 8.13 and
designs in chapter 9).
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Figure 8.18: Solvent swelling of epoxy nanostructures. Atomic force microscopy
image of an ordered grating cast in epoxy after washing with ethanol.

8.5.4

Role of polarisation

Note that surface structuration of dielectric materials such as epoxy induces polarisation effects changes [58, 59]. On ordered gratings as well as disordered gratings, the
continuous surface is interrupted by stripes on the length scale of visible light only in
one direction, leading to a slightly increased scattering when the polarisation is in plane

Figure 8.19: Polarisation effect of artificial striations. (A) Scheme of the experimental setup used to measure polarisation; unpolarised light from the source is used to
illuminate the samples. The scattered signal in the plane perpendicular to the direction
of the striation is collected in the two polarisation channels. (B,C) Scattering measurements form the black artificial flower cast with disordered striations and polariser-axis
(B) parallel and (C) perpendicular to the direction of the striation.
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with striations (see optical measurements in figure 8.19). Bees and other pollinators are
able to see linear polarisation [60, 61], but it is still unclear whether the polarisation
effect persists for non-rectangular striations on real petals, and whether it enhances the
visibility of the blue halo arising from the surface patterns in real flowers. This should
be investigated in a future study.

8.6

Discussion

For the purposes of simulations and manufacturing, floral surface striations were modelled by rectangular gratings with disorder in height, width and spacing. This specific
model system has not been analysed in the literature, but disorder in sub-wavelength
3-dimensional triangular gratings has been theoretically explored as a strategy for antireflection coatings on LEDs [62, 63], in practice, however, these seem very challenging
to manufacture due to their small feature size. The most closely related work to this
chapter is a theoretical study analysing the effect of height disorder in rectangular gratings [64]. A blue halo-like effect around the zero-order diffraction peak was reported
with similarities to the results obtained here (e.g. figure 8.10). The same study observes
that the halo-like effect does not resemble a simple superposition of diffraction orders
from a range of ordered structures. More recently, Johansen et al. [48] have reported an
experimental approach to create gratings with height-offset-areas through a combination
of lithography and dry-etching. Johansen et al. confirm that coloured scattering effects
can be obtained with disordered gratings.
The simulations and manufacturing process did not take the possible undulation of
the flower substrate into account, which is typically caused by underlying cells of the
flower petals. The simplified simulations are however in line with the feasible manufacturing feasible lithographic protocols described above. Qualitatively, smooth undulations
simply focus and defocus (blur on average) the scattering effect, compared to planar
ordered gratings [65]. Recently, it has been shown that disordered striations can be
designed using shape memory polymer layers [66, 67]. While this method provides less
control over the specific shape and disorder, it provides access to a larger parameter
space, particularly for height disorder and long-scale undulations, which cannot be created with conventional thin-film lithography techniques (as described in section 8.5.2).
Their initial findings confirm the hypothesis that undulations do not strongly effect the
overall appearance of disordered surface striations.
The structure replication process with PFPE moulds [53, 54] preserved detailed features best and caused least damage to the master sample (e-beam patterned PMMA
film on silicon). While high-resolutions can also be achieved with polydimethylsiloxane
(PDMS) composites [56], they tended to damage grating-lines upon detachment from
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the master sample, which is mainly attributed to PDMS swelling [50]. The PFPE protocol can also be executed faster, because it involves a fast UV-light curing step instead of
slow temperature enabled cross-linking and the manufacture of several layers. It should
be noted that both methods are unsuitable to mould fresh flower samples, because of
the used solvents and curing steps. Instead, flower structures were moulded (e.g. for
imaging purposes in figure 8.3 C) with dental-supply silicone as previously reported [22,
68].
Combined, the theoretical and experimental techniques presented in this chapter can
be applied to study biomimetic disordered structural colours on surface striations in the
animal kingdom[27–31] or similar structural colours. Other biological organisms will have
evolved their structural colour for different purposes. Therefore, applying the described
techniques to these systems is likely to yield different insights into the striation parameter
space and its biological significance.
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Chapter 9
Disorder in floral photonic structures
is functionally significant
9.1

Significance and contributions

This chapter discusses the biological functionality of floral surface striations in pollinator
interactions. In the collaborative project, we found proof that the disorder in photonic
structures (namely surface striations) enables distantly related flowers to produce an
enhanced visual signal. We identified the optical effect and showed that it (and thus
the presence of disorder in biological photonic structures) can be functionally beneficial.
Structures created by nature are not perfectly ordered but rather contain at least small
amounts of disorder. This is usually seen as a limitation of natural systems. We found,
however, that this slight disorder in the widespread structure on the surface of flowers
leads to a an advantage by changing the visual properties of its surface from transparent/ iridescent to a robust blue-UV (figure 9.1), particularly visible to insects. This effect
and its functionality have never been reported before.
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of a highly collaborative project. In particular, all bee vision experiments have been
conducted by collaborators from the Department of Plant Science (especially Beverley Glover and Edwige Moyroud). Their descriptions of corresponding experimental
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speed experiments) are provided in this chapter for completion. I investigated the theoretical and physics-experimental basis for this project, with guidance from Silvia Vignolini
and Ullrich Steiner. In discussion with the Cambridge plant-scientists, I designed and
created artificial flower samples according to my simplified model of the structure found
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in nature. I also analysed all non-bee experimentation related data including optical
measurements. The optical data was recorded by Rox Middleton and based on previous
optical measurements conducted by myself and Silvia Vignolini.

Figure 9.1: Examples of flowers with a blue halo effect visible to the human eye.
The blue halo effect is best seen by the human eye on a dark pigmented background. The
flowers of Ursinia calendulifolia (A-B) and Hibiscus trionum (C-D) present a striated
epidermis at the base of the petal that overlaps the darkly pigmented zone. The presence
of anthocyanin pigment produces the dark purple colour [21] while the presence of
disordered striations produces the blue halo effect visible in a close-up view of the base
of the ray florets (B) or of the proximal region of the petals (D). [Figure credit: Edwige
Moyroud]

9.2

Measuring photonic surface scattering effects

The optical effect of photonic structures has to be studied on the biological sample
itself in order to ensure it’s visibility alongside any other optical sample characteristics.
Simplified model systems can only be a clarifying extension to the study of the original
system (see chapter 8 for the characterisation of the model system). Besides systematic
disorder in the photonic structure, biological samples tend to be complex and usually
not perfectly flat. Therefore it is important to assess the visibility of an optical effect of
real samples, before advancing the detailed understanding of structure parameters with
simplified artificial samples. An effect that involves the scattering of light into different
directions, such as the expected response from surface striations, requires measurements
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of (at minimum) the spectral behaviour (the effect change as function of the wavelength
of light) at different scattering angles. The later can be measured with a goniometer,
as illustrated in figure 9.2.

Figure 9.2: Schematic representation of optical goniometer measurements. Collimated light from a broad-spectrum UV-vis lamp irradiated the sample at variable angles
of incidence (defined relative to the surface normal of the sample). The light scattered
by the sample is collected with a fibre (connected to a spectrometer) at an angular range
relative to the position of specular reflection (here defined as zero degree).
Using a goniometer set-up, reflected light scattered by the sample can be detected in
a wide range of angles by moving the detector step-wise around the sample. The detector
was coupled to a spectrometer by an optical fibre in order to also capture the spectral
response at each angle. The instrumentation used to implement the set-up shown in
figure 9.2 includes an Ocean Optics HPX 2000 xenon light source (wavelength-range of
185 - 2000 nm) coupled into an optical fibre (Avantes 50 μm diameter) leading into a
collimator (Thorlabs RC08SMA-F01). The illuminating light spot size on the sample was
ca. 2 mm in diameter. Scattered light was collected by a collimator on the outlet optical
fibre (Avantes 600 μm diameter) at a ca. 20 cm distance to the sample, and passed to a
spectrometer (Avantes Avaspec 2048). All measurements were recorded with respect to
the reflection from a white scattering reference (Spectralon Diffuse Reflectance Standard
SRS-99).
In the case of one-directional surface structuration such as flower striations which
cause an anisotropic scattering response, it is important to identify the direction of
striations first (e.g. with an optical microscope). The scattering response of samples was
then recorded in two directions: (i) with striations perpendicular and (ii) parallel to the
plane of detector rotation. The scattering effect of a one-dimensional structure only
influences the measurement perpendicular to the pattern and the data recorded parallel
to the striations serves as control measurement.
Reflectance curves are the simplest way to present data recorded with a goniometer
set-up. They show spectra at selected angles. In the case of one-dimensional photonic
structures, the corresponding spectra taken in the two different orientations can be plotted side-by-side for comparison. Figure 9.3 A - C shows such reflectance curves obtained
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Figure 9.3: Spectral reflectance curves. (A-C) Individual reflectance spectra of three
flowers are shown at scattering angles of 10 ◦ , 20 ◦ and 30 ◦ . They were recorded in the
plane parallel and perpendicular to the direction of surface striations. (D-F) Reflectance
difference after subtracting parallel from perpendicular orientation measurements. (A,D)
Adonis aestivalis; (B,E) Oenothera stricta reflectance reduced by a factor of 10 to fit
plot limits; (C,F) Hibiscus trionum.
from samples of three different flower species (relative to the reflection of a white standard). The lower panels (D - F) show the difference between the orientations (spectra
taken in perpendicular minus spectra in parallel mode). This representation reveals that
striations cause enhanced scattering of short wavelengths (corresponding to blue and
UV light) over a range on reflection angles. The specular reflection (where the angle of
incidence matches the angle of reflection, set to 0 ◦ ) is not shown in figure 9.3.

9.2.1

Bee vision in context

When investigating photonic effects in flowers, it is important to consider their appearance to bees (the main group of pollinators for the flowers investigated here). Bees
have a different visual system compared to humans. They are light sensitive in different
spectral regions. Most notably, bees can see UV light (which is invisible to humans)
but do not see red. They are also more sensitive to changes in hue than humans. In
the context of this work, a goniometer data representation was chosen to highlights the
visibility of optical effects to bees more directly.
Using the Hibiscus trionum flower as an example, figure 9.4 shows the method that
was used for data representation in terms of bee photoreceptor sensitivity. The goniometer dataset recorded in the planes perpendicular and parallel to striations is shown as a
heat map at the top left of the figure. It contains the reflectance curves (figure 9.3) for
every recorded angle with their intensity displayed in a blue to yellow colour scale.
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Figure 9.4: Schematic explanation of data processing for spectral sensitivity
plots. (1) Optical measurements of the Hibiscus trionum flower; (2) spectral sensitivity
curves of bee-eye receptors [69], normalised to their integral; (3) multiplication of (1)
and (2); (4) relative calculated absorption of light per bee receptor and angle, after
spectral integration of (3).
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(1) The recorded spectrum at each angle was then multiplied by the normalised photoreceptor sensitivity for all the three bee-eye receptors (figure 9.4 left). The sensitivity
curves were normalized to their integral to avoid a bias during integration in step (4).
(2) The resulting weighted data is shown in figure 9.4 right. They correspond to the
signal range each bee receptor type would receive at the measurement angles. It should
be noted that the bee receptor sensitivity curves overlap in parts [69]. Especially the
receptor with the sensitivity peaking for green colours has a substantial sensitivity for
blue and UV wavelengths. Using this representation leads to an underestimation of the
physical separation of colour intervals. At the same time, bees are very sensitive to
changes in hue, which means that even small colouration changes in this representation
can have a significant effect on a target visibility. The spectral range >600 nm invisible to
bees was shaded out and the area of highest halo intensity (coinciding with the sensitivity
range of the two higher-wavelength photoreceptors) was indicated with a dashed-line.
(3) An integration in wavelength was performed in order to obtain one data point per
receptor for each angle. Additionally, the spectra were averaged at intervals of 5 degrees
to simplify the graphs and their interpretation. The data processing for this representation does not consider the spectrum of sunlight as light-source (instead it gives a
better physical characterisation of the effect at each wavelength) and it does not consider the absolute photon flux reaching the eye (which is dependent of the light-level
and irradiance spectrum).
(4) In the final data representation (figure 9.4 top-right), spectra recorded in the plane
perpendicular/parallel to the striation direction are shown as darker/lighter colours respectively. The comparison demonstrates the presence of scattered light at angles outside
the specular reflection as well as the enhancement of scattering for shorter wavelengths.

9.2.2

Visual differences for bees

Another method to investigate colour perception in bees is the colour hexagon [70,
71]. In this model, each reflectance curve is related to one location in the hexagon
that signifies the potential corresponding physiological excitation in the bee eye. This
location quantifies the relation in terms of three pure stimuli of the receptors E(U),
E(B) and E(G), peaking in the UV, blue and green, respectively. The centre of the
hexagon represents both no-signal (dark) and the colour of background adaptation. The
so-called van Kries adaptation is the method used to describe how bees perceive colours
in relationship to a reference (background) colour, e.g. green leaves [71, 72].
The adaptation of bee vision to background colour is a key processing step in the
hexagon method and has an important influence on how visual cues (equal to optical
spectra in terms of data) are likely to be perceived by bees. Since bees only have one
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Figure 9.5: Schematic explanation of the effect of background adaptation. A,
C and E show the unchanged bee-sensitivity graphs for Adonis aestivalis, Oenothera
stricta and Hibiscus trionum respectively, as described in figure 9.4. B, D and F show
the corresponding graphs that result from the normalisation used in bee hexagons (with
van Kries adaptation and the sun illumination spectrum). The angles not plotted in
figure 9.6 were shaded out.

receptor that is sensitive in the green and yellow range of wavelengths, many humanvisible colours lead to a very similar stimulus, which in turn competes for attention with
the more rare blue and UV signals of flowers. However, a background limitation to green
leaves can magnify small colour changes in this range. In the case of surface striations,
for example, short wavelengths are slightly enhanced for scattering angles larger than
ca. 5 ◦ (figure 9.3). For the same flowers, the corresponding bee sensitivity graphs are
shown in figure 9.5 A, C & E. Indeed, the line for to the UV-peaking photoreceptor tends
to be slightly higher than the others (in the measurements taken perpendicular to the
surface striations, e.g. at 25 ◦ ). However, the underlying pigmentation of the petal mainly
contributes to the green line, counteracting the effect of striations. When applying
the sun illumination spectrum and background adaptation to green leaves (figure 9.5
B, D & F) blue and UV scattering becomes much more relevant to the hue of the sample.
The red arrows indicate the difference between the visual appearance of the two directions
on striated samples, especially for the UV related stimulus.
Finally, the spectra in figure 9.5 B, D & F were plotted (between the specular reflection
angle 0 ◦ and scattering angles up to 35 ◦ ) in the colour hexagon (figure 9.6). Values
for 25 ◦ are shown in figure 9.6 A-C for the gionometer measurements taken parallel
(blue) and perpendicular (red) to the direction of surface striations. It shows the clear
separations of the colour loci of the two scan directions at a 25 ◦ scattering angle. The
loci corresponding to light reflected parallel to the striations tend towards the centre of
the hexagon with increasing scattering angle due to the larger relative content of green
light and low light intensity. The loci of light reflected perpendicular to the striations
remain distinguishable when the detection angle is varied. The model assumes that
bees can reliably perceive the difference of colours separated by at least 0.1 units in the
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Figure 9.6: Bee vision colour hexagon. The hexagons in (A-C) show the colour-loci of
recorded optical spectra in parallel and perpendicular direction to floral surface striations
of three species at a scattering angle of 25 ◦ . Panels (D-F) show the corresponding
euclidian distances in the hexagon for each pair (perpendicular - parallel) of spectral
reflectance spectra at the same scattering angle.
hexagon. This value is exceeded by all flowers in this example, as indicated by the dashed
threshold line in the relative-distance plots in figure 9.6 D-F.

9.3
9.3.1

Techniques of bee experiments
Artificial flower design

The key part of the designed artificial flowers were ‘test-squares’ acting a stimulus for
bees. The epoxy 20 mm x 20 mm test-squares contained a black (carbon black) or a
yellow (naples yellow light (PY41)) pigment (62.5mg per ml of epoxy). The surface of
the epoxy square was either smooth and glossy, or overlaid with manufactured disordered or ordered gratings. The micro-fabrication techniques used to create the surface
structuration are detailed in chapter 8 section 8.5.
Artificial flowers used in differential conditioning experiments were constructed from
black microcentrifuge tubes (10 mm diameter, 1.5ml volume) around which 20 mm x
40 mm strips of 3 mm-thick transparent Devcon high-strength 2-ton epoxy resin were
mounted. The test-squares were added to the top of the transparent strips. These
artificial flowers were mounted on 12 cm long wooden skewers and orientated so that
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their surface was 35 ◦ from vertical, facing upward, and the lid of the microcentrifuge
tube was left attached and open to act as a feeding reservoir for foraging bees.
Artificial flowers used in foraging speed experiments had a modified design: the detached lid of a transparent microcentrifuge tube (10 mm in diameter), acting as a feeding
device for foragers, was inserted in a 20 mm x 40 mm strip of 3-mm-thick transparent
epoxy resin and a test-square was added to the top of the transparent strip to act as a
stimulus. Here, the artificial flowers were directly laid flat on the floor of the arena.

9.3.2

Bumblebee experiments

Flower-naive colonies of buff-tailed bumblebees Bombus terrestris (audax), were connected to test arenas (100 x 70 x 30 cm) by a gated transparent Perspex tube (15 mm
diameter, 30 cm long) as described in [18]. For each experiment, foragers from 3 different colonies were used. The room temperature was kept constant at 21 ◦ C. 14 h/day
illumination was provided by Sylvania 36W Professional Activa 172 tubes on the ceiling
of the room. The frequency of these lights was kept over 200 Hz, above the bee-flicker
fusion frequency, by special Philips HF-B 236 TLD ballasts [73]. Adjustable lamps with a
frequency above 200 Hz fitted with daylight bulbs were placed above the colony entrance
to control flower illumination. The colony was fed daily with fresh 30 % sucrose solution
and pollen grains supplied three times a week. Foragers were hand-marked with waterbased ThorneTM queen marking paint in various colour combinations to distinguish them
individually during experimentation.

9.3.3

Differential conditioning experiments

During the training phase, each individual was allowed to familiarise with the feeding setup: three training flowers (as described above but without any ‘test-square’) containing
30 µl of a 30 % sucrose solution were randomly positioned in the arena and an individual
bee was introduced into the arena and allowed to feed until it returned to the hive. A
bee was considered trained once it had completed three successful bouts of foraging.
During the test phase, six differential conditioning artificial flowers (as describe above)
were randomly positioned in the arena. Three flowers presented a pigmented smooth
test-square with 15 μl of a 0.12 % quinine solution and three flowers displayed a similarly
pigmented test-square overlaid by a manufactured grating with 15 μl of 30 % sucrose
solution in the feeding well. An individual trained bee was released into the arena and the
flowers it successively visited were recorded. A flower was considered ‘visited’ whenever
a bee made contact with it. After each visit, the flower was refilled with sucrose or
quinine solution and moved to a new position in the arena, randomising also the position
of the other non-visited flowers, so that the position of the 6 flowers constantly changed
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throughout the experiment. Flowers (landing areas but not test-squares) were cleaned
with 20 % ethanol solution between each foraging bout and between individuals. For
each pair-wise comparison (black smooth vs. black blue halo; black smooth vs. black
iridescent, yellow smooth vs. yellow blue halo), 10 independent bees were tested (30
in total) and each bee was tested to a minimum of 120 choices (on black pigmented
flowers) or 80 choices (yellow pigmented flowers).

9.3.4

Foraging speed experiments

New individual bees were used for foraging tests, different from those having completed
the differential conditioning experiment, but trained as above. During the test phase,
three foraging speed flowers, all displaying identical black smooth test-squares and offering 15 μl of a 30 % sucrose solution, were set 30 cm apart from each other in the
arena (position 1). An individual bee was introduced to the arena and its foraging bout
(from the time it landed on flower 1, then visited flower 2 and landed on flower 3) was
recorded with a Panasonic Lumix DMC-FZ38 camera. A large reward in the form of
100 μl of 30 % sucrose solution was offered to the bee at the end of the foraging bout
to allow it to fill up and encourage return to the hive. Parts of the flowers contacted
by bees were then cleaned with 20 % ethanol and set 30 cm apart from each other in
a new location (position 2). The experiment was repeated with the same bee but with
flowers in position 2. For foraging bouts 3 and 4, the same bee was then asked to forage
on three flowers set at position 1, then position 2 successively, but this time the flowers
were associated with black test strips overlaid with a manufactured disordered grating.
For foraging bout 5 and 6, the same bee was successively recorded foraging on the three
flowers at position 1 and 2 again, but this time the flowers displayed black test strips
overlaid with a manufactured perfect grating. This series of 6 foraging bouts alternating
between position and type of test-strips was repeated with two new positions for the
flowers (position 3 and 4), and the entire procedure was repeated as a whole another
4 times minimum to ensure that at least 6 complete foraging bouts on each flower type
were recoded for each individual. This routine enabled us to control for the variability
in foraging speed between foragers (as each bee performed the experiment on each type
of flower) and any potential effect of the position of the flowers in the arena. Ten individuals were independently tested in total. The training phase and test phase were
repeated twice, each time with 10 new bumblebees, once alternating between smooth
and manufactured disordered gratings associated with a yellow pigment, and once with
smooth and manufactured disordered gratings associated with a blue pigment.
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Results
Floral surface striation parameters and optical signatures

This study focuses on the photonic effect of floral surface striations, but the overall
optical response of a flower [14, 74] is be affected by many other factors such as the
shape of the insect attracting organ and their pigment content [75, 76]. For this reason,
the anatomical parameters of petal cross-sections and the optical scattering properties
of fresh flower samples were studied in detail for each of the exemplary 11 species:
Leucocoryne purpurea, Lathyrus aureus, Hibiscus trionum, Adonis aestivalis, Penstemon
barrettiae, Grielum humifusum, Paeonia mascula, Mentzelia lindleyii, Oenothera stricta,
Tulipa ‘Queen of the Night’ and Ursinia speciosa (see also figure 7.1).

Figure 9.7: Optical and anatomical properties of cuticular striations. The anatomical and optical properties of three representative species are shown: Adonis aestivalis
(top row), Oenothera stricta (middle row) and Hibiscus trionum (bottom). (A-C) TEM
of petal epidermis with 5 μm scale bars and (D-F) distributions of striation height, spacing and width. Two-dimensional plots show spectra of the scattered light as a function
of collection angle, for a 60 ◦ (G,H,J,K) or 45 ◦ (I,L) angle of incident light. Angular
distribution of the scattered light in the plane perpendicular (G-I) or parallel (J-L) to
the striation direction. (M-O) Angle-dependent spectral response mediated on the three
photoreceptors in bee eyes: ultraviolet, blue and green. Spectra in the plane perpendicular (darker shades) and parallel (lighter shades) to the striation direction are represented.
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The results for three representative flowers (already partially discussed in chapter 8)
are shown in figure 9.7. Both a visual inspection of cross-sectional TEM images and
a detailed parameter analysis (panels A-D) reveal that all three flowers Adonis aestivalis (top row), Oenothera stricta (middle row) and Hibiscus trionum (bottom) have
very clearly formed surface striations from the waxy cuticle layer on the petals. These
striations exhibit a strong and slightly different degree of disorder.
Figure 9.7 G-L shows goniometer scattering measurements on the selected flowers.
The images are two-dimensional plots showing the spectra of the scattered light in
function of collection angle. The intensity of the light is represented in a blue-toyellow color scale. The color scale is kept constant for measurements on the same
flower, but varies from flower to flower. To emphasise the data of greatest importance,
the spectral region between 600 and 700 nm which is not perceived by the bees and
the 0-order reflection are partially masked, and horizontal dotted lines with downward
arrows indicate the enhanced spectral region of the halo. By comparing the optical
measurements taken in the plane perpendicular to striations (figure 9.7 G-I) with those
taken in parallel, where striations cannot contribute to the optical effect (J-L), it can
be concluded that the presence of striations on the petal epidermis had an angular and
wavelength dependent optical response.
To demonstrate the photonic effect of striations in a less complex fashion than the
goniometer data matrices, a representation of the spectra considering bee-eye sensitivity
curves was plotted (figure 9.7 M-O). This custom representation is explained in detail in
section 9.2.1 and figure 9.4 of chapter 8. In summary, each of the points in the graph
corresponds to an integral over a measured spectrum (at the corresponding collection
angle) after it has been weighted with the sensitivity curves of the three types of photoreceptors in bee eyes: ultraviolet (in violet) blue (in blue) and green (in green). The
spectra in the plane parallel and perpendicular to the striation direction are reported as
lighter and darker colours respectively. On average we observe that the scattering response in the direction perpendicular to the striations is enhanced outside of the specular
reflection (especially between ±25 ◦ ) and in the UV-blue wavelength region. From here
on, we refer to this directional effect as ‘blue halo’.
Figure 9.8 shows the wavelength and the angle dependent scattering behaviour of
the petals of Lecocoryne, Penstemon, Tulipa, Lathyrus, respectively (equivalent to figure 9.7). The angle of light incidence was 45 degrees for all the measurements. A very
similar scattering behaviour results from the presented flowers compared to the three
previous examples, despite partially large differences in the disorder properties present
in the floral striations of the different species. For very disordered samples (e.g. from
Lathyrus) the scattering response is still angular dependent but more ‘white’ or similar
for the three photoreceptors.
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Figure 9.8: Optical response and anatomical parameters of cuticular striations.
(A, D) Scattering measurements from flowers with different degrees of disorder, namely
Lecocoryne, Penstemon, Tulipa ‘queen of the night’, and Lathyrus, respectively. The
images are two-dimensional plots showing the spectra of the scattered light in function
of the collection angle. The left column shows the angular distribution of the scattered
light in the plane perpendicular to the striation direction, while in the right column the
direction of striations is parallel to the plane of collection. (E to H) Angular-dependent
spectral response mediated on the three bee photoreceptors.
The data for two further flowers (Grielum humifusum andOenothera stricta) are
shown in figure 9.9 with comparable optical results at different amounts of disorder
observed. This time, the recorded optical spectra are shown for three different angles of
incident light onto the sample, in order to demonstrate that the blue halo effect is not
specific to the 45 ◦ inclination angle.
The optical signatures of the final four flowers (Adonis aestivalis, Mentzelia lindleyii,
Paeonia mascula and Ursinia speciosa) are presented in figure 9.10. The data (panel
A-L on left hand side of the figure) was recorded in the same year and with the same
set-up parameters as the other data presented in this chapter. It highlights an important
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Figure 9.9: Optical response at different angles of incident light and anatomical
parameters of cuticular striations (A,B) Scattering measurements at three angles if
incident light (5, 30 and 45 degrees) for Grielum humifusum (A), Oenothera stricta (B).
The upper row for each species shows the the scattered light in the plane perpendicular to
the striation direction, and the lower measurements in the parallel plane. The intensity
of the light is represented in a blue-to-yellow colour scale. The colour scale in the
scattering plots is kept constant for each pair of sample orientations, but it varies from
flower to flower and between angles of incidence. (C,E) Angular-dependent spectral
response mediated on the three bee photoreceptors. (D,F) Histograms of the measured
striation parameters in terms of spacing and size.

aspect of biological phenotype reproducibility: the development and quality of flower
samples depends strongly on growth conditions and weather during the flowering period.
Those initial measurements still demonstrated the scattering effect, but display only little
colouration. Older data, recorded in previous years with a slightly lower resolution set-up,
are presented in the columns on the right side of figure 9.10 (M-T) to demonstrate that
the blue halo effect of those species can be more clearly observed in a different batch.
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Figure 9.10: Variation in optics of flower samples. Sub-figures are shown analogous to those in figure 9.8 for the flowers Adonis aestivalis (top-row), Mentzelia lindleyii
(upper-middle), Paeonia mascula (lower-middle) and Ursinia speciosa (bottom row).
Panels (M-T) show repeat measurements in a similar configuration taken with flower
samples from a different year which show the halo effect clearer, possibly due to more
favourable environmental conditions during their respective flowering season.

9.4.2

Separation of surface structure and background pigmentation

As mentioned in the previous section, the overall optical response of a flower depends not
only on a the photonic surface structure, but also on other strong optical features, such
as pigmentation. The 11 analysed species have a broad variation of colours (figure 7.1).
In the spectral regions where they overlap with the effect of the surface striations, it
can be difficult to attribute the flower appearance to either of those features. In particular, pigment scattering in the yellow can contribute to a high signal for the green
photoreceptor in the presented plots, showing the angular-dependent spectral response
mediated on the three bee photoreceptors. This obscures the discovery process for a
systematic optical effect of this photonic structure. To investigate the relative contributions of pigments and photonic structures, optical measurements were performed on the
epidermal layer of a Mentzelia flowers as part of an intact petal and on its own (removing
the pigment contribution), see figure 9.11. For the entire petal (A,B), UV and yellow
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pigment colouration is visible at all angles and both scanning directions (perpendicular
as well as parallel to the direction of the striations). This results in high relative values
for the UV and green receptors, respectively (C). Because light is scattered perpendicular to striations for colours corresponding to all three photoreceptors, the optical signal
of pigmentation makes it hard to recognise the colour trend of the scattered light (the
blue halo) in the sensitivity plot (C). However, when measuring optical response of the
striations on the peeled-off epidermis only, most pigments are removed and very little
scattering is observed outside of the specular reflection when scanning parallel to the
striation direction (E). In this case, the scattering collected perpendicularly to the striations (D) is caused by the structure itself and its subtle halo-colouration becomes more
apparent (F). The scattered light is enhanced in the low-wavelength (blue-UV) region,
especially between -25 ◦ and +25 ◦ , where scattering is most intense.

Figure 9.11: The role of flower pigmentation on its optical response. Optical
measurements at 45 ◦ angle of incident light are presented for a Mentzelia flower petal
(A, B, C) and its peeled-off epidermal layer (D, E, F).
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Bee recognition and foraging tests

It is interesting that the photonic effect of disordered striations can be observed optically,
in simulations of a model system (chapter 8 section 8.4) and on physical implementations
of the model system (chapter 8 section 8.5). But as an indication of its biological relevance, the visibility of the blue halo on the artificial flower samples had to be tested with
bees. It is necessary to perform these experiments with artificial samples, as the many
other visual stimuli such as pigmentation, shape, and scent characteristics of real flowers
cannot be controlled independently from each other. It is known from previous experiments that bees can distinguish between samples with a perfectly ordered (iridescent)
grating and smooth surfaces [18]. If the bees can also distinguish the halo presenting
surface from a smooth sample, they are expected to learn to exclusively visit the artificial
flowers with the right visual cue in order to obtain the reward (sweet liquid) over the
punishment (a bitter substance that bees cannot smell). The two different experimental
geometries used in bee experiments are shown in figure 9.12. The signalling surface was
presented in a tilted upright position (A) during simple learning experiments (called differential conditioning) and lying down flat (B) for experiments designed to quantify the
foraging speed of the pollinator.
The recognition experiments were then repeated on to squares with the same surface
features, but different background pigmentation. On the black samples photonic effects

Figure 9.12: Artificial flowers used in the behavioural experiments. (A) Schematic
representation of artificial flowers used in differential conditioning experiments (as yellow
square) and picture of a bee feeding on such a flower (with a periodic grating on a
black background). Rewards (15 μl 30 % sucrose) or punishment (15 μl 0.12 % quinine
solution) are displayed in the lid of the black Eppendorf tube, where bees land to feed.
(B) Artificial flowers used in the foraging speed experiments and picture of a marked
forager feeding on such a flower (same sample type as in (A)). [Figure credit: Edwige
Moyroud]
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Figure 9.13: Appearance of yellow and blue pigmented test-squares. (A) Yellow
test-squares with a smooth surface (Sm) or overlaid with a manufactured disordered
structure (Di) are hardly discernible from each other even when the observation angle
varies. (B) Blue test-squares with a smooth surface (Sm) or overlaid with a manufactured
disordered architecture as in (C) appear identical at certain angles but display different
shades and intensity of blue at other angles. [Figure based on material from Edwige
Moyroud]
have a very good contrast in the absence of other scattered light from the sample.
However, most natural flowers are not black, and the visibility of the blue-UV halo
effect needed to be tested against other pigments (here yellow and blue as shown in
figure 9.13). The blue halo effect is hardly discernible from the background scattering to
the human eye. The appearance to bees is, however, expected to be different because
of their distinct visual system (see section 9.2.1 for more detail).
Figure 9.14 contains the statistical results of the bee experiments. Reference tests
such as those demonstrating that bees are unable to tell the difference between rewarding
and unrewarding solution without clear visual cues were performed but are not shown.
Figure 9.14 A shows the learning behaviour of bumblebees for disordered gratings
versus unstructured reference samples with the same (black) pigmentation. The initial
50 % probability of visits to the halo-presenting test-squares changed quickly to almost
exclusive visits of these artificial flowers. This clearly demonstrates that bees can see
the blue halo on a dark background and learn to recognise it. For iridescent perfect
diffraction gratings (figure 9.14 B), the earlier findings on casts from CD gratings [18]
could be reproduced. Bees were able to see and learn the difference of iridescence versus
a dark background. However, they were slower in learning the visual cue and identifying
it as the correct target with confidence. This might reflect the changing colour identity
of the iridescent samples which may be more confusing to them than the of the more
colour-consistent blue halo.
The learning speed for the halo effect on the yellow and blue pigmented background
(figure 9.14 C,D) was even faster than on the black background (the only sample that is
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Figure 9.14: Bumblebee response to the blue halo. (A) Learning curve of ten
bees choosing between black smooth and disordered samples. Empty circles represent
the mean proportion of bees choosing correctly for each 120 successive choices. (B)
As in (A) but bumblebees chose between black smooth and ordered. (C) As in (A)
but bumblebees chose between yellow smooth and disordered. (D) As in (A) but 11
bumblebees chose between blue smooth and disordered. (E) Distribution of the individual
mean travel time between artificial flowers for seven pigment/surface combinations. (AD) The white curve depicts the fitted binomial logistic model, with the shading showing
95 % confidence intervals on the fitted response. The χ2 statistic and p-value for the
likelihood ratio tests assessing whether or not foragers can learn are given. (E) Median
flight time (red line), quartile values (boxes) and total range of flight times are plotted.
Diamonds represent mean foraging time of individuals. Letters represent the result of a
post-hoc Tukey’s HSD test. Group means that share the same letter are not significantly
different from one another (p > 0.001). [Figure credit: Edwige Moyroud]

easily distinguishable by human eye). It is an interesting result that bees can see the blue
halo also on a blue background. This is most likely due to the fact that the halo has an
additional strong UV component, which could provide contrast above the overlapping
background spectrum of the pigmentation.
Th dynamics of possible pollinator visual-cue interactions was investigated in more
detail by the foraging speed experiments, which measured the flight time of bees until
they settled on an artificial flower. Figure 9.14 E summarises the results obtained for the
same types of artificial flowers used in differential learning experiments. The foraging
speed varies for the analysed samples. In general, however, a clear trend was found
that the blue halo shortens the travelling time of the bees by up to ca. 1/3. The
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iridescent signal of ordered gratings on a dark background also increased the foraging
speed. Interestingly, in this experiment, the travelling time differences for the blue flowers
with and without halo were only small. This means that bees are able to see the halo
on blue flowers, but they cannot see it as well or identify it as quickly compared to
sufficiently different background pigmentation.

9.5

Discussion

Optical measurements on fresh flower petals and artificial photonic samples showed that
surface striations produce an optical effect, here termed blue halo. It is defined by a
directional scattering of light that is enhanced for short wavelengths at small scattering
angles. Bees can see the colouration difference caused by striations as they learn to
identify rewarding samples. They are also able to identify these target more quickly, as
indicated by up to one-third reduced flight times. The averages of flight times to artificial
flowers exhibiting the blue halo was even shorter than those exhibiting iridescence from
ordered gratings. This could be caused by an improved target identity [77] of the blue
halo, as the colour change is smaller, i.e. it varies less as a function of angle compared
to diffraction orders of periodic gratings.
The colours which are enhanced by the hue-change of petals caused by the halo,
blue and UV, are colours which are known to be difficult for flowers to produce by conventional pigments [78–84]. Some flowers even employ physiologically difficult methods
such as changing the pH to access different organic chemistries that lead to blue pigmentation [52, 80–85]. Several wild species of bees have been shown to prefer blue
colours [86–88] which has been associated with the possibility that blue flowers might
produce relatively large amounts of nectar [78, 79]. These are all important factors
for flowers across the angiosperm phylogenetic tree [38] to evolve simpler methods of
generating an insect salient colour such as the blue halo.
The behavioural bee experiments have shown that the blue halo is visible to pollinating bees. This might seem surprising given the small change in colouration caused
by striations on real flower petals (figures 9.7 to 9.11) and the limited visibility of the
halo to the human eye on scattering backgrounds (figure 7.1 and figure 9.13). This difference in visibility is probably caused by differences between the human and bee visual
systems, including different spectral sensitivities and different perception of hues and
intensities [70, 72], but also by the bees adaptation to background colours [71], which
favours blue and UV colouration with respect to green leaves (figure 9.5). Whether the
directionality of a colouration or possible polarisation effects of surface striations (figure 8.19) influences the visibility of the photonic structure to bees, is something that
remains to be investigated in future studies.
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Whether surface striations truly impact the pollination behaviour of flowers in the
wild is a very challenging research question to answer systematically, as flower species
differing in the presence of striations also differ in other relevant aspects such as scent,
pigmentation and shape [75, 76]. A genetically modified strain differing only in petal
surface striations would need to be generated and placed in an environment with comparable conditions (lighting, proximity to hive, etc.). Instead of such a general claim,
the presented data specifically shows that bees can identify the photonic effect of surface striations under controlled conditions. The direct visibility of floral striations and
striation-casts has been shown previously [18, 77]. The illumination conditions in the
bee arena were not optimised for any optical effect and bees could approach the samples
from different directions, resulting in variable optical signatures of the artificial flowers.
Nevertheless, natural conditions can vary in a wider range, including diffuse light, shadows, flower-movement and also direct sunlight. Other flower properties might, under
certain conditions, outweigh the colouration effect of striations.
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Chapter 10
Conclusions
The second part of this thesis shows that disordered surface striations on flowers have a
photonic effect that generates a biologically significant colouration. The effect, termed
blue halo, can be described as directional scattering that is enhanced in the UV-blue
wavelength region of the spectrum. This effect is difficult to see for the human eye,
particularly in combination with bright pigment colouration, but the bees (with their
different visual system) are able to detect the blue halo even on pigmented artificial
flowers with overlapping spectral signatures. Furthermore, the flight time of bees to a
flower target exhibiting the blue halo was found to be reduced, which is an important
parameter in natural pollinator flower interactions because it indicates that bees can
quickly recognise striated flowers.
The optical response of disordered striations was measured directly on petal surfaces
of 11 plant species. The measurements were presented in ‘raw’ heat-maps, and in a
representation which considers the spectral sensitivity of receptors in bee-eyes. Both
sets show increased scattering in the plane perpendicular to floral striation and a trend
of hue change towards shorter wavelengths, as characteristic for the blue halo. Proof
of visibility of the blue halo to bees was established by behavioural experiments, and
for comparison with the expectations derived from optical data, predicted colour loci
of measurements perpendicular and parallel to the striations (showing the halo and
reference) were plotted in the bee colour-hexagon. The colour-hexagon [70] is the best
developed tool for the prediction of colour perception in bees, drawing from predictions
on neural processing of stimuli in the visual systems of pollinators. In this theoretical
tool, the minimum visible difference of hue is well exceeded by the addition of the blue
halo effect to pigmented background colours.
The photonic structure was identified in 11 flowering plant (angiosperm) species that
are very distantly related and have evolved independently [38]. These species differ in
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disorder parameters, but they converge on similar optical signatures (the blue halo). We
therefore assume a convergent evolution [89] of disordered photonic structures in plants.
The cross-sectional parameters (width, height, spacing and relative disorder) of floral striations were determined from a large number of cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy images. This revealed that a significant relative amount of disorder is
present in all three parameters for every analysed species. Using the determined sizes
and variations, floral striations were modelled by disordered rectangular gratings in silico.
Numerical simulations of this simplified model system helped to understand and characterise the photonic effect of the complex biological samples. FDTD simulation tools
were adapted to enable the computational investigation of disordered structures, which
are both a new application and a challenge for simulations. Detailed characteristics of
this new, (controlled) disorder-based photonic effect (the blue halo) were presented.
The optical analyses and bee experiments relied on the nano-manufacture of gratings
with three levels of disorder, which is much harder to achieve than comparable ordered
gratings, particularly on the large surface areas required for the bee experiments. Guided
by simulations, artificial samples were fabricated (those used during behavioural bee
experiments) displaying a blue halo but no diffraction peaks. Their optical signature
confirmed the design principles predicted by the simulations.
The developed research tool-sets (optical, computational, fabrication) could enable
similar investigations in the field of disordered photonic and biomimetic structures. This
first proof that optical functionality can be derived from quasi-disordered photonic structures may inspire further discoveries of biological phenomena and possibly technological
applications.
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